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The implementation by the International Maritime Organization (IMO) of less than 
0.5% sulfur (mass/mass) fuel regulation effective 1st January 2020 has raised 
economic and operational challenges for shipping companies. The regulation limits 
the usage of fuel oil to a maximum of 0.5% sulfur content (alternative compliance 
options e.g. (i) very low sulfur fuel oil – VLSFO, (ii) marine gas oil – MGO or (iii) 
alternate fuel such as LNG) or continue using high sulfur fuel oil (HSFO; where the 
sulphur content is higher than 0.5%) provided SOx emission compliant scrubbers are 
installed. This study evaluates optimal abatement technology selection amongst the 
aforementioned available options with a real-time vessel-specific investment analysis 
on 19 case study vessels. Since retrofitting scrubber appears to be the most feasible 
option, investment appraisal for different types of scrubber’s (closed-loop, open-loop 
or hybrid) examined for dry bulk, tanker and container vessels providing a holistic 
view of scrubber installation on commercial ships. Investment evaluation is carried 
out entailing the fuel prices risk uncertainty for various price spread between MGO 
and HSFO to present (i) the breakeven spread above which scrubber installation is 
profitable and, (ii) which types of a scrubber is most cost-effective. Overall, open-
loop scrubber generates the highest  and  values with the shortest payback 
period, followed by hybrid and closed-loop scrubbers. However, investment in the 
open-loop scrubber appears less attractive, considering the regional wastewater 
discharge restrictions put forth by many countries. The final decision lies with 
shipping companies considering the trading profile of ships and capital cost of 
investment. 
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Chapter 1.0. Introduction 
The international shipping industry is facing economic challenges in selection and 
investment in compliant abatement technologies with the enforcement of upcoming 
less than 0.5% sulfur m/m fuel regulation coming in effect 1st January 2020. The 
regulation stipulates vessels can use prevalent high sulfur fuel oil (HSFO) provided 
SOx emission compliant scrubbers are installed or else use compliant less than 0.5% 
(VLSFO), distillates marine gas oil (MGO) or sulfur-free alternate fuels, e.g. LNG. 
 
The purpose of this research work is to analyse between the four-abatement 
technologies investment options available and examine which one is optimal for ship 
owners to invest and to carry out selected abatement technology vessel-specific 
investment analysis. In research work, the vessel-specific investment efficiency 
carried out using discounted cash flow (DCF), financial investment approach as a 
base tool.  
 
Air pollution has possessed a significant health hazard to human civilisation. Finland 
submitted an extensive research paper at IMO MEPC 70/INF.34 concerning the 
impact of sulfur concentration in marine fuel used on board ship operation, causing 
air pollution and its adverse effect on mortality rates on the human population. In the 
report, Finland stressed for the need of early regulatory intervention for reducing 
sulfur concentrations in marine fuel oil for combating air pollution with specific data. 
The report concluded delay in extending low sulfur fuel limit further than 1st January 
2020 could cost human civilisation premature mortality rise of 10,800/year and on 
time enforcement can save human health impacts by more than two-third reduction 
68% (Corbett, et al., 2016). 
 
In October 2016, The International Maritime Organization (IMO) after reviewing the 
concerns raised and ascertaining implications at its 70th committee meeting session 
of marine environmental protection committee (MEPC) implemented 0.5% sulfur 
limit for marine fuel oil used on board outside emission control areas effective 1st 
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January 2020 (IMO, 2016). The SOx and particulate matter emission limits enlisted 
in Table 1 below. 
 
Table 1. SOx, particulate matter global and ECA zone limits  
  
Outside - ECA limit on SOx and 
particulate matter emission. 
Inside - ECA limit on SOx and 
particulate matter emission. 
4.50% m/m prior to 1 January 2012 1.50% m/m prior to 1 July 2010 
3.50% m/m on and after 1 January 2012 1.00% m/m on and after 1 July 2010 
0.50% m/m on and after 1 January 2020 0.10% m/m on and after 1 January 2015 
Source: (IMO, 2016)  
Note: ECA represents dedicated emission control areas, % m/m refers to sulfur percentage mass by a 
mass permitted limit in fuel oil. 
 
IMO decision lead to a significant debate in the shipping industry as substantial 
challenges of extra cost and question for the availability of very low sulfur fuel oil 
(VLSFO) possesses a prime concern in the shipping industry. The cost of new 
compliant (VLSFO) is around 50% higher than the present high sulfur fuel oil 
(HSFO) available in the market, mandatory switch to low sulfur fuel in 2020 could 
lead to an increase in massive premium spread rise between compliant VLSFO and 
HSFO by as much as US dollar 400 per tonne (ICS, 2018).  
 
Concerning the availability of complaint VLSFO globally, IMO before reaching a 
regulatory decision, appointed consultant companies CE Delft and EnSys Energy & 
Navigistics Consulting to carry out extensive research work in ascertaining fuel oil 
availability. The reports put forth the results in contrast to each other; CE Delft report 
concluded that refineries would be able to cope up with supply and demand for 
VLSFO and oil would be available globally by 2020 (Faber, et al., 2016). Whereas 
the EnSys Energy & Navigistics Consulting report concluded, it is unlikely, the 
refineries globally would be able to meet the demand of compliant VLSFO with 
regard to extra investment required in de-sulphuration plants and even if they meet, 
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the demand there would be a massive escalation in fuel price premium (EnSys 
Energy & Navigistics Consulting, 2016). IMO decision has put forth an economic 
challenge in the shipping industry as either to bear with the high cost of compliant 
(VLSFO) or to invest in alternative technologies to satisfy regulatory requirements. 
 
The commercial shipping industry is diverse with each type of vessel having its 
specific project investment risks. The shipping portfolios are diversified; investment 
of a project in bulk carrier and investment in container or tanker have different 
volatilities or market risks and return on investments.  In research work, to examine 
vessel-specific abatement technology investment efficiency, 19 vessels; five Tankers, 
six Containers, and eight Bulk carriers analysed. Considering the sceptical future 
price and availability of VLSFO, MGO fuel price premium considered as a base 




The objectives of the research work are:  
 To compare and select a prudent abatement technology from four prominent 
regulatory compliant options available; switching over to MGO, VLSFO, 
vessel conversion to use LNG or retrofitting scrubbers and continue 
operation using HSFO.  
 To compare and select optimal quantitative methodology from the three 
commonly used financial valuation approaches; discounted cash flow (DCF), 
real options approach (ROA) and Montecarlo simulation, which one is better 
for analysing vessel-specific project investment assessment.  
 To calculate and evaluate significance vessel-specific volatility risk β for 19 
case study vessels. 
 To carry out selected abatement technology investment analysis on 19 case 
study vessels referred. To assess the importance of the vessel-specific 
volatility risk β and its implication in deducing the project investment 
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efficiency in considering debt to equity ratio and the weighted average cost 
of capital WACC. 
 
1.2. Research questions 
The financial assessment on alternate technology project investment carried out in 
research papers and case studies referred (Jiang, Kronbak, & Christensen, 2014; 
Acciaro, 2013; Mollenbach, Schack, Eefsen, & Kat, 2012; Reynolds, Caughlam, & 
Strong, 2011) evaluated financial efficiency for investment comparison between 
alternate technology options in an atomistic view. The shipping industry is 
diversified, with each specific vessel type having its specific-market cyclicality and 
market risk. The main questions and oversights assessed in research work are: 
 The financial evaluation in most of the case studies considered 100% equity 
investments with no debt. The retrofitting of alternate technologies scrubbers cost 
from (1 to 8 million USD) depending upon the power rating of propulsion plant 
(Clarkson's research, 2019). The cost of debt is cheaper than the cost of equity in 
the shipping industry (Albertijin, Drobetz, & Johns, 2016). In practical 
investment assessment, debt ratio consideration plays a vital role. 
 The weighted average cost of capital ( ) in most of the case studies is 
presumed. The vessel-specific  is vital for calculation of the minimum rate 
at which future cash flows from project returns discounted for optimal results. 
 Each vessel type; Handysize, Supramax, Panamax, Capesize, Aframax, Suezmax 
and Containers, each vessel has its market-specific volatility or risk in investment 
returns which implicit in most of the case studies shall be calculated and 
embedded in the financial assessment. 
 Each vessel has a different remaining commercial life, speed of operation, fuel 
consumption and trading profile. The significance of vessel-specific operational 




1.3. Research contribution 
The main contribution from research work is to provide ship owners and shipping 
investment banks with a discounted cash flow (DCF), financial assessment approach 
for prudent investment and selection of abatement technology compliant with IMO 
less than 0.5% sulfur m/m fuel regulation coming in effect 1st January 2020. The key 
factors considered in vessel-specific investment appraisal are: 
 Risk analysis: In any investment, risk accounting plays a vital role. In research 
work, vessel-specific market volatility  calculated for each vessel type; 
Handysize, Supramax, Panamax, Capesize, Aframax, Suezmax and Containers 
by using ordinary least squares regression model (OLS) on time series data 
using Eviews software. 
 Project investment financing: The first step in project investment is the 
selection of investment funding ratio between equity and debt. The levered ratio 
has a linear relationship with risk factor entailing to market cyclicality and 
uncertainty of future cash inflows. Capital asset pricing model (CAPM) used 
for calculating the expected rate of return to recompense for the risk-factor  
considering specific-vessel types. The observations and findings in vessel-
specific investment assessment stipulate the selection for optimal levered ratio 
entailing market volatility risk. 
 Discounting ratio for project investment: The discounting ratio or weighted 
average cost of capital  is a minimum rate at which future cash flows 
from project returns, or  discounted to meet the cost of investment in a 
project. In research work, vessel-specific  calculated for a precise 
financial assessment. 
 Investment appraisals: The net present value  and modified internal rate 
of return  with payback period calculated and measured as economic 






In this dissertation, research work carried out to provide ship owners and shipping 
investment banks with vessel-specific financial evaluation and selection assessment 
for alternative complaint abatement technologies concerning forthcoming IMO 
global fuel less than 0.5% sulphur m/m regulation coming in effect from 1st January 
2020. Out of all the prominent four regulatory complaint abatement technology 
options; switching over to MGO, VLSFO, vessel conversion to use LNG or 
retrofitting scrubbers and continue operation using HSFO. The scrubber retrofitting 
selected as an optimal investment option for alternative compliance in comparison to 
other alternatives after assessing individual technology options pros and cons 
considering the cost of capital, operational expenses and feasibility discussed in the 
literature review section. 
 
The discounted cash flow (DCF), financial investment approach, used as a base tool 
with projected discounted cash flows on future estimated price spread scenarios 
between fuel price premiums. The selection of (DCF) financial modelling done in 
comparison to other financial modelling approaches real options approach (ROA) 
and Montecarlo simulation after deliberating limitations in the methodology section.  
 
In research work, to analyse how individual vessel financial investment assessment 
varies from other vessels concerning its specific market volatility, fuel consumption, 
propulsion plant power, remaining commercial life and speed of operation. The 
vessel-specific financial evaluation and selection between scrubber investment 
option is carried out on 19 case study vessels; five Tankers (47K Product tanker, 74K 
Product tanker, Aframax and 2 Suezmax tankers), six Containers (5400TEU, 
5600TEU, 5900TEU, 6350TEU, 8100TEU and 9800TEU) and eight Bulk carriers (2 
Handysize, 2 Supramax, 2 Panamax and 2 VLOC). Considering the sceptical future 
price and availability of VLSFO, MGO considered as a compliant option in 
comparison to vessel operation with marine scrubber using HSFO. The price spread 
premium between MGO and HSFO from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne considered 
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entailing uncertainty risk in future oil prices for a financial assessment covering the 
worst to best scenarios.  
 
1.5. Chapter structure 
The introductory chapter 1 provides an overview and background of the IMO 
upcoming global fuel less than 0.5% sulfur regulation coming in effect 1st January 
2020. Chapter 2 literature review focuses on research papers, case studies, and 
journals published by researchers for comparative analysis between pros and cons of 
alternate technology investment options available in market compliant with 
upcoming IMO sulfur cap regulation. The comparison between types of marine 
scrubber technologies available (open-loop, closed-loop and hybrid) with their merits 
and demerits concerning the cost of capital and operational expenses discussed in 
chapter 3. Comparison and selection of optimal financial methodology discounted 
cash flow (DCF) approach in comparison to real options approach (ROA) or 
Montecarlo simulation approaches with (DCF) methodological framework used for 
vessel-specific project investment analysis discussed in chapter 4. Chapter 5 presents 
finding and discussion of financial evaluation outcomes for 19 specific-vessels 
comparative analysis in investment and selection between marine scrubber projects 
















Chapter 2.0. Literature review 
To comply with upcoming SOx regulatory requirements, ship owners do not have a 
deferred option for delaying investment as the timeline of 1st January 2020 is 
determined. Shipowners have to prudently select and compare between the 
technological investment options available for installation on ships, their additional 
cost for retrofitting and operational expenses in comparison to return on investment 
(ROI) and payback period (PBP). Regard to capital investment, debt remains the 
cheapest form of financing in the shipping market (Syriouplos, 2010). Green loans or 
sustainability link loans are introduced by leading shipping investment banks, e.g. 
BNP Paribas Asia, for supporting shipping companies in project finance to meet 
regulatory sulfur emission standards coming in effect 2020. The main incentive of 
green loan for shipping companies is the improvement in environmental, social and 
governance (ESG) rating or companies key performance indicator (KPI) performance 
linked with discounting in loan interest premiums (Dupius & Parrot, 2019).   
 
2.1. Technology investments options. 
There are primarily four prevalent alternate technology investment choices, and each 
has its pros and cons with an initial investment cost of capital (CAPEX) and 
associated additional operational costs (OPEX) which needs consideration for a final 
investment decision. The technology investment options are available with ship 
owners for complying with upcoming IMO global sulfur limit listed below (DNV 
GL, 2019).  
 Switching to marine gas oil (MGO) < 0.1 % sulphur m/m from high sulphur fuel 
oil (HSFO) < 3.5 % sulphur m/m. 
 Switching to compliant very low sulphur fuel oil blends (VLSFO) < 0.5 % 
sulphur m/m. 
 To retrofit vessels with engine modifications and use alternate sulfur-free fuels 
such as LNG. 
 To retrofit vessels with exhaust gas cleaning technology (EGCT) scrubbers, and 




2.1.1. Switching HSFO to MGO. 
The switchover investment option has its pros and cons. The pros are since 
enforcement of emission control areas regulation of 0.1% sulfur m/m from 1st 
January 2015 (IMO, 2014), the shipping companies and vessel operators are familiar 
with the usage and extra premium of using MGO in their voyage cost calculations. 
The marine engines can burn MGO with little cost of modifications concerning 
installing distillate fuel chillers1 costing (10 to 20 thousand USD) considering the 
low viscosity leakage issues with fuel pumps and changeover to low total base 
number (TBN) cylinder oil for lubrication considering technical issues of 
calcification2. The directives are already in place from classification societies and 
engine manufacturers for safe change over and operational guidance procedures for 
ship staff (ABS, 2018). The main con for the switch is the expensive premium cost 
difference between HSFO (368.50 USD/MT, Rotterdam) and MGO (581.0 USD/MT, 
Rotterdam) additional cost (spread) per MT of 212.5 USD as of July 2019 (ship and 
bunker, 2019). 
 
Researchers and shipping finance consultancy firms have contributed reports for a 
better understanding of high premium costs of switch over. In 2014, researchers from 
southern Denmark University examined the cost-benefit analysis for a 5000 TEU 
container vessel with net present value ( ) calculations as an economic indicator 
for calculating the profitability of investment between switching to MGO or 
installing seawater scrubber for a new building and retrofitting on an old ship. The 
results concluded by the research-based on  summarises that the opportunity 
cost of switch determined by the spread cost between premiums of MGO to HSFO. 
For a 5000 TEU new build container for a price spread of lesser than 231 Euros per 
tonne only  is attractive for investment and for an old building at 233 Euros per 







tonne provided remaining life span is more than four years considering payback 
period of investment, stipulated below in Figure 1 (Jiang, Kronbak, & Christensen, 
2014). 
 
Figure 1. Scrubber  comparison between new and old ship  
 
 
Source: (Jiang, Kronbak, & Christensen, 2014) 
 
Note: EANP signifies net present value  in Euros, SWS new depicts seawater scrubber  on a 
new ship, SWS retro depicts seawater scrubber  on an old ship, and MGO-HFO depicts fuel price 
premium spread. 
 
The research work concentrated on an only specific type of vessel, in practice, the 
cost of switching between HSFO to MGO varies with the vessel fuel consumption, 
its age, the speed of operation, the engine power and the number of propelling days. 
The  calculations illustrated misses the market risk premiums (Beta) and return 
on investments, which are essential factors considering discounted ratio for 
calculations in  of a project. 
 
The future forecast of the price spread between MGO and HSFO is the main decisive 
factor for economic investment decision (EIA, 2019). In 2017, S&P Global Platts 
published forward curves from analytical, historical data modelling trend costs of 
various refined oil products and forecasted the premium for 2020 future market 
implying MGO to HSFO premium close to 250-300 USD/MT (Jordan & Hickin, 
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2017). In March 2018, the Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken AB (SEB) commodity 
research division published their first research report forecasting the MGO to HSFO 
price spread future curves by analysing co-relation to historical Brent crude prices 
and fluctuations in distillate products. The report analyses the supply from refineries 
perspective with future price effect with a drop in demand for HFO and increases in 
demand for low sulfur fuel options MGO and (VLSFO). The report forecasts an 
increase in the spread for coming 2020 and beyond an escalation of more than 450 
USD/MT price spread between MGO and HFO, stipulated below in Graph 1 
(Schieldrop, Macro & FICC research: IMO2020 Report, 2018).  
 
Graph 1. MGO to HSFO forecasted price spread future curve  
 
 
Source: (Schieldrop, Macro & FICC research: IMO2020 Report, 2018) 
 
Note: Graph projects anticipated fuel price premium spread between Gas oil and High sulfur fuel oil 
HSFO. 
 
To have a better understanding of HFO to MGO switch premium cost differences in 
the present scenario with HSFO (368.50 USD/MT, Rotterdam) and MGO (581.0 
USD/MT, Rotterdam) additional cost (spread) per MT of 212.5 USD as of July 2019 
(ship and bunker, 2019).  
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The different types of vessels, Handysize bulk carrier, Supramax bulk carrier, 
Panamax bulk carriers, 2700 TEU container, 5600 TEU container, 9800 TEU 
container, 74K product tanker, Suezmax tanker and Aframax tanker with vessel-
specific fuel consumptions, speed and operating days annually plotted just for main 
engine propulsion alone to compare annual premium cost variance illustrated in 
Graph 2 below.  
 
Graph 2. HFO versus MGO switch over annual fuel price premium 
 
 
Source: vessel-specific fuel consumption data referred in graph received from 
Executive Ship Management, Singapore for tankers and Bernhard Schulte Ship 
Management, Hong Kong for bulk carriers and containers. 
 
Note: Graph stipulates vessel-specific additional cost of operation in switching over from HFO to 
MGO for main engine propulsion alone; KW depicts kilowatt power of the main engine on ECO 
speed; ECO depicts economical speed of vessel operation. 
 
In ship operational costs the fuel consumption coupled with fuel cost constitutes 
more than 47% of total voyage costs (Stopford, 2009). At the current price spread of 
212 USD/MT for main engine propulsion alone voyage cost additional premium 
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varies from 0.86 million $ from small Handysize bulk carrier to 3.07 million $ for 
5600 TEU container vessel. With the projected, forecasted future escalations of 
spread by researchers (300 - 450 USD/MT) it appears like an expensive option.   
 
2.1.2. Switch to compliant (VLSFO < 0.5 % sulphur m/m). 
The pros and cons for switching to VLSFO investment option are in the relationship 
between compatibility, availability and cost factors. Each factor assessed based on 




About compatibility and risk associated, in May 2018 report paper was submitted by 
a joint team of technical experts from Liberia, Marshall Islands, ICS, BIMCO, 
INTERTANKO, INTERCARGO, and WSC illustrated concerns about future 
compliant VLSFO fuel usage onboard vessels that need consideration. The ISO 
8217:2017 international standards for marine fuel quality, the public available 
standards ISO/PRF PAS 23263 are still pending for compliant VLSFO (ISO, 2019), 
which possess the main concern with standardisation of fuel and its implications on 
use; marine engine manufacturers do not cover warranties under non-ISO 8217 












Table 2. VLSFO risk and compatibility issues  
 
S.NO: Fuel Issue VLSFO < 0.50% sulphur m/m 
1. Incompatibility 
Compatibility risk: refinery process is different in 
different geographical regions, primary fuel blend or 
distillate mix blends, could lead to sludge formation 
2. Cat fines 
Excessive wear down risk: if cat fines are above ISO 
8217:2017 standards could lead to excessive engine liner 
and piston wear down with associated fuel injection 
equipment seizure. 
3. Combustion 
Ignition quality risk: Carbon aromaticity index shall be 
as per ISO 8217:2017 standards. Lead to knocking and 
incomplete combustion. 
4. Flashpoint 
Fire safety risk: flashpoint must be above 60º Celsius 
complying with ISO 8217:2017. If the flashpoint is less 
than 60º, it is dangerous to store in engine room tanks, 
may lead to vaporisation and possible fire hazard. 
5. Pour point 
Fuel pumpability risk: in cold weather if minimum pour 
point specifications are not as per ISO 8217:2017 could 
lead to pumping and ignition problems in the engine. 
Source: (IMO, 2018) 
 
Note: The VLSFO fuel quality issues mentioned are in comparison to marine fuel quality standards 
enlisted in ISO 8217:2017. 
 
In 2019, one of the prime marine engine manufacturers MAN energy solutions issued 
service letter (SL2019-670/DOJA) illustrating the precautions and compatibility 
issues as a guide for onboard marine engineers, highlighting potential challenges of 
using VLSFO on MAN engines. The fuel properties of available VLSFO varies from 
batch to batch within the same grade as geographically refineries processes use 
different methods for de-sulphuration by primary fuels or mixing distillate blends to 
achieve compliant 0.5% m/m VLSFO. The service letter highlights the comparison 
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between five different types of VLSFO available in the market and summarises 
critical operational challenges associated, which shall be monitored by ship staff for 
MAN engines to avoid technical issues as summarised in Table 3 below (Jensen & 
Jakobsen, 2019). 
 
















Fuel 1 45 990 27 < 15 
Unusually (low) 
viscosity to (high) 
density relationship 
with high pour point. 
Fuel 2 360 969 < 24 55 
Cat fines above 
average, (high) pour 
point. 
Fuel 3 7.4 886 -24 28 
Very-low viscosity to 
density relationship, 
(high) catfines. 
Fuel 4 215 942 30 45 
Cat fines above 
average, pour point 
high 
Fuel 5 60 985 < -3 33 
Cat fines above 
average, Unusually 
(low) viscosity to 
(high) density 
relationship. 
Source: (Jensen & Jakobsen, 2019) 
Note: Table stipulates comparison between VLSFO fuel blends available in the market with varying 
properties, which can lead to ship operational issues. 
 
Availability 
With regard to availability, International maritime organization (IMO) appointed 
independent consultants CE Delft for carrying out precise research for evaluating the 
availability of compliant 0.5% sulphur m/m very low sulphur fuel oil (VLSFO) 
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globally to meet shipping fuel demand prior enforcing 0.5% regulation initiative to 
meet greenhouse gas (GHG) reduction goals in international shipping. 
 
In 2016, the report drafted by CE delft carried out extensive research with a base 
timeline for calculations from 2012 global commercial shipping fuel consumptions 
referring data from IMO third GHG Study (IMO, 2014). The report analysed 
refineries across seven regions of the world and their output productions based on the 
assumption that hydro de sulphuration (HDS) units and sulfur recovery unit (SRU) 
will be in place by refineries to meet the supply and demand by 2020. CE Delft, the 
energy demand projection model, divided the global shipping fuel demand in three 
scenarios and projected supply availability for 2020. The base case estimation with 
3,800 ships retrofitted with scrubbers globally, high case estimation 1,200 and low 
case with 4,100 ships, keeping in consideration LNG consumption estimations 
projected with an increase of 60-80% relative to 2012. The report finally concludes 
the regional oversupply and shortage will cancel each other in all three scenarios, 
projects availability of marine fuels with sulfur 0.1% - 0.5% m/m in 2020 (Faber, et 
al., 2016).   
 
In July 2016, consultants EnSys Energy and Navigistics Consulting (EN) appointed by 
BIMCO and other NGO’s to have a second opinion concerning 0.5% sulfur fuel 
availability submitted Supplemental Marine Fuel Availability Study, which projected 
results in contrary to CE Delft availability report. The report took into consideration 
the vessel-speed adjustment factor and fuel consumption variations in global 
shipping with scrubber installations and its effect on fuel demand assumptions. The 
EN, world model approach took 2015 as a base year for calculations and projections 
for 2020 fuel availability. The world model, sensitivity analysis considers a base-case 
scenario assumption with no global sulfur cap as an essential reference for fuel 
demand for projecting variations. The research work concluded, considering 
refineries across twenty-three regions of the world and their output productions based 
on the calculation that hydro de sulphuration (HDS) units and sulfur recovery unit 
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(SRU) even if in place, which is unlikely. There will be a substantial escalation in 
fuel prices (EnSys Energy & Navigistics Consulting, 2016). 
 
Cost  
About cost, the cost factor is dependent upon the relationship between supply or 
availability and demand. It is inevitable with the regulatory implementation of IMO 
0.5% sulfur enforcement on 1st January 2020 there will be a sharp escalation in 
demand for compatible 0.5% sulfur m/m (VLSFO) for the global merchant fleet. The 
main concern is how much and at what premium to conventional high sulfur fuel oil 
(HSFO). 
 
In Oct 2018, the Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken AB (SEB) commodity research 
division published their second research report with updated results with VLSFO 
availability after assessing Europe refineries outputs after carrying out extensive 
surveys anticipated the refineries should be able to meet the demand. The availability 
of VLSFO will cause a strain in MGO prices, and the premium difference will be 
close to 90 to 100 USD/tonne, in the initial years. The projected VLSFO to HSFO 
premium can reach as high as 360 USD/tonne but gradually declining as market 
supply and demand stabilises, stipulated in Graph 3 below (Schieldrop, Macro 













Graph 3. VLSFO forecasted premium over HSFO and MGO  
 
 
Source: (Schieldrop, Macro research: IMO 2020 Report #2, 2018) 
 
Note: Graph stipulates anticipated future oil market VLSFO fuel price premium over HSFO and 
MGO. 
 
In January 2019, Oil Price Information Service (OPIS) a subsidiary of IHS Markit 
published a report with global, regional VLSFO cost margin premium for MGO and 
HSFO from early 2019 market rates for illustrations of regional variations in VLSFO 
premium USD/tonne. The report highlighted Middle East region (Singapore and 
Fujairah) VLSFO premium to HSFO trending minimum at 40 USD/tonne with 
maximum premium for MGO to VLSFO at 140 to 172 USD/tonne, The European 
region (Rotterdam) VLSFO premium to HSFO trending maximum at 186 USD/tonne 
with minimum premium for MGO to VLSFO at -2 USD/tonne. The American region 
(Houston, New York, Los Angeles, and Panama) VLSFO premium to HSFO is 
trending between 130 to 170 USD/tonne with premium MGO to VLSFO between 40 





Graph 4. VLSFO regional fuel price premium over HSFO and MGO  
 
 
Source: (OPIS, 2019) 
 
Note: Graph stipulates VLSFO regional price premium cyclicality over HSFO and MGO.  
 
Summarising (compatibility, availability and cost factors) 
The investment option for switching to VLSFO after referring journals and reports 
on compatibility, availability, and cost appears to raise concerns. 
 Concerning compatibility, ISO 8217:2017 international standards for marine 
fuel quality, the public available standards ISO/PRF PAS 23263 are still 
pending for compliant VLSFO (ISO, 2019). Due to the lack of 
standardisation in complaint marine fuel, MAN issued service letter 
emphasising differences in properties between five fuel samples for VLSFO 
with varying properties available regionally which could lead to technical 
issues with ship operation.  
 Availability; the two reports submitted in IMO by CE Delft and Ensys (Faber, 
et al., 2016; EnSys Energy & Navigistics Consulting, 2016) are contradictory 
to each other. The CE Delft report projects availability of VLSFO in 2020 
and whereas Ensys report states, it is unlikely for refineries to meet global 
shipping VLSFO demand and there will be a substantial escalation in fuel 
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prices. The two contradictory reports create uncertain speculation for 
availability 
 Cost; there are high speculations in the market on what premium VLSFO will 
be available in 2020 and how the future projection of price will be. SEB 
report projected VLSFO to HSFO premium of 360 USD/tonne for coming 
2020 with gradual decrease as market supply and demand stabilises. OPIS 
report shows early 2019 regional market premium VLSFO to HSFO and 
MGO highlighting the difference in the premium of VLSFO to HSFO more 
than 146 USD/tonne between the Middle East and Europe.  
 
If VLSFO trends close MGO price spread, it is technically better to go with 
standard ISO compliant MGO to avoid compatibility and availability issues. The 
main factor remains the same, additional premium cost to HSFO, which is too 
high as expressed in the first option switch to MGO. Switching to VLSFO 
investment option appears to be ambiguous. 
 
2.1.3. Retrofitting vessels with sulfur-free alternate fuels, LNG 
Concerning alternate fuel, complaint options available include biofuel, hydrogen, 
LPG, methanol, and LNG. The most prevalent option for investment is retrofitting 
vessel to be LNG compliant (DNV GL, 2019). The pros for LNG are it is 
environment-friendly and compliance with IMO emission regulations. The main cons 




In 2015, a research journal published by (Elgohary, Seddiek, & Salem, 2015) 
analysed the emissions and environmental benefits of alternative fuels (coal, 
biodiesel, F.T diesel, alcohol, hydrogen, and LNG) in comparison to HSFO for 
marine engines. The report concluded, LNG as the best alternative fuel option with 
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31% cost savings per annum and emission reductions of 98% SOx, 86% NOx, 11% 
CO2 and 96% PM in comparison to HSFO, stipulated in Graph 5 below. 
 
Graph 5. Average emissions from LNG relative to HSFO  
 
 
Source: (Elgohary, Seddiek, & Salem, 2015) 
 
Note: Graph stipulates relative emission characteristics of pollutants from marine propulsion engines 
operation on LNG and HSFO. 
 
High retrofit cost 
In 2012, a joint group of technical experts under “green ship future project” 
published an exclusive technical report illustrating the technical and economic 
comparison between retrofitting abatement technologies on 38,500 DWT product 
tanker, M/S Nord Butterfly. The abatement technologies analysed included 
retrofitting hybrid scrubber, LNG and switching over to MGO option as a base 
reference. The report analyses vessel operational consumptions for different 
percentage scenarios in ECA, non-ECA zone and global <0.5% sulfur regulation in 
2020 or 2025 scenarios. The invest options analysed with  and payback periods 
as economic indicators, the project investment period ten years with discounted rate 
assumption as 9%. The cash inflows considered are the difference in premium or 
spread between fuel prices. The report highlights the difference in CAPEX between 
the scrubber and LNG retrofits around 1.7 million USD. However, there is an 
additional 800,000 USD required for engine modification to be LNG compliant 
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highlighted in the report but not included in LNG CAPEX cost. The report concludes 
that the LNG option is only commercially viable provided the spread between LNG 
and HSFO is around 100 to 200 USD/tonne, stipulated in Figure 2 below 
(Mollenbach, Schack, Eefsen, & Kat, 2012). 
 
Figure 2. LNG to HFO spread and payback period analysis  
 
 
Source: (Mollenbach, Schack, Eefsen, & Kat, 2012) 
 
Note: Graph stipulates comparative payback period analysis in respect to retrofitting scrubber or LNG 
at different fuel price spread scenarios between LNG and HSFO in comparison to MGO price. 
 
 In 2013, DNV research and innovation department published paper illustrating 
investment option in green shipping. The paper uses real options analysis (ROA) 
modelling for calculating financial benefits of investment in retrofitting LNG in 
comparison to operating on distillate fuel for a Handysize bulk carrier 35 thousand 
DWT in two scenarios of remaining commercial life span of 8 and 18 years. The 
deferral option sensitivity carried out for investment analysed from a span of the 
period from 2013 to 2019. The retrofit cost of LNG considered 18 million USD with 
a price differential between LNG and distillate fuel as 30% and assumed a 
discounted rate of 15%. The paper concludes the high CAPEX of investment in 
retrofit LNG in comparison to annual saving with price differential between fuel oil 
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price and LNG; the investment is not economically suitable. In deferred option in 
future, it may be financially viable provided LNG CAPEX discounted to half of the 
current price by financial support from institutions (Acciaro, 2013). 
 
Availability 
In June 2018, The Oxford Institute for Energy Studies published a research paper 
illustrating demand prospects and setbacks of LNG as a marine fuel. The paper 
highlighted availability as one of the significant impediments in the LNG market. 
The cost of CAPEX required in setting up a small 15,000 M3 bunkering facility 
estimates to around 60 million Euros with 40 million Euros for a small 10,000 M3 
supply barge. These high costs for infrastructure have discouraged ports for 
investment often referred to as “chicken and egg” problem, which have limit LNG 
feasibility as global fuel due to lack of bunkering facilities (Fevre, 2018). 
 
In 2019, Clarkson's research division in their LNG trade overview discussed the 
existing LNG bunker terminals regional concentrations and limitations, the figures 
provided in paper estimates 132 LNG bunkering terminals globally by the end of 
2019 with regional concentrations in northwest Europe, Mediterranean, and East 
Asia. The choice of LNG as a marine fuel is restraint due to limited bunkering 
infrastructure (Clarkson's research, 2019).  
 
Summarising (emission, retrofit cost, and availability) 
The investment option for retrofitting LNG, referring researcher’s reports about the 
high cost of investment and regional availability limitation appears to raise 
apprehensions. 
 Regard to the high cost of retrofitting LNG; Green ship project report illustrated 
it is economically practicable to invest in LNG retrofit provided the price spread 
of HSFO to LNG is 100 to 200 USD/tonne. The all projections in the market with 
upcoming sulfur cap 2020 the HSFO price estimated to sharply decline for all 
alternate fuels, as there will be a substantial reduction in demand for non-
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complaint fuel. The DNV research report emphasised the high CAPEX cost of 
LNG retrofit when discounted to half price only then it is an economic 
investment. 
 Regard to availability of LNG, both the reports of Oxford energy institute and 
Clarksons (Fevre, 2018; Clarkson's research, 2019) highlighted limited bunkering 
regional concentrations due to the high cost of infrastructure as the prime reason 
for the limitation of LNG as a global marine fuel.  
 
LNG is the most prevalent emission compliant alternate fuel, but still, the high cost 
of retrofitting and limited re-fuelling terminals limits the investment credibility.      
 
2.1.4. Retrofitting vessels with scrubber 
Exhaust gas cleaning systems (EGCS) scrubbers invest option pros include emission 
compliance with IMO, ECA <0.1% sulfur m/m (IMO, 2014) and latest 2020 sulfur 
emission regulation <0.5% sulfur m/m global (IMO, 2016). The vessels can use 
HSFO provided installed by approved scrubber systems. The cons include high 
retrofit cost and wastewater discharge regulatory regional restriction. 
 
Retrofit cost 
In 2011, the Glosten associates published an exclusive exhaust gas-cleaning guide 
for ship operations cooperative program (SOCP) illustrating life cycle cost-benefit 
analysis for different retrofit models of scrubbers available in the market. The 
scrubber models, primarily divided in open-loop seawater system (wastewater 
discharge to sea), closed-loop freshwater system (wastewater in recirculation, 
contained onboard tanks), hybrid system switch between open/close loop and dry 
scrubbers, no discharge. The report analyses cost-benefit analysis by using 
discounted cash flow modelling, discounted rate assumed at 10% with  and IRR 
values as profit indicators. The report-analysed a scrubber retrofitting case study on 
4000 TEU, 2000 TEU containership and 60,000 DWT product tanker, operating in 
ECA areas with fuel premium cash inflow of 255.50 USD/tonne. The report 
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stipulates results in respect of IRR values; for 2,500 TEU container with different 
scrubber investment options concluded 36% for open loop, 28% for hybrid, 27% for 
dry and 25% for closed-loop (Reynolds, Caughlam, & Strong, 2011)  
 
Wastewater discharge regulatory regional restriction 
In 2015, IMO issued guidelines for environment emission compliant wastewater 
discharge criteria for marine exhaust gas cleaning systems (EGCS), scrubbers (IMO, 
2015). However, as of January 2019, 12 countries have so far expressed concern and 
banned wastewater discharges from scrubbers in their regional territories considering 
environmental drawbacks (GARD, 2019). The open-loop scrubbers that work on 
direct effluent discharge to sea are not allowed operation in these areas, which makes 
it a less attractive choice for investment. However, close loop and hybrid systems can 
operate in both open and closed-loop mode adheres to all emission regulations. The 
dry scrubbers, not considered practical for onboard installations due to high 
consumption rate of chemical dry granulates of calcium hydroxide Ca(OH)2 and 
storage space concerns (Merta, Hanninen, & Ylijoki, 2016). 
 
Summarising retrofit cost and restrictions 
The investment option for retrofitting different scrubber, referring researcher’s 
reports about the cost of the retrofit and regional wastewater discharge restriction, 
hybrid scrubber appears as a better option.  
 
2.2. Optimal investment option 
Referring and comparing the merits and demerits of all the four-abatement 
technology option from reports, case studies and journals published by researchers. 
Installation of exhaust gas cleaning systems (EGCS) scrubbers appears to be a better 
investment option considering upcoming IMO global 0.5% sulfur regulation and 




2.3. Research gap from the literature review 
The methodology and financial data modelling illustrated in reports, case studies and 
journals (Jiang, Kronbak, & Christensen, 2014; Mollenbach, Schack, Eefsen, & Kat, 
2012; Acciaro, 2013; Reynolds, Caughlam, & Strong, 2011), regard to selection of 
best optimal abatement technology investment onboard a ship, oversights the 
importance of market risk (Beta) which is essential factor to be assessed for 
calculating return on investments (ROI). The case studies (Acciaro, 2013; 
Mollenbach, Schack, Eefsen, & Kat, 2012; Reynolds, Caughlam, & Strong, 2011) 
presumed discounted ratio percentage or weighted average cost of capital ( ) in 
their calculations assuming all equity payment without debt, which seems unlikely 
considering high premium of investment required in project. The shipping sector is 
diverse with each type of vessel having its specific project investment risks. The 
researchers have provided a methodology for investment in abatement technology in 
a atomistic view. The shipping portfolios are diversified; investment of a project in 
bulk carrier and investment in container or tanker have different volatilities or market 
risks and return on investments. The oversights, as mentioned above, are taken into 
consideration for optimal calculation with vessel-specific type and their investment-



















Chapter 3.0. Marine scrubber technologies overview 
The prevalent marine scrubber’s technologies categorised in two segments, wet 
systems and dry systems. The wet system subdivided into the open-loop system, 
closed-loop system and hybrid system depending upon the mode of operations. The 
choice of selection or investment option depends primarily on. The retrofitting space 
limitations, the sailing profile, the power output of main and auxiliary plants, the 
weight of the equipment vessel stability considerations, the commercial age of the 
ship, the initial investment (CAPEX) and operational overhead costs (DNV GL, 
2019; ABS, 2018; Alfa Laval, 2018; Wartsila, 2017; LR, 2012; EGCSA, 2012). In 
2019, (Clarkson's research, 2019) published data signifying an increase in global 
gross tonnage of vessels with scrubber’s installation as per fleet type, providing an 
overview of the worldwide fleet. 
 
Figure 3. Global scrubber installations as per vessel-types GT percentage 2019  
 
 
Source: (Clarkson's research, 2019) 
 
Note: Figure stipulates a corresponding increase in scrubber retrofitting across the worldwide fleet to 
gross tonnage. The Cruise liners show maximum scrubber retrofit orders followed by RO-RO vessels, 




3.1. Open-loop scrubbers 
The working principle of an open-loop scrubber system uses seawater as neutralising 
medium for dissolving SOx components of flue gases. The seawater pumped through 
dedicated pumps taking direct suction from sea chest, with controlled throughput or 
flow monitored as per the power output of the propulsion plant. The mixing of 
exhaust gases and seawater takes place in scrubber chamber, in general designs 
seawater is injected via nozzles and exhaust gases pass through baffle plate for 
maximum surface contact and proper mixing. The effluent seawater after scrubber 
chamber pumped overboard and the sludge or heavy carbon separated from process 
collected in tank on-board. The efficiency of the plant depends upon the alkalinity 
and flow rate of seawater in comparison to the sulfur percentage of fuel burnt in the 
propulsion plant. The chemistry of operation depends upon the alkaline salts in 
seawater and pH value (EGCSA, 2012).  
 
Na2CO3 + H2SO3 → Na2SO3 (Sodium Sulphite) + H2O + CO2  
 
Na2SO3 + O2 → Na2SO4 (Sodium Sulphate) 
 
Na2CO3 + H2SO4 → Na2SO4 + H2O + CO2 (Sodium Sulphate by-product)    
 
The concern arises when a vessel is transiting in rivers and estuaries the freshwater 
may have less alkalinity and affect the efficiency of the scrubber. The by-product in 
the form of sulfates produced discharged in open sea or river which even after 
complying with IMO wastewater discharge criteria (IMO, 2015) is not accepted by 
regional authorities of 12 countries as of 2019 and they have banned open-loop 







Figure 4. Open-loop scrubber system  
 
 
Source: (ABS, 2018) 
 
3.2. Closed-loop scrubbers 
The working principle in a closed-loop scrubber is similar to open-loop except, 
unlike open-loop uses seawater as SOx neutralising medium the closed-loop system 
uses freshwater with alkaline chemical additives. The other significant difference 
being, closed-loop, effluent freshwater is recirculated after treatment and not 
discharged overboard as another way in case of open-loop scrubbers. The closed-
loop scrubbers use chemical additive dosage commonly sodium hydroxide (NaOH) 
as a neutralising agent for SOx with feed rate controlled by a continuous monitoring 
system which adjusts the dosage as per the alkalinity of feed water. The chemistry of 





2(NaOH) + SO2 → Na2SO3 + H2O (Sodium Sulphite) 
Na2SO3 +SO2 +H2O → 2NaHSO3 (Sodium Hydrogen Sulphite) 
NaOH + H2SO4 → NaHSO4 + H2O (Sodium Hydrogen Sulphate) 
2(NaOH) + H2SO4 → Na2SO4 + 2H2O (Sodium Sulphate by-product) 
 
The efficiency of SOx neutralisation depends upon the temperature of the reaction, 
and the recirculating freshwater feed passed through seawater cooler for maintaining 
temperature. To maintain by-product, sodium sulfate concentrations for avoiding 
scaling in the system a bleed of treatment unit (BOTU) monitors the concentration 
ratios and intermittently bleed-off recirculation freshwater to either holding tank or 
overboard depending upon regional discharge regulations (ABS, 2018).  
 
Figure 5. Closed-loop scrubber system  
 
 





3.3. Hybrid scrubber system 
The hybrid scrubber adds up the advantages of both open-loop and closed-loop 
scrubber systems. The hybrid scrubber system can operate in open-loop by changing 
over feed pump suction from recirculation tank to seawater and wastewater discharge 
to overboard in open sea conditions. In territorial waters or estuaries where there are 
discharge restrictions, it can be changed over to closed-loop system by changing over 
suction of feed pump back from seawater to freshwater recirculation tank and 
changing over overboard wastewater discharge to circulation tank as explained in 
Figure 6 and Figure 7 respectively. 
 
Figure 6. Hybrid scrubber in the open-loop process  
 
 
Source: (LR, 2012) 
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Figure 7. Hybrid scrubber in the closed-loop operation  
 
 
Source: (LR, 2012) 
 
3.4. Dry scrubbers 
The dry scrubber system does not use seawater or freshwater medium instead use dry 
lime calcium hydroxide Ca(OH)2 as a neutralising medium for SOx. The dry 
scrubbers are primarily used for shore installations and not preferred for marine 
installations due to the high rate of dry lime consumption and storage constraints. 
The lime granulates consumption can be as high as 20 tonne/day for a 20 MW 
propulsion plant plus the used granulate cannot be discharged overboard due to 
regulatory restrictions (Alfa Laval, 2018). The chemistry of operation is the reaction 
between calcium hydroxide Ca(OH)2 reaction with sulfur dioxide SO2 to reducing it 
to salt of calcium sulfite Ca(SO)3 which further reaction with oxygen and moisture 
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converts lime granulates into hydrated calcium sulfate or gypsum Ca(SO)4.2H2O as 
by-products (ABS, 2018).  
 
Figure 8. Dry scrubber system  
 
 
Source: (Tran, 2017) 
 
3.5. Comparison between wet scrubbers  
Each scrubber option has its advantages and disadvantages concerning the initial cost 
of retrofitting, operational cost, parasitic load requirements, size and weight, 




3.5.1. CAPEX  
The retrofitting cost and operational expenses play a significant role in investment 
options. The cost estimations for scrubbers primarily depend upon the rated power of 
propulsion plants, the higher the capacity of propulsion plant more efficient or bigger 
scrubber unit is required to buffer the SOx emissions. The estimated costs for 
scrubbers, referred from the Glosten associate's published exclusive exhaust gas-
cleaning guide for ship operations cooperative program (SOCP), stipulated below in 
Table 4 (Reynolds, Caughlam, & Strong, 2011). 
 












36 MW $3,100,000.00 $3,850,000.00 $3,600,000.00 
16 MW $2,900,000.00 $3,600,000.00 $3,120,000.00 
12 MW $2,000,000.00 $2,500,000.00 $2,220,000.00 
10 MW $1,800,000.00 $2,150,000.00 $1,920,000.00 
3 MW $1,300,000.00 $1,850,000.00 $1,560,000.00 
1 MW $1,000,000.00 $1,750,000.00 $1,260,000.00 
Source: (Reynolds, Caughlam, & Strong, 2011) 
Note: MW depicts megawatt power rating of ship main propulsion plant; equipment cost refers to the 
cost of the scrubber concerning power rating of propulsion plant without including the retrofitting 
installation cost. 
 
The open-loop scrubbers have cost advantage above the other two closed and hybrid 
scrubber systems. The CAPEX cost for open-loop scrubber is cheaper, followed by 





The operational cost of scrubbers depends upon the parasitic loads of pumps and 
associated equipment, rate of chemical consumption and sludge generation, which 
has to be off-land to shore (cost varies port to port). The cost of chemical 
consumption in respect to fuel consumption percentage values referred from the 
Glosten associates published exclusive exhaust gas-cleaning guide for ship 
operations cooperative program (SOCP) (Reynolds, Caughlam, & Strong, 2011). The 
operational cost and parameters summarised in table Table 5. 
 
Table 5. Scrubbers operational cost comparison  
 










50% Aqueous cost 
NONE 
3.0% of fuel 
consumption cost 




2% of fuel 
consumption 
cost 
1% of fuel 
consumption cost 










Source: (Reynolds, Caughlam, & Strong, 2011) 
 
Note: Installation cost: refers to retrofitting cost of scrubber. Equipment cost: refers to cost of 
equipment alone. Parasitic load cost: refers to power consumption by auxiliary equipment’s in 
relation to extra fuel consumption. Chemical cost: refers to SOx buffering chemical additives cost in 
relation to fuel cost. Annual maintenance cost: refers to operational cost of scrubber plant; fuel 
consumption refers to annual fuel consumption of vessel. 
 
The open-loop scrubbers are most economical with no chemical consumption or 
sludge discharge associated cost, but they have the highest parasitic loads due to high 
capacity seawater pump. The closed-loop system has maximum sludge and chemical 
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consumption costs but least parasitic loads due to low power freshwater recirculation 
pumps and system. The hybrid system, which can operate in both open and closed-
loop mode, has average operational cost in comparison to open and closed-loop 
system.  
 
In 2016, researchers from VTT technical research centre of Finland in their report on 
technical research on scrubber waste management system, published order book data 
from three major marine scrubbers manufacturing and installation companies Alfa 
Laval, Wartsila, and Lang Tech, highlighting the comparison between the demand of 
marine scrubbers. The order book entries are presented in Graph 6, the hybrid 
scrubbers in comparison to open and close-loop appear to be the most preferred 
choice of investment by shipping companies (Merta, Hanninen, & Ylijoki, 2016). 
 
Graph 6. Scrubber order book 2016 
 
 
Source: (Merta, Hanninen, & Ylijoki, 2016) 











Chapter 4.0. Data and Methodology 
4.1. Comparison between financial valuation methodologies 
In quantitative analysis commonly, three valuation methodologies are used 
discounted cash flow (DCF), real options approach (ROA) and Montecarlo 
simulation, each financial valuation approach has its pros and cons.  
 
Figure 9. Types of financial analysis approach  
 
 
Source: (Mun, 2006) 
Note: Figure stipulates types of Quantitative and Qualitative analysis approach in economic 
investment decision making. 
   
4.1.1. Discounted cash flow (DCF) 
Conventionally over the years, the discounted cash flow (DCF) modelling with net 
present value ( )3 and internal rate of return (IRR)4 as economic indicators, used 
for calculating investment efficiency of projects. However, there is a drawback in 
(IRR) assumptions too, as (IRR) considers re-investment at (IRR) rate and does not 
consider inflation or cost of capital, which leads to inflated results. Modified internal 





rate of return ( ) which is a derivative of (IRR) shall rather be preferred where 
re-investment considered at the cost of capital (Kierulff, 2008). The sum of expected 
discounted cash inflows generated from project is higher than initial investment on 
project or capital cost (CAPEX) the  is positive, which signifies its 
economically viable to invest in project and if it turns out to be negative than no 
investment shall be made in project (Kodukula & Papudesu, 2006). The (DCF) 
approach relates to investment in a project to the present value of expected future 
cash flows of the project. The free cash flow discounted at the weighted average cost 
of capital ( ) taking in account cost of equity ( ) and cost of debt (COD) 
ratios embedded in the investment of project with tax shield benefit. The cost of 
equity ( ) or return on equity is calculated using capital asset pricing model 
(CAPM) which takes in account the risk-free rate and market risk premium of 
investment with basic theory higher the investment risk (Beta) higher the return 
(Damodaran, 2007; Ross, 2008). However, there is a few limitations in discounted 
cash flow (DCF) valuation method discussed in the research paper (Mun, 2006). 
 Investment decisions are considered in the present, on projections of future fixed 
discounted cash flows, oversight of uncertainty and volatility of the market. 
 Risks in investment are accounted for by a fixed discount rate. However, risk can 
vary during the project life cycle. 
 The static approach lacks managerial flexibility to modify investment decision 
encountering market cyclicality. 
 Investment decisions are made with current values  and IRR. On the other 
hand, some projects initially or intermittently show negative  which does not 
signify project investment is bad; it may have future opportunity to generate 
profit to assess that a real options approach shall be analysed to supplement  
(Dixit, Dixit, & Pindyck, 1994). 
  
4.1.2. Real options approach (ROA) 
The limitations in discounted cash flow (DCF) approach concerning managerial 
inflexibility gave rise to a new analytical real options approach (ROA). The (ROA) 
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valuation approach accounts for multiple pathways for investment decision as a 
repercussion for market cyclicality or uncertainty. The managers have the flexibility 
for investment strategy corrections as per the market and projected information 
available (Dixit, Dixit, & Pindyck, 1994). The (ROA) approach provides managers 
with the strategic option on projecting percentage probability scenarios coupled with 
managerial decisions option to defer, to delay, to expand, to contract, to switch and 
to wait for more market trend information (Trigeorgis, 1993). However, there is few 
oversights in real options analysis (ROA) valuation method discussed in the research 
paper (Mun, 2006).  
 Fifty percent of probabilities in (ROA) is an assumption or forecasted 
projections. 
 Twenty-five percent probabilities in (ROA) come from calculations in the model 
and projecting the right numbers. 
 Remaining twenty-five percent probabilities in (ROA) are assuming 
justifications; investment shall be made when appropriate. 
4.1.3. Montecarlo simulation 
Montecarlo valuation approach is referred to in project investment risk, time and 
capital budgeting. Montecarlo is a technique that iterates simulation between selected 
scenarios using random input values from probability and running hundred to 
thousand iterations for the best possible probability (Kwak & Ingall, 2007). The 
Montecarlo valuation approach used in project investment options comparison where 
projects with matching mean ( ) but vary in mean variance in ( ) distribution 
by replacing cash flow estimates for individual years by probability values affecting 
net cash flow (Smith, 1994). However, there are few oversights in Montecarlo 
simulation valuation method discussed in the research paper (Mun, 2006).  
 Montecarlo valuation approach is as good as the model it is simulating and data 
input. 
 Montecarlo valuation approach is a close-ended distribution, denies project 
investment or completion earlier than or beyond input date. 
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 Montecarlo valuation carries out iterations assuming no managerial inputs, in the 
real scenario if the investment is making losses or project is getting delayed, 
managers act to increase or reduce resources, which its oversight.  
 
4.1.4. Selection of financial valuation approach 
With regard to comparison between financial valuation approaches, the real option 
approach (ROA) cannot be referred in scope of research work, because the 
managerial options to defer, to delay or to wait and watch probabilities can’t be 
applied since IMO has set the regulatory enforcement of global sulphur fuel limit 
<0.5% as of 1st January 2020 (IMO, 2016). The Montecarlo valuation approach is a 
close-ended simulation, and it can provide with probabilities of project selection 
about achieving cash inflows to meet payback periods within the dates input but not 
the actual payback periods. The discounted cash flow (DCF) approach with 
discounted cash flow, the weighted average cost of capital ( ) and the capital 
asset pricing model (CAPM). Appears to be the optimal approach and analysed in the 
scope of research work in calculating scrubber project investment and selection with 
net present value ( ), modified internal rate of return ( ) and payback period 
as economic indicators. The cash inflows considered is the opportunity cost premium 
spread between fuel price of switching between MGO and HSFO. The scenario 
analysis from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne carried out entailing the investment risk 












4.2. DCF methodology framework 
DCF modelling approach referred in research work for scrubber project financial 
investment and selection valuation, illustrated in analysis flowchart Figure 10 below. 
Figure 10. DCF analysis flowchart 
 
Note: Flowchart stipulates DCF modelling approach referred in research work for scrubber project 
financial investment and selection analysis. The financial calculation model equations Equation 5, 
Equation 7, Equation 8 and Equation 9 variables are explained further in sections below. 
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4.2.1. Project investment financing 
The first step in project investment is the selection of investment funding equity or 
debt. The researcher's reports, case studies, and journals referred (Acciaro, 2013; 
Mollenbach, Schack, Eefsen, & Kat, 2012; Reynolds, Caughlam, & Strong, 2011) 
over sighted debt funding and estimated discount factor  in calculations. The 
project investment in retrofitting scrubbers depending on ship types and propulsion 
plant capacity varies from over 1 to 8 million USD (Clarkson's research, 2017). In 
the real market scenario, it is practical for ship owners to take bank loans debt 
funding for scrubber project investment since debt funding remains the cheapest 
financing option in the shipping industry (Albertijin, Drobetz, & Johns, 2016).  
 
Figure 11. Global debt ship finance  
 
 
Source: (Sahoo, Visvikis, & Alexopoulos, 2019) 
Note: Figure stipulates comparative financial investment approach in the commercial shipping market 
concerning investment with debt and equity. 
 
In the scope of research work, project investment calculations are carried out taking 
London Inter-bank offered Rate (LIBOR) at 2.6 % trending as of 15th March 2019 
source (Clarkson's research, 2019). The spread charges vary from bank to bank, and 
on the creditability of investor, debt to equity ratio and tenure of the loan, on 
discussion with banking officials from BNP Paribas banking, Singapore during field 
trip meeting an estimated 1.5 to 2 % spread is trending in the commercial banking 
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sector for shipping project loans. The spread of 2 % and equity reinvestment rate of 
return at 4% consider as an assumption with debt to equity ratio of 70/30 with ten 
years amortisation period considering the economic life of the project.    
 
4.2.2. Project cash inflows and outflows 
The calculation of future discounted cash flows is a vital factor in DCF analysis. The 
cash outflows considered are scrubber project investment, annual operational 
expenses, freight loss time for retrofitting assumed 14 days, annual debt premium 
and interest on the principal premium. The scrubber equipment cost, installation cost, 
parasitic load cost, and chemical consumption costs depend upon the type of 
scrubber selected and power rating of the main propulsion plant. The CAPEX and 
OPEX costs are calculated referring Table 4 and Table 5 from the Glosten 
associate's published exclusive exhaust gas-cleaning guide for ship operations 
cooperative program (SOCP) (Reynolds, Caughlam, & Strong, 2011). The freight 
rates for vessel-specific data referred from (Clarkson's research, 2019).  
  
The cash inflows considered is the opportunity cost between investing in the 
scrubber and using HSFO or switching to MGO. The price premium between MGO 
and HSFO is the chief investment incentive for calculating profitability in scrubber 
investment (Jiang, Kronbak, & Christensen, 2014; Mollenbach, Schack, Eefsen, & 
Kat, 2012; Schieldrop, Macro & FICC research: IMO2020 Report, 2018; Slavov & 
Amirghassemi, 2018; Acciaro, 2013; Alfa Laval, 2018). The price premium spread 
calculated for different sensitivity scenarios considering HSFO price trending at 403 
USD/tonne Rotterdam as of 1st March 2019 source (Clarkson's research, 2019) and 
MGO price spread calculated from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne to cover the investment 
risk concerning sceptical future fuel prices. 
 
4.2.3. Project investment vessel-specific risk (Beta) 
In project investment, market risk plays a vital role regarding ascertaining return on 
investment. The shipping market is a diversified sector with different types of vessels 
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bulk carrier, containers, tankers, and gas carriers. The project investment in shipping 
considering the volatility of systematic or market risk in bulk, tanker, container, 
ferry, drilling and offshore by calculating (Beta) for specific shipping stocks by 
ordinary least square (OLS) regression on time series calculations were first 
emphasised by (Kavussanos, Juell-Skielse, & Forrest, 2003). The market risk factor 
(Beta) referred by researchers is the ratio of covariance between return on asset 	 
with specific shipping market portfolio return  to the variance of the market 




	 	 	 	 	
	
                                                                                                                                                        
 
The market risk calculated by researchers is in respect to shipping companies 
portfolios performance to the stock market index. The  calculated provides a macro 
representation of risk from companies’ perspective and not at a micro level from 
vessel-specific perspective. Each vessel has its market volatility or risk factor 
concerning freight earnings in comparison to trending composite market freight 
index. The Baltic dry index (BDI) for bulk carriers, Baltic dirty tanker and clean 
tanker index (BDTI) and (BCTI) for tankers and China composite freight index 
(CCFI) for containers. In research work, vessel-specific volatility risk analysis is 
carried out by using an ordinary least squares regression model (OLS) on time series 
using Eviews software for calculating risk factor in scrubber project investment for 
19 specific-vessels.  
 
The (OLS) regression carried to examine the relationship between the dependent 
variable (Y) and an independent variable (X). The vessel-specific freight indexes 
taken as dependent variables (Y), and composite freight market indexes taken as an 
independent variable (X). In research work case study for types of vessel referred, 




Table 6. OLS regression dependent and independent variables 
 


































































Note: The table stipulates the relationship between selected vessel-specific freight indexes and 
composite freight market indexes for finding out vessel-specific market volatility risk. 
 
The Clarksons research network time-series was used to collect data for bulk carriers 
freight indexes in a time-frequency of last three years from 24/12/2015 to 
24/12/2018, Tankers and containers for last six years from 21/12/2012 to 21/12/2018. 
The frequency of data selected as per availability of data (Clarkson's research, 2019).  
 
In case of Containers TEU, specific freight indexes data is limited, as majorly 
Container shipping operates in liner services with route-specific market freight 
indexes. The volatility for Container specific TEU vessels in specific trade routes 
analysed using Clarksons seanet intelligence platform. The seanet platform provides 
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the AIS5 data and voyages covering globally shipping trade route network 
(Clarkson's research seanet portal, 2019). The Container TEU specific data examined 
on the period of 24 and 36 months, with actual vessel positions in trade routes 
density for calculating which specific TEU is trading higher in which specific trade 
route for selection as independent variables for analysis. The findings are stipulated 
below in Table 7, Table 8, Table 9, Table 10 and Table 11. 
   
Figure 12. Container 2000-3000 TEU highest trading positions Route E.Asia 
and SE.Asia  
 
 
Source: (Clarkson's research seanet portal, 2019) 
Note: The figure highlights East Asia and South East Asia shipping route zone with the highest 
trading profile for Container 2000-3000TEU indicated in green dots.  
    






Table 7. Container 2000 to 3000 TEU global trading profile  
2000 TO 3000 TEU 
36 MONTHS AIS SEANET GLOBAL 
ZONE WISE DATA 





Route No: Total TEU 
East Asia 127 330,058 East Asia 131 341,259 
West Coast South 
America 
14 34,293 Southeast Asia 118 302,884 
West Coast Africa 46 118,487 West Coast South America 14 34,455 
East Coast South 
America 
25 62,316 West Coast Africa 46 117,353 
Middle East 34 84,498 East Coast North America 51 129,156 
East Coast North 
America 
49 125,226 West Coast North America 21 51,306 
South East Asia 125 322,189 Middle East 36 89,260 
Indian Subcontinent 30 75,686 Indian Subcontinent 30 76,308 
United 
Kingdom/Continent 
44 113,158 United Kingdom/Continent 43 111,971 
East Coast Africa 36 88,390 Mediterranean / Black Sea 71 179,257 
West Coast North 
America 
23 56,802 East Coast Africa 34 83,160 
Mediterranean / 
Black Sea 
67 169,242 East Coast South America 22 55,880 
Australia /Asia 4 10,393 Australia /Asia 5 12,661 
North Asia 2 5,116 North Asia 2 5,640 
Global Total 626 1,595,854 Global Total 624 1,590,550 
Source: (Clarkson's research seanet portal, 2019) 
Note: The table stipulates the global shipping trade routes for Container 2000-3000 TEU with vessel 
positions for 36 and 24 months data; the highlighted cells indicate the number of Container 2000-3000 




Figure 13. Container 3000-4000 TEU highest trading positions route E.Asia and 
WC. Africa  
 
 
Source: (Clarkson's research seanet portal, 2019) 
Note: The figure highlights East Asia and West Coast Africa shipping route zone with the highest 
trading profile for Container 3000-4000TEU indicated in green dots.  
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Table 8. Container 3000 to 4000 TEU global trading profile  
3000 TO 4000 TEU 
36 MONTHS AIS SEANET GLOBAL 
ZONE WISE DATA 
24 MONTHS AIS SEANET GLOBAL 







West Coast Africa 39 134,590 West Coast Africa 31 107,319 
East Coast South 
America 
16 56,860 
East Coast South 
America 
20 70,302 
East Asia 32 110,334 East Asia 32 111,062 
Southeast Asia 22 75,693 Southeast Asia 19 65,207 




Mediterranean / Black 
Sea 
15 50,902 Middle East 15 50,884 
Indian Subcontinent 6 20,238 
Mediterranean / Black 
Sea 
18 61,536 
Australia /Asia 10 35,281 Indian Subcontinent 4 13,055 
United 
Kingdom/Continent 
23 79,984 Australia /Asia 11 38,815 
East Coast North 
America 
31 107,426 
East Coast North 
America 
28 96,297 
East Coast Africa 19 68,164 East Coast Africa 24 86,183 
West Coast North 
America 
10 34,563 
West Coast North 
America 
9 31,882 
West Coast South 
America 
8 27,257 
West Coast South 
America 
9 30,335 
North Asia 1 3,380 North Asia 3 9,202 
Global Total 247 855,333 Global Total 247 855,333 
Source: (Clarkson's research seanet portal, 2019) 
Note: The table stipulates the global shipping trade routes for Container 3000-4000 TEU with vessel 
positions for 36 and 24 months data; the highlighted cells indicate the number of Container 3000-4000 
TEU trading maximum between which specific route. 
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Figure 14. Container 5000-6000 TEU highest trading positions route E.Asia and 
SE. Asia  
 
 
Source: (Clarkson's research seanet portal, 2019) 
Note: The figure highlights East Asia and South East Asia shipping route zone with the highest 
trading profile for Container 5000-6000TEU indicated in green dots.  
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Table 9. Container 5000 to 6000 TEU global trading profile  
5000 TO 6000 TEU 
36 MONTHS AIS SEANET GLOBAL 
ZONE WISE DATA 
24 MONTHS AIS SEANET GLOBAL 
ZONE WISE DATA 
Route No Total TEU Route No Total TEU
Middle East 16 87,024 Indian Subcontinent 25 135,246 
Australia /Asia 18 100,439 South East Asia 51 277,105 
East Asia 80 429,915 East Asia 83 443,845 
East Coast North 
America 
23 127,065 






Mediterranean / Black 
Sea 
14 75,494 
East Coast Africa 3 15,571 Middle East 17 93,779 
South East Asia 52 280,864 Australia /Asia 19 105,888 




North Asia 3 15,979 
East Coast South 
America 
14 77,911 
East Coast South 
America 
12 66,390 East Coast Africa 2 11,118 
Mediterranean / Black 
Sea 
18 98,062 West Coast Africa 10 55,201 
West Coast Africa 8 44,421 
West Coast North 
America 
9 48,463 
West Coast North 
America 
8 42,775 
West Coast South 
America 
3 15,871 
West Coast South 
America 
2 10,405 North Asia 1 5,888 
Global Total 285 1,546,044 Global Total 285 1,546,044 
Source: (Clarkson's research seanet portal, 2019) 
Note: The table stipulates the global shipping trade routes for Container 5000-6000 TEU with vessel 
positions for 36 and 24 months data; the highlighted cells indicate the number of Container 5000-6000 
TEU trading maximum between which specific route. 
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Figure 15. Container 6000-7000 TEU highest trading positions route E.Asia and 
WC. North America  
 
 
Source: (Clarkson's research seanet portal, 2019) 
Note: The figure highlights East Asia and West coast North America shipping route zone with the 




Table 10. Container 6000 to 7000 TEU global trading profile  
6000 TO 7000 TEU 
36 MONTHS AIS SEANET GLOBAL 
ZONE WISE DATA 
24 MONTHS AIS SEANET GLOBAL 
ZONE WISE DATA 




Mediterranean / Black 
Sea 
24 157,457 
West Coast North 
America 
34 221,437 
West Coast North 
America 
35 229,786 
East Coast North 
America 
25 162,912 
East Coast North 
America 
25 163,000 
Mediterranean / Black 
Sea 
26 170,923 East Asia 32 208,047 




Indian Subcontinent 16 105,034 Indian Subcontinent 22 144,167 
West Coast South 
America 
5 32,489 
West Coast South 
America 
5 32,366 
South-East Asia 16 104,596 South-East Asia 15 98,127 
East Coast South 
America 
7 46,938 Middle East 19 124,993 
Middle East 19 124,254 
East Coast South 
America 
7 46,850 
Australia /Asia 6 39,834 West Coast Africa 3 19,312 
West Coast Africa 4 25,454 Australia /Asia 6 39,834 
East Coast Africa 7 46,789 East Coast Africa 7 46,128 
North Asia 7 46,728 North Asia 10 65,498 
Global Total 225 1,474,664 Global Total 225 1,474,664 
Source: (Clarkson's research seanet portal, 2019) 
Note: The table stipulates the global shipping trade routes for Container 6000-7000 TEU with vessel 
positions for 36 and 24 months data; the highlighted cells indicate the number of Container 6000-7000 
TEU trading maximum between which specific route. 
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Figure 16. Container 7000-8000 TEU highest trading positions route E.Asia and 
Mediterranean-EU-Black Sea  
 
 
Source: (Clarkson's research seanet portal, 2019) 
Note: The figure highlights East Asia and Mediterranean-EU-Black Sea shipping route zone with the 




Table 11. Container 7000 to 8000 TEU global trading profile  
 
7000 TO 8000 TEU 
36 MONTHS AIS SEANET GLOBAL 
ZONE WISE DATA 
24 MONTHS AIS SEANET GLOBAL 







Mediterranean-EU / Black 
Sea 
6 44,224 









South-East Asia 3 23,153 South-East Asia 2 14,858 
East Asia 10 71,022 East Asia 11 78,871 
West Coast North 
America 
4 28,906 
West Coast North 
America 
6 42,954 
Indian Subcontinent 2 14,582 Indian Subcontinent 2 15,028 
East Coast North America 3 22,037 East Coast North America 2 14,582 
East Coast Africa 4 29,942 East Coast Africa 4 29,942 
West Coast Africa 3 21,583 West Coast Africa 4 29,038 
North Asia 2 14,048 Middle East 1 7,403 
Middle East 1 7,403 Global Total 41 298,993 
Global Total 41 298,993 
Source: (Clarkson's research seanet portal, 2019) 
 
Note: The table stipulates the global shipping trade routes for Container 7000-8000 TEU with vessel 
positions for 36 and 24 months data; the highlighted cells indicate the number of Container 7000-8000 








In carrying out (OLS) regression to determine the relationship between variables, the 
steps followed are (Brooks, 2014) 
 Define independent and dependent variables. 
 Select the same data period frequency for analysis. 
 Check data are stationary to avoid autocorrelation in errors by using unit root 
test. 




	 	∝	 	 	 	                                                                                                                                                
 
Where:   represents a fitted value of data “Y” at time “t” from the regression line. 
 ∝	Represents the intercept coefficient, the value taken by the dependent variable 
“Y” when the independent variable is at 0. 
   Represents the relationship between “Y” and “X”, single unit increase or decrease 
in “X” will lead the same in “Y”. 
 Represents correction or residual term (Yt - 	 ) 
 
 To confirm   is significant T-test is carried out in Eviews at 95% confidence 
level or 5% significance level for testing against assumed null hypothesis H0 :   
 = 0 and alternate hypothesis H1:  ≠ 0. The probability value or “P” value 
of the test provides the plausibility of the hypothesis. The regression T-test 
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Where: ∗ denotes the value of   under the null hypothesis  
  denotes the standard error terms in data. 
 
The linear relationship between variables in a time series model calculated by 
implying the slope of a best-fit line inserted between the data values in the scatter 
plot graphs as attached in Appendix B. 
 
The unit root test carried out to check data is stationary and at which level to avoid 
inflated results due to autocorrelation between errors. The unit root test carried out at 
95% confidence level or 5% significance level by using comparison between 
Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic (ADF) and Phillips-Perron test statistic (PP). 
If the two results are ambiguous than the conclusion is calculated using 
Kwiatkowski-Phillips-Schmidt-Shin test statistic (KPSS) in Eviews software 




































































VALUE   
Baltic Dry 
Index 




















-3.06 0.03     -2.64 0.09 -12.09 0.0 1.56 0.46 0.04 0.46 1st 
DIFFERENCE 
TANKER                           
Baltic Dirty 
Tanker Index 

























-0.48 0.89 -16.30 0.0 -0.71 0.84 -16.61 0.0         
1st 
DIFFERENCE 




-1.69 0.44 -10.88 0.0 -1.55 0.50 -10.95 0.0         1st 
DIFFERENCE 
East Asia - SE 
Asia 
-1.68 0.44 -17.36 0.0 -1.82 0.37 -30.51 0.0         1st 
DIFFERENCE 
East Asia - 
WC Africa 
-1.77 0.39 -17.72 0.0 -1.95 0.31 -17.83 0.0         1st 
DIFFERENCE 
East Asia - 
WC N. 
America 
-1.48 0.54 -17.99 0.0 -1.51 0.53 -18.00 0.0         1st 
DIFFERENCE 
East Asia - EU 
Mediterannean 




Note: The table stipulates for Bulk carriers and Container specific trade routes the data values are 
stationary at 1st difference level, Suezmax, Aframax, and Baltic clean tanker index data values are 
stationary at level. The “difference level” signifies the difference between two consecutive data values 




The stationary data for variables at first difference log values (D Log) are considered 
for all variables since they are stationary at level after calculating unit root test is 
implied in the T statistics main Equation 3. The T-test is carried out in Eviews at 
95% confidence level or 5% significance level for testing against assumed null 
hypothesis (H0 :   = 0) and alternate hypothesis (H1:  ≠ 0). The results for all T 
statistics for variables came out to be significant, implying dependent variable 
vessel-specific freight index and independent variable market-specific composite 
trade index are related to each other with a directly proportional value of	 . We 
reject our null hypothesis (H0:   = 0) and accept alternate hypothesis  can be any 
value but not zero (H1:  ≠ 0). OLS regression T- statistics calculation carried out in 
attached Appendix A. The 	values for variables calculated from OLS 
regression listed in the Table 13 below. 
 
Table 13.  	values calculation from OLS regression  
BETA VALUES FROM OLS REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
BULK CARRIER  TANKER  CONTAINER  
Baltic Handysize Index 
versus Baltic Dry Index 
0.1136 Suezmax_5Y_TCE 
versus Baltic Dirty 
Tanker Index 
2.2942 Route East Asia - 
SE Asia versus 
CCFI 
0.3334 
Baltic Supramax Index 
versus Baltic Dry Index 
0.1624 Aframax_5Y_TCE 
versus Baltic Dirty 
Tanker Index 
3.3043 Route East Asia - 
WC Africa versus 
CCFI 
0.84314 
Baltic Panamax Index 
versus Baltic Dry Index 
0.4794 47K_PRODUCT 
TANKER_TCE 
versus Baltic Clean 
Tanker Index 
0.001988 Route East Asia - 
WC N. America 
versus CCFI 
0.7936 
Baltic Capesize Index 
versus Baltic Dry Index 
2.3128 74K_PRODUCT 
TANKER_TCE 
versus Baltic Clean 
Tanker Index 







Note: The table stipulates the vessel-specific volatility  to composite market freight 
indexes; the results highlight in Bulk carrier Capesize, Aframax in tankers and route East Asia-EU-





The β  values calculated for vessel-specific freight indexes in comparison to 
market composite index using OLS regression does not take into account the levered 
ratio of debt to equity. There is a correlation between the levered ratio and risk 
factor; higher the project investment has levered the value of risk correspondingly 
increases (Korteweg, 2010). In the research work, the levered ratio assumed for 
project investment is 70/30. 	 is levered to include the significance of the 




	 	 	 1 1                                                                                   
 
  Where:  	denotes tax shield, in the shipping market with open registries 
companies enjoy zero tax shields with annual tonnage premium, in calculations, it is 
assumed as zero. 
 		denotes risk factor, including the debt to equity ratio of project investment. 
 denotes risk factor excluding levered ratio. 
 
4.2.4. Shipping portfolios market return ( ) and Cost of Equity ( ) 
In every financial investment, there is an implication of risk factor due to market 
cyclicality and uncertainty of future cash inflows. Capital asset pricing model 
(CAPM) used for calculating the expected rate of return to recompense for the risk  
as a linear relationship exists between the two. The  is considered at a base value of 
1 if  is higher than one it suggests the specific stock is more volatile as compared to 
market returns if  is less than it signifies stock is less volatile than the market, and if 
 equates to zero value it is uncorrelated to the stock market. Equation 5 for 







	                                                                               
 
Where:  denotes the cost of equity. 
 denotes risk-free market rate. 
	 denotes risk factor in investment. 
 denotes market return from shipping company portfolios. 
 
The risk-free rate   in calculations is considered as US treasury 10-year return rates 
trending at 2.64% as of 26/02/2019 (U.S Department Of Treasury, 2019). The 
	 in CAPM model represents the risk factor in equity returns for shipping 
company stocks, but in research work for vessel-specific investment risk 
consideration,  for specific vessel market volatility is considered, calculated from 
OLS regressions, values stipulated in Table 13. The weighted average market return 
	is calculated for shipping companies from annual stock returns listed on NYSE 
and NASDAQ sourced data from Yahoo finance for the same period frequency as 
taken in the calculation for calculating vessel-specific  from OLS regression for 
data harmonisation, stipulated below in Table 14, Table 15, and Table 16. The 




∑ 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
∑ 	
                
Where:  denotes the weighted average market return. 
	  denotes the total value of shipping company stocks. 
	 	  denotes annual return of shipping stocks. 




	 	  denotes annual returns of “N” number of shipping stocks 
referred. 
 
Table 14. Weighted average market return   Bulk carrier companies  
 









1. DIANA SHIPPING 
INC. 
(DSX) NYSE 355.256 12.273 3 
2. EAGLE BULK 
SHIPPING INC. 
(EGLE) NASDAQ 402.353 -7.056 3 
3. GENCO SHIPPING 
TRADING 
(GNK) NYSE 363.665 17.463 3 
4. GOLDEN OCEAN 
GROUP LTD. 
(GOGL) NASDAQ 880.495 27.733 3 




15.54%     
Source: (Yahoo finance) 
Note: The  weighted average market return for five trending stocks of dry bulk shipping 
companies are calculated on time series data of three years 2015 to 2018 for harmonisation with 
similar data frequency used in OLS regression for Bulk carriers. The period of three years selected as 
per data availability.  
 
Table 15. Weighted average market return	 ) Tanker companies 













1. TEEKAY TANKERS INC. (TNK) NYSE 355.256 -3.278 6 
2. FRONTLINE LTD. (FRO) NYSE 1385 6.721 6 
3. TSAKOS ENERGY 
NAVIGATION 
(TNP) NYSE 304.534 6.721 6 
4. NORDIC AMERICAN 
TANKER 
(NAT) NYSE 326.606 -6.13 6 
5. DHT HOLDINGS (DHT) NYSE 857.68 11.94 6 
 WEIGHTED AVERAGE 
MARKET RETURN 
5.70%     
Source: (Yahoo finance) 
 
Note: The  weighted average market return for five trending stocks of dry Tanker shipping 
companies are calculated on time series data of six years 2012 to 2018 for harmonisation with similar 
data frequency used in OLS regression for Tankers. The period of six years selected as per data 




Table 16. Weighted average market return (  Container companies 
 
Source: (Yahoo finance) 
 
Note: The  weighted average market return for six trending stocks of dry Container shipping 
companies are calculated on time series data of six years 2012 to 2018 for harmonisation with similar 
data frequency used in OLS regression for Containers. The period of six years selected as per data 
availability. Source; Yahoo finance. 
 
4.2.5. Discounting ratio for project investment 
The discounting ratio or weighted average cost of capital  is a minimum rate 
at which future cash flows from project returns, or  is discounted to meet the 
cost of investment in the project.  In a project investment, the  implies the 
average cost of capital of a project is a weighting average of its levered and geared 





1                      
 
Where:  denotes the weighted average cost of capital 










1. COSTAMARE INC. (CMRE) NYSE 622.391 -4.26 6 

















(GSL) NYSE 83.073 -4.65 6 
 
WEIGHTED AVG 
MARKET RETURN 4.52%     
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 denotes cash investment in the project. 
 denotes bank investment or debt investment in the project. 
 denotes the cost of equity, calculated from CAPM model Equation 5 
 denotes the cost of debt the rate of interest bank charges against lending. 
 		denotes tax shield, in the shipping market with open registries companies enjoy 
zero tax shields with annual tonnage premium, in calculations, it is assumed as zero. 
 
4.2.6. The economic indicators in project investment 
The net present value  and modified internal rate of return  calculated and 
measured as economic indicators for comparison between project investments.  
calculated as the sum of present values of cash inflows and outflows discounted at 




∑                                                                                        
 
Where:	  denotes net present value. 
  denotes net cash flow (cash Inflow – cash outflow). 
 denotes initial capital investment. 
  denotes discounted factor or  for discounting future cash flows. 
 denotes the number of the period for returns.  
 
The  is a derivative of IRR since IRR has a drawback it calculates re-
investment at IRR rate does not consider inflation or cost of capital, leading to 
inflated results. The  considers re-investment at the weighted average cost of 
capital and cash outflows at the finance rate calculated using Equation 9. The  
values provide better comparison than  as it also considers the finance rate, 






1                                                                                     
 
Where:  denotes modified internal rate of return. 
 denotes the future value of net positive cash flows.  
 denotes the present value of net negative cash flows. 
 denotes net positive cash flow. 
 denotes net negative cash flows. 
 denotes re-investment rate. 
	denotes finance rate. 



















































Chapter 5.0. Findings and Discussions  
The comparative scrubber project investments assessment for 19 specific-vessel 
types carried out on data received from Executive Ship Management, Singapore for 
tankers and Bernhard Schulte Ship Management, Hong Kong for bulk carriers and 
containers.  
 
The financial assessment is carried out in research work to achieve the objectives; 
calculating the vessel-specific weighted average cost of capital  for 
discounting future cash flows, the effect of vessel-specific market volatility  and 
how it affects the gearing ratio consideration for calculating optimal debt to equity 
ratio for capital investment. The ,  and payback periods (PBP) on 
different fuel price spread scenarios from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne entailing the 
uncertainty in future oil market prices and its effect on investment. To select 
concerning different vessel profiles with varying commercial age, fuel consumption, 
market risk cyclicality, propulsion plant power and operating speed, which scrubber 
















In research work, five tankers; two product tankers 47K deadweight vessel “X” and 
74K deadweight vessel “W”, two Suezmax tankers vessel “Y” vessel “ZA” and 
Aframax tanker vessel “Z” are assessed to examine scrubber project investment and 
selection analysis. The vessel-specific data referred is stipulated in Table 17 below. 
 
Table 17. Tankers vessel-specific data  
 












Year built 2005 2009 2002 2019 2003 
Expected lifetime 
Years 
25 25 25 25 25 
Remaining lifetime 
Years 
11 15 8 25 9 




M/E KW rating 9267 KW 11300 KW 11770 KW 16330 KW 13560 KW 
Eco speed Knots 11.5 Knots 12.25 Knots 12 Knots 10.5 Knots 12 Knots 
Steaming days per 
year 
220 220 220 240 220 
M/E Fuel 
consumptions 
distillates at eco 
speed (Mt/day) 
24.7 27.07 29.4 37 54.1 
M/E Fuel 
consumptions HSFO 
eco speed (Mt/day) 
26.0 28.5 31.0 39.0 57.0 
Net A/E Distillates 
Consumption 
Annually (MT) 
871.72 970.9 1040.25 1045.0 1074.45 
Net A/E HSFO 
Consumption 
Annually (MT) 
917.6 1022.0 1095.0 1100.0 1131.0 
Source: Executive Ship Management, Singapore. 
 
Note: The M/E denotes Main propulsion engine, A/E denotes Auxiliary engines, Eco speed denotes 
economical speed for vessel operation, and MT denotes Metric tonnes.  
 
The tanker vessel-specific scrubber project investment and selection valuation is 
carried out by referring the discounted cash flow model (DCF) approach with future 
cash inflows discounted at a vessel-specific weighted average cost of capital 
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( ) with ,  and payback period (PBP) as economic indicators. The 
cash inflows considered is the opportunity cost premium spread between MGO and 
HSFO. The scenario analysis from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne is carried out to cover the 
investment risk concerning sceptical future fuel prices.  
 
The return on investment or cost of equity ( ) is calculated using capital asset 
pricing model (CAPM) considering the market risk  from vessel-specific market 
volatility by carrying out ordinary least square (OLS) regression between vessel-
specific freight earning index concerning composite market freight index. Product 
tankers 47K and 74K OLS regression are carried out between five-year time charter 
rates and Baltic Clean Tanker Index (BCTI) and similarly for Suezmax and Aframax 
tankers between five-year time charter rates with Baltic Dirty Tanker Index (BDTI)  
on a similar time-frequency data for last six years 21/12/2012 to 21/12/2018. The 
time-series data accessed from (Clarkson's research, 2019) calculation for regression 
attached in Appendix A.  
 
The weighted average market return  calculated for the same frequency period 
of last six years from annual market returns of five trending tanker company stocks 
in NYSE and NASDAQ calculated in Table 15. The cost of debt (COD) calculated 
at 70/30 debt to equity ratio with 10-year amortisation period using London Inter-
bank offered Rate (LIBOR) at 2.6 % trending as of 15th March 2019 source 
(Clarkson's research, 2019). The spread charges vary from bank to bank assumed at 2 








5.1.1. 47K Product tanker vessel “X” 
The comparative financial investment assessment between hybrid, open and closed-
loop marine scrubbers, is stipulated in Graph 7. The discounted cash flow modelling 
and comparative financial calculations with discounting factor, return on investment, 
payback period,  and   attached in Appendix C for reference.  
 
Graph 7. 47K Product tanker vessel “X” scrubber’s economic comparison on 
fuel premium spread 150 to 500USD/Tonne 
 
 
Note: The graph stipulates economic comparison between closed-loop, open-loop, and hybrid 
scrubbers. At the fuel price, the spread of 150 USD/Tonne, only open-loop scrubber investment 
options for vessel “X”, shows positive NPV and MIRR value higher than WACC signifying economic 
investment. However, if the fuel price spread is 200 USD/Tonne and above in all scenarios, it shows 
better results with positive NPV and higher MIRR values for all the three scrubber options. The open-
loop scrubber shows the highest, NPV and MIRR values for the same price spreads with the shortest 
payback period and appears to be a better investment option. The hybrid scrubber appears as the 
second-best option with 0.84-year higher payback period as compared to open-loop and 0.91-year 





The base input financial evaluation values calculated for project investment on 47K 
Product Tanker vessel “X” calculated are:  
 The weighted average cost of capital  = 4.02% 
 Return on investment or cost of equity  = 2.66% 
 Cost of debt COD (LIBOR + Spread) = 4.60%  
 Weighted average market return  = 5.71% 
 Risk factor  = 0.001988 
 Risk factor 	 = 0.00662 
 
The observations from the financial assessment: 
 Regard to project investment, it was noted that return on investment or cost of 
equity ( ) is less compared to the cost of debt (COD). It signifies that it is 
financially prudent to keep the levered ratio as low as possible, with a maximum 
investment with equity compared to debt. The return on investment is linearly 
related to market risk  higher the risk higher the return on investment (Ross, 
2008). The 47K Product Tanker vessel “X” shows a very low market freight 
volatility  for the time series period between 21/12/2012 to 21/12/2018, which 
can be attributed as the main reason. 
 Regard to fuel price spread between MGO and HSFO. The present scenario with 
HSFO (368.50 USD/MT, Rotterdam) and MGO (581.0 USD/MT, Rotterdam) 
additional cost (spread) per MT of 212.5 USD as of July 2019 (ship and bunker, 
2019). If the spread reduces to 150 USD/Tonne, only open-loop scrubber shows 
positive  with  value higher than . However, if the fuel price 
spread is 200 USD/Tonne and above in all scenarios, it shows better results for 
all the three scrubbers with positive  and higher  values.  
 The economic comparison between hybrid, open and closed-loop, marine 
scrubbers, the Open-loop scrubber shows the highest,  and  values for 
the same price spreads with shortest payback period and appears to be better 
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investment option. However, the regional restrictions on the discharge of 
wastewater play an essential consideration in the selection, which depends upon 
the trading profile of a vessel. The hybrid scrubber appears as the second-best 
option with 0.84-year higher payback period as compared to Open-loop and 0.91-
year lesser than closed-loop, with payback gap reducing gradually with increase 
in price spread. The advantage with hybrid scrubber is that it can work on both 
open and closed-loop system and is compliant with regional restrictions does not 
restrict trade profile of the vessel. 
 Payback period shows maximum variation between the spread of 150 to 250 
USD/Tonne and gradually stabilising 350 to 500USD/Tonne signifying that with 
an increase in the price spread the comparative payback periods between all 
investment options are close to each other, higher the price spread shorter the 




















5.1.2. 74K Product tanker vessel “W” 
The comparative financial investment assessment between hybrid, open and closed-
loop marine scrubbers, is stipulated in Graph 8. The discounted cash flow modelling 
and comparative financial calculations with discounting factor, return on investment, 
payback period,  and  attached in Appendix D for reference.  
 
Graph 8. 74K Product tanker vessel “W” scrubber’s economic comparison on 
fuel premium spread 150 to 500USD/Tonne 
 
 
Note: The graph stipulates an economic comparison between closed-loop, open-loop, and hybrid 
scrubbers. At the fuel price, the spread of 150 USD/Tonne, only open-loop scrubber investment 
options for vessel “W” shows positive NPV and MIRR value higher than WACC signifying economic 
investment. However, if the fuel price spread is 200 USD/Tonne and above in all scenarios, it shows 
better results with positive NPV and higher MIRR values for all the three scrubber options. The open-
loop scrubber shows the highest, NPV and MIRR values for the same price spreads with the shortest 
payback period and appears to be a better investment option. The hybrid scrubber appears as the 
second-best option with 1.29-year higher payback period as compared to open-loop and 0.86-year 





The base input financial evaluation values calculated for project investment on 74K 
Product Tanker vessel “W” calculated are:  
 The weighted average cost of capital  = 4.06% 
 Return on investment or cost of equity  = 2.81% 
 Cost of debt COD (LIBOR + Spread) = 4.60%  
 Weighted average market return  = 5.71% 
 Risk factor  = 0.016702 
 Risk factor 	 = 0.0556 
 
The observations from the financial assessment: 
 With regard to project investment similar to 47K Product tanker the 74K Product 
tanker, return on investment or cost of equity ( ) is less to as compared to 
cost of debt (COD) signifying for capital investment it is prudent to keep levered 
ratio as low as possible with maximum investment with equity compared to debt. 
The 74K Product tanker vessel “W” shows a low market freight volatility  but 
comparatively higher than 47K Product tanker for the same time series period 
between 21/12/2012 to 21/12/2018. 
 Regarding fuel price spread between MGO and HSFO. The assessment shows 
similar results as 47K Product tanker. If the spread reduces to 150 USD/Tonne, 
only open-loop scrubber shows positive  with  value higher than 
. However, if the fuel price spread is 200 USD/Tonne and above in all 
scenarios, it shows better results for all the three scrubbers with positive  
and higher  values.  
 Regarding the economic comparison between hybrid, open and closed-loop, 
marine scrubbers, it is similar to 47K Product tanker, the open-loop scrubber 
shows the highest,  and  values for the same price spreads with 
shortest payback period and appears to be better investment option. The hybrid 
scrubber appears as the second-best option with 1.29-year higher payback period 
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as compared to open-loop and 0.86-year lesser than the closed-loop, with 
payback gap reducing gradually with increase in price spread. 
 Regarding the payback period, it shows maximum variation between the spread 
of 150 to 300 USD/Tonne and gradually stabilising 350 to 500USD/Tonne. If the 
price spread increase from 400 to 500USD/Tonne the payback difference 
between open-loop comparison to hybrid and the closed-loop system is just one 
month each, which provides flexibility in investment selection. The choice of 
selection between scrubbers in higher price spreads would vary depending upon 




















5.1.3. Aframax tanker vessel “Z” 
The comparative financial investment assessment between hybrid, open and closed-
loop marine scrubbers, is stipulated in Graph 9. The discounted cash flow modelling 
and comparative financial calculations with discounting factor, return on investment, 
payback period,  and  are done considering amortisation period for 8 
years concerning remaining economic life of the vessel, keeping all other variables 
same. The calculations are shown in Appendix E for reference.  
 
Graph 9. Aframax tanker vessel "Z" scrubber’s economic comparison on fuel 
premium spread 150 to 500USD/Tonne 
 
 
Note: The graph stipulates an economic comparison between closed-loop, open-loop, and hybrid 
scrubbers. At the fuel price, spread of 150 USD/Tonne all the scrubber investment options for vessel 
“Z” shows negative NPV with MIRR value less than WACC, signifying it is not advisable to invest in 
any types of scrubber project. At price spread of 200USD/Tonne, only open-loop scrubber investment 
shows positive NPV and MIRR value higher than WACC, the hybrid scrubber shows positive NPV, 
but MIRR value lesser than WACC and closed-loop NPV is negative, and MIRR is less than WACC. 
However, if the fuel price spread is 250 USD/Tonne and above in all scenarios, it shows better results 
for all the scrubbers with positive NPV and higher MIRR than WACC. The open-loop scrubber shows 
the highest, NPV and MIRR values for the same price spreads with the shortest payback period and 
appears to be a better investment option. The hybrid scrubber appears as the second-best option with 
0.62-year higher payback period as compared to open-loop and 0.64-year lesser than closed-loop. 
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The base input financial evaluation values calculated for project investment on 
Aframax tanker vessel “Z” calculated are:  
 The weighted average cost of capital  = 14.15% 
 Return on investment or cost of equity  = 36.42% 
 Cost of debt COD (LIBOR + Spread) = 4.60%  
 Weighted average market return  = 5.71% 
 Risk factor  = 3.3043 
 Risk factor 	 = 11.0143 
 
The observations from the financial assessment: 
 Regarding project investment in Aframax tanker vessel “Z”, the return on 
investment or cost of equity ( ) is much higher than the cost of debt (COD) 
indicating capital investment is more cost-effective to invest with debt as 
compared to equity. However, the levered ratio should be prudently selected with 
the amortisation period considering the remaining commercial life of vessel 8-
years. The Aframax tanker financial assessment  between 5-year time 
charter rates and Baltic Dirty Tanker Index (BDTI) shows the volatility of 
3.3043, when levered with 70/30 debt ratio the 	 increases to 11.0143, 
which is too high. It is signifying Aframax tanker market volatility to composite 
tanker freight market index BDTI is 330% that is on the higher range and 
increases investment returns risk factor. The levered ratio with the amortisation 
period shall be selected prudently by keeping 	 a value close to unity. 
 The weighted average cost of capital  is also high 14.15%, signifying 
the project should be able to generate returns higher than 14.15% for 
investment to be economical. Considering the high , it is better to 
invest in a scrubber with lower capital cost and lesser OPEX costs by 
ascertaining the project returns in comparison. The tax shield advantage can 
also be considered depending upon vessel registry, in financial assessment tax 
shield is taken as zero considering open registry advantage of no corporate 
tax only annual tonnage fees. 
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 Regarding fuel price spread between MGO and HSFO. The assessment shows if 
the spread reduces to 150 USD/Tonne all the scrubber investment options for 
vessel “Z” shows negative  with lower	  values, signifying it is not 
advisable to invest in any types of scrubber project. At price spread of 
200USD/Tonne only open-loop scrubber investment shows positive  and 
 value higher than	 , the hybrid scrubber shows positive  but 
 is less than  and closed-loop  is negative with lower  
value. However, if the fuel price spread is 250 USD/Tonne and above in all 
scenarios, it shows better results for all the scrubbers with positive  and 
higher  than	 .  
 Regarding the economic comparison between hybrid, open and closed-loop, 
marine scrubbers, the open-loop scrubber shows the highest,  and  
values for the same price spreads with the shortest payback period and appears to 
be a better investment option. The hybrid scrubber appears as the second-best 
option with 0.62-year higher payback period as compared to open-loop and 0.64-
year lesser than the closed-loop, with payback gap reducing gradually with 















5.1.4. Suezmax tanker vessel “Y” 
The comparative financial investment assessment between hybrid, open and closed-
loop marine scrubbers, is stipulated in Graph 10. The discounted cash flow 
modelling and comparative financial calculations with discounting factor, return on 
investment, payback period,  and  attached in Appendix F for reference.  
 
Graph 10. Suezmax tanker vessel “Y” scrubber’s economic comparison on fuel 
premium spread 150 to 500USD/Tonne 
 
 
Note: The graph stipulates an economic comparison between closed-loop, open-loop, and hybrid 
scrubbers. At the spread of 150 USD/Tonne, all the scrubber investment options for vessel “Y” shows 
negative NPV with lower MIRR values, signifying it is not advisable to invest in any types of 
scrubber project. At price spread of 200 USD/Tonne, open-loop scrubber and hybrid scrubber 
investment show positive NPV and MIRR value higher than WACC, the closed-loop scrubber shows 
positive NPV but MIRR value 10% which is less than WACC for the project at 11.05%. However, if 
the fuel price spread is 250 USD/Tonne and above in all scenarios, it shows better results for all the 
scrubbers with positive NPV and higher MIRR than WACC. The open-loop scrubber shows the 
highest, NPV and MIRR values for the same price spreads with the shortest payback period and 
appears to be a better investment option. The hybrid scrubber appears as the second-best option with 




The base input financial evaluation values calculated for project investment on 
Suezmax tanker vessel “Y” calculated are:  
 The weighted average cost of capital  = 11.05% 
 Return on investment or cost of equity  = 26.09% 
 Cost of debt COD (LIBOR + Spread) = 4.60%  
 Weighted average market return  = 5.71% 
 Risk factor  = 2.2942 
 Risk factor 	 = 7.6473 
 
The observations from the financial assessment: 
 Regarding initial capital investment, the return on investment or cost of equity 
 is much higher as compared to the cost of debt COD. It is better to invest 
more with debt and less in equity since debt is more cheaper. However, the 
Suezmax tanker vessel “Y” market freight volatility is high; the  
about Baltic Dirty Tanker Index (BDTI) is 2.2942 and further leveraging with 
debt to equity ratio of 70/30 increases market risk to 7.6473 stipulating with 1% 
change in BDTI the freight earnings for vessel “Y” will change by 7.6473%. The 
debt to equity ratio shall be prudently selected, keeping projections of the tanker 
market outlook. The amortisation period is advisable to keep short considering 
vessel-specific high volatility.  
  Regarding fuel price spread between MGO and HSFO. The assessment shows if 
the spread reduces to 150 USD/Tonne or less all the scrubber investment options 
for vessel “Y” shows negative  with negative	 , signifying it is not 
advisable to invest in any types of scrubber project. At price spread of 200 
USD/Tonne open-loop scrubber and hybrid scrubber investment shows positive 
 and  value higher than	 , the closed-loop scrubber shows 
negative  and  only 10%, which is less than  for the project at 
11.05%. However, if the fuel price spread is 250 USD/Tonne and above in all 
scenarios, it shows better results for all the scrubbers with positive  and 
higher  than	 . 
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 Regarding the economic comparison between hybrid, open and closed-loop, 
marine scrubbers, the open-loop scrubber shows the highest,  and  
values for the same price spreads with shortest payback period and appears to be 
better investment option. The hybrid scrubber appears as the second-best option 
with 0.58-year higher payback period as compared to open-loop and 0.42-year 
lesser than the closed-loop, with payback gap reducing gradually with increase in 
price spread from 300 to 500 USD/Tonne. At a price spread 500 USD/Tonne, the 
payback period gap between open, closed, and hybrid is just 1.5 months 
signifying at higher price spread scenarios, which provides flexibility in 























5.1.5. Suezmax tanker vessel “ZA” 
The comparative financial investment assessment between hybrid, open and closed-
loop marine scrubbers, is stipulated in Graph 11. The discounted cash flow 
modelling and comparative financial calculations with discounting factor, return on 
investment, payback period,  and  are done considering amortisation 
period for 9-years concerning remaining economic life of the vessel, keeping all 
other variables same. The calculations attached in Appendix G for reference.  
 
Graph 11. Suezmax tanker vessel “ZA” scrubber’s economic comparison on 
fuel premium spread 150 to 500USD/Tonne 
 
 
Note: The graph stipulates an economic comparison between closed-loop, open-loop, and hybrid 
scrubbers. At the price spread of 150 USD/Tonne and above, all the three scrubber options show 
positive NPV and MIRR values greater than WACC. The open-loop scrubber shows the highest NPV 
and MIRR values for the same price spreads with the shortest payback period of 1.72-year at price 
spread of 150 USD/Tonne gradually reducing to 0.23-year at a price spread of 500 USD/Tonne, 
appears to be better investment option. The closed-loop and hybrid scrubber investment option appear 
to be second-best, from price spread of 200 to 500 USD/Tonne both the scrubbers show almost similar 
results with the marginal difference between MIRR and payback periods. 
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The base input financial evaluation values calculated for project investment on 
Suezmax tanker vessel “ZA” calculated are:  
 The weighted average cost of capital  = 11.05% 
 Return on investment or cost of equity  = 26.09% 
 Cost of debt COD (LIBOR + Spread) = 4.60%  
 Weighted average market return  = 5.71% 
 Risk factor  = 2.2942 
 Risk factor 	 = 7.6473   
 
The observations from the financial assessment: 
 The Suezmax tanker vessels “ZA” and vessel “Y” both show the same base 
financial investment input data’s. However, there is a difference concerning 
propulsion plant output, the remaining commercial age of the vessel, the vessel 
operation speed and fuel consumption, which is directly related to scrubber 
project investment and future, expected cash flows even though discounted at 
same rate	 .  
 The vessel “ZA” is 16 years old in comparison to vessel “Y” with the high 
economical operating speed at 12.0 Knots compared with 10.5 Knots of vessel 
“Y”. The fuel consumption of vessel “ZA” which is directly proportional to 
engine output power at a speed of operation plus taking in consideration age of 
vessel is much higher as compared to new yard delivery vessel “Y”.  
 Regarding fuel price spread between MGO and HSFO. The assessment for vessel 
“ZA” reveals, at a price spread of 150 USD/Tonne, all the three scrubber options 
show positive  and  values higher than	 . Signifying that fuel 
consumption is directly proportional to the opportunity cost of switch respect to 
price spread between MGO to HSFO.  
 Regarding the economic comparison between hybrid, open and closed-loop, 
marine scrubbers, the Open-loop scrubber shows the highest , and  
values for the same price spreads with shortest payback period of 1.72-year at 
price spread of 150 USD/Tonne gradually reducing to 0.23-year at a price spread 
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of 500 USD/Tonne, appears to be better investment option. The closed-loop and 
Hybrid scrubber investment option appears to be second best, from price spread 
of 200 to 500 USD/Tonne both the scrubbers show almost similar results with the 
marginal difference between  and payback periods and provides flexibility 



























In research work, six Container vessels; 5400 TEU vessel “K”, 5600 TEU vessel “J”, 
5900 TEU vessel “O”, 6350 TEU vessel “R”, 8100 TEU vessel “Q” and 9800 TEU 
vessel “L” are assessed to examine scrubber project investment and selection 
analysis. The vessel-specific data referred as stipulated in Table 18 below. 
 
Table 18. Containers vessel-specific data  
 














Year built 2014 2011 2006 2010 2008 2013 
Expected lifetime 
Years 
20 years 20 years 20 years 20 years 20 years 20 years 
Remaining lifetime 
Years 
15 years 12 years 7 years 11 years 9 years 14 years 































M/E KW rating 28260 KW 44900 KW 57200 KW 62920 KW 66100 KW 52290 KW 





16.0 Knots 16.95 Knots 16.7 Knots 
16.25 
Knots 
Steaming days per 
year 
232 247 246 245 220 221 
M/E Fuel 
consumptions 
distillates at eco 
speed (Mt/day) 
37.525 38.19 72.77 75.33 76.33 102.6 
M/E Fuel 
consumptions 
HSFO eco speed 
(Mt/day) 









4140.0 4020.0 3095.0 11945.0 3910.0 7147.0 
Source: Bernhard Schulte Ship Management, Hong Kong 
 
Note: The M/E denotes Main propulsion engine, A/E denotes Auxiliary engines, Eco speed denotes 
economical speed for vessel operation, and MT denotes Metric tonnes, BLR denotes boiler. 
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The container vessel-specific scrubber project investment and selection valuation is 
carried out by referring the discounted cash flow model (DCF) approach with the 
future cash inflows discounted at a vessel-specific weighted average cost of capital 
( ) with	 ,  and payback period (PBP) as economic indicators. The 
cash inflows considered is the opportunity cost premium spread between MGO and 
HSFO. The scenario analysis from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne is carried out to cover the 
investment risk concerning sceptical future fuel prices.  
 
The return on investment or cost of equity ( ) is calculated using the capital asset 
pricing model (CAPM) considering the market risk  from vessel-specific market 
volatility. The  calculated by carrying out ordinary least square (OLS) regression 
between Container specific routes freight earning index with China Containerized 
Freight Index (CCFI) on time-frequency data for last six years 21/12/2012 to 
21/12/2018. The time-series data accessed from (Clarkson's research, 2019) 
calculation for regression attached in Appendix A for reference. The Container TEU 
specific data examined on a period of 24 and 36 months from Clarksons seanet 
database with actual vessel positions in trade routes density for calculating which 
specific TEU is trading more in which specific trade route for selection as 
independent variables. The analysis attached in Table 7, Table 8, Table 9, Table 10, 
and Table 11 for reference. 
 
The weighted average market return  calculated for the same frequency period 
of last six years from annual market returns of six trending Container company 
stocks in NYSE and NASDAQ attached in Table 16. The cost of debt (COD) 
calculated at 70/30 debt to equity ratio with 10-year amortisation period using 
London Inter-bank offered Rate (LIBOR) at 2.6 % trending as of 15th March 2019 
source (Clarkson's research, 2019). The spread charges vary from bank to bank 





5.2.1. Container 5400 TEU vessel “K” 
The comparative financial investment assessment between hybrid, open and closed-
loop marine scrubbers, is stipulated in Graph 12. The discounted cash flow 
modelling and comparative financial calculations with discounting factor, return on 
investment, payback period,  and  attached in Appendix H for reference.  
 
Graph 12. Container 5400 TEU vessel “K” scrubber’s economic comparison on 
fuel premium spread 150 to 500USD/Tonne. 
 
 
Note: The graph stipulates an economic comparison between closed-loop, open-loop, and hybrid 
scrubbers. At the fuel price spread of 150 USD/Tonne, only open-loop scrubber investment option 
shows positive NPV and MIRR values higher than WACC with the payback period of 3.53-year. 
However, if the fuel price spread is 200 USD/Tonne and above in all the scenarios, it shows better 
results for all the scrubbers with positive NPV and higher MIRR than WACC. The open-loop 
scrubber shows the highest, NPV and MIRR values for the same price spreads with the shortest 
payback period and appears to be a better investment option. The closed-loop and hybrid scrubber 
investment option appear to be second-best, from price spread of 200 to 500 USD/Tonne both the 




The base input financial evaluation values calculated for project investment on 
Container 5400 TEU vessel “K” calculated are:  
 The weighted average cost of capital  = 4.64% 
 Return on investment or cost of equity  = 4.73% 
 Cost of debt COD (LIBOR + Spread) = 4.60%  
 Weighted average market return  = 4.52% 
 Risk factor  = 0.3331 
 Risk factor 	 = 1.11054 
 
The observations from the financial assessment: 
 Regarding capital investment in Container 5400 TEU vessel “K”, the return on 
investment or cost of equity ( ) and the cost of debt (COD) are almost equal 
providing a choice of selection for investment. If investing shipping company 
holds liquidity, it is advisable to invest with higher equity, keeping levered ratio 
low. However, the Container vessel “K” financial assessment  
between route-specific East Asia and South East Asia freight index and China 
Containerized Freight Index (CCFI) show low market volatility of 0.3331. Even 
when levered with 70/30 debt ratio the 	increase to 1.11054 that is still in 
an acceptable range and provides an opportunity instead of equity for investment 
with a higher debt ratio. 
 Regarding fuel price spread between MGO and HSFO. The assessment shows if 
the fuel price spread reduces to 150 USD/Tonne only open-loop scrubber 
investment option shows positive  and  values higher than  
with a payback period of 3.53-year. However, if the fuel price spread is 200 
USD/Tonne and above in all scenarios, it shows better results for all the 
scrubbers with positive  and higher  than	 .  
 Regarding the economic comparison between hybrid, open and closed-loop, 
marine scrubbers, the open-loop scrubber shows the highest,  and  
values for the same price spreads with shortest payback period and appears to be 
better investment option. The closed-loop and hybrid scrubber investment option 
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appears to be second best, from price spread of 200 to 500 USD/Tonne both the 
scrubbers show almost similar results with the marginal difference between 





























5.2.2. Container 5600 TEU vessel “J”  
The comparative financial investment assessment between hybrid, open and closed-
loop marine scrubbers, is stipulated in Graph 13. The discounted cash flow 
modelling and comparative financial calculations with discounting factor, return on 
investment, payback period,  and  are presented in Appendix I for 
reference.  
 
Graph 13. Container 5600 TEU vessel “J” scrubber’s economic comparison on 
fuel premium spread 150 to 500USD/Tonne 
 
 
Note: The graph stipulates economic comparison between closed-loop, open-loop, and hybrid 
scrubbers. At the fuel price spread of 150 USD/Tonne, all the scrubber investment options for vessel 
“J” shows negative NPV with MIRR values lesser than WACC, signifying it is not advisable to invest 
in any types of scrubber project. However, if the fuel price spread is 200 USD/Tonne and above in all 
scenarios, it shows better results for all the scrubbers with positive NPV and higher MIRR than 
WACC. The open-loop scrubber shows the highest NPV and MIRR values for the same price spreads 
with the shortest payback period of 2.87-year at price spread of 200 USD/Tonne gradually reducing to 
0.53-year at a price spread of 500 USD/Tonne, appears to be better investment option. The closed-
loop and Hybrid scrubber investment option appears to be second-best, from price spread of 250 to 
500 USD/Tonne both the scrubbers show almost similar results with the marginal difference between 
MIRR and payback periods. 
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The base input financial evaluation values calculated for project investment on 
Container 5600 TEU vessel “J” are similar with Container 5400 TEU vessel “K”. 
The main reason being similar vessel market volatility in same freight route index 
and CCFI, similar weighted average market returns  also, return on investment 
or cost of equity	 . 
 The weighted average cost of capital  = 4.64% 
 Return on investment or cost of equity  = 4.73% 
 Cost of debt COD (LIBOR + Spread) = 4.60%  
 Weighted average market return  = 4.52% 
 Risk factor  = 0.3331 
 Risk factor 	 = 1.11054   
 
The observations from the financial assessment: 
 For capital investment in the scrubber project, assessment is similar to Container 
5400 TEU vessel “K”. However, there is a difference concerning propulsion 
plant output, the remaining commercial age of the vessel, the vessel operation 
speed and fuel consumption, which is directly related to scrubber project 
investment and future, expected cash flows even though discounted at same 
rate	 .  
 The Container vessel “J” has an operating speed of 16.51 Knots with net annual 
fuel consumption of 13,949.40 MT as compared to Container vessel “K” with 
lower operating speed of 14.55 Knots and corresponding lower annual fuel 
consumption of 13,304 MT.  
 Regarding fuel price spread between MGO and HSFO. The assessment shows if 
the fuel price spread reduces to 150 USD/Tonne all the scrubber investment 
options for vessel “J” shows negative  with	  values lesser than , 
signifying it is not advisable to invest in any types of scrubber project. However, 
if the fuel price spread is 200 USD/Tonne and above in all scenarios, it shows 
better results for all the scrubbers with positive  and higher  
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than	 . It is signifying that fuel consumption is directly proportional to the 
opportunity cost of switch respect to price spread between MGO to HSFO. 
 Regarding the economic comparison between hybrid, open and closed-loop, 
marine scrubbers, the open-loop scrubber shows the highest , and  
values for the same price spreads with shortest payback period of 2.87-year at 
price spread of 200 USD/Tonne gradually reducing to 0.53-year at a price spread 
of 500 USD/Tonne, appears to be better investment option. The closed-loop and 
hybrid scrubber investment option appears to be second-best, from price spread 
of 250 to 500 USD/Tonne both the scrubbers show almost similar results with the 
marginal difference between  and payback periods and provides flexibility 




















5.2.3. Container 5900 TEU vessel “O”  
The comparative financial investment assessment between hybrid, open and closed-
loop marine scrubbers, is stipulated in Graph 14. The discounted cash flow 
modelling and comparative financial calculations with discounting factor, return on 
investment, payback period,  and  are done considering amortisation 
period for 7-years concerning remaining economic life of the vessel, keeping all 
other variables same. The calculations are attached in Appendix J for reference.  
 
Graph 14. Container 5900 TEU vessel “O” scrubber’s economic comparison on 
fuel premium spread 150 to 500USD/Tonne 
 
 
Note: The graph stipulates an economic comparison between closed-loop, open-loop, and hybrid 
scrubbers. At the fuel price, the spread of 150 USD/Tonne only open-loop scrubber investment shows 
positive NPV with MIRR higher than WACC. However, if the fuel price spread is 200 USD/Tonne 
and above in all the scenarios, it shows better results for all the scrubbers with positive NPV and 
higher MIRR than WACC. The open-loop scrubber shows the highest NPV and MIRR values for the 
same price spreads with the shortest payback period of 2.98-year at price spread of 150 USD/Tonne 
gradually reducing to 0.33-year at a price spread of 500 USD/Tonne, appears to be better investment 
option. The closed-loop and hybrid scrubber investment option appear to be second-best, from price 
spread of 200 to 500 USD/Tonne both the scrubbers show almost similar results with the marginal 
difference between MIRR and payback periods. 
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The base input financial evaluation values calculated for project investment on 
Container 5900 TEU vessel “O” are similar with Container 5400 TEU vessel “K” 
and Container 5600 TEU vessel “J”. The main reason being similar vessel market 
volatility in same freight route index and CCFI, similar weighted average market 
return 	and return on investment or cost of equity	 .  
 
 The weighted average cost of capital  = 4.64% 
 Return on investment or cost of equity  = 4.73% 
 Cost of debt COD (LIBOR + Spread) = 4.60%  
 Weighted average market return  = 4.52% 
 Risk factor  = 0.3331 
 Risk factor 	 = 1.11054   
 
The observations from the financial assessment: 
 For capital investment in scrubber project, assessment is similar to Container 
5400 TEU vessel “K” and Container 5600 TEU vessel “J”. However, the levered 
ratio should be prudently selected with amortisation period considering 
remaining economic life of vessel 7-years.  
 The Container vessel “O” has an operating speed of 16.0 Knots with higher net 
annual fuel consumption of 21,938.60 MT as compared to Container vessel “K” 
and vessel “J”. 
 Regarding fuel price spread between MGO and HSFO. The assessment shows if 
the fuel price spread reduces to 150 USD/Tonne only open-loop scrubber 
investment shows positive  with  higher than . However, if the 
fuel price spread is 200 USD/Tonne and above in all scenarios, it shows better 
results for all the three scrubbers with positive  and higher  values. 
 Regarding the economic comparison between hybrid, open, and closed-loop, 
marine scrubbers, the Open-loop scrubber shows the highest , and  
values for the same price spreads with shortest payback period of 2.98-year at 
price spread of 150 USD/Tonne gradually reducing to 0.33-year at a price spread 
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of 500 USD/Tonne, appears to be better investment option. The closed-loop and 
hybrid scrubber investment option appear to be second best, from price spread of 
200 to 500 USD/Tonne both the scrubbers show almost similar results with the 
marginal difference between  and payback periods and provides flexibility 



























5.2.4. Container 6350 TEU vessel “R”  
The comparative financial investment assessment between hybrid, open and closed-
loop marine scrubbers, is stipulated in Graph 15. The discounted cash flow 
modelling and comparative financial calculations with discounting factor, return on 
investment, payback period,  and  attached in Appendix K for reference.  
 
Graph 15. Container 6350 TEU vessel “R” scrubber’s economic comparison on 
fuel premium spread 150 to 500USD/Tonne 
 
 
Note: The graph stipulates an economic comparison between closed-loop, open-loop, and hybrid 
scrubbers. At the fuel price spread of 150 USD/Tonne, both open-loop and hybrid scrubber 
investment shows positive NPV with MIRR values higher than WACC. However, if the fuel price 
spread is 200 USD/Tonne and above in all scenarios, it shows better results for all the scrubbers with 
positive NPV and higher MIRR than WACC. The open-loop scrubber shows the highest NPV and 
MIRR values for the same price spreads with the shortest payback period of 2.88-year at price spread 
of 150 USD/Tonne gradually reducing to 0.34-year at a price spread of 500 USD/Tonne, appears to be 
better investment option. At a price spread of 200 USD/Tonne, the hybrid scrubber investment option 
appears to be second-best with payback period 1.05-year higher than open-loop and 0.32-year lower 
than the closed-loop. 
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The base input financial evaluation values calculated for project investment on 
Container 6350 TEU vessel “R” calculated are:  
 Weighted average cost of capital  = 5.50% 
 Return on investment or cost of equity  = 7.61% 
 Cost of debt COD (LIBOR + Spread) = 4.60%  
 Weighted average market return  = 4.52% 
 Risk factor  = 0.7933   
 Risk factor 	 = 2.644   
 
The observations from the financial assessment: 
 Regarding capital investment in Container 6350 TEU vessel “R”, the return on 
investment or cost of equity  is higher as compared to the cost of debt COD. 
It is better to invest more with debt and less in equity since debt is more cheaper. 
However, the Container vessel “R” financial assessment  between 
route-specific East Asia and West coast North America freight index and China 
Containerized Freight Index (CCFI) show market volatility of 0.7933 and with 
further leveraging with 70/30 debt ratio the 	 	increases to 2.644 signifying 
that project returns are highly volatile to composite freight market index. The 
levered ratio shall be kept low with the amortisation period selected prudently by 
keeping 	 	 a value close to unity. 
 Regarding fuel price spread between MGO and HSFO. The assessment shows 
that if the fuel price spread reduces to 150 USD/Tonne, both open-loop and 
hybrid scrubber investment shows positive  with  higher than	 . 
However, if the fuel price spread is 200 USD/Tonne and above in all scenarios, it 
shows better results for all the scrubbers with positive  and higher  
values.  
 Regarding the economic comparison between hybrid, open and closed-loop, 
marine scrubbers, the open-loop scrubber shows the highest  and  
values for the same price spreads with shortest payback period of 2.88-year at 
price spread of 150 USD/Tonne gradually reducing to 0.34-year at a price spread 
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of 500 USD/Tonne, appears to be better investment option. At a price spread of 
200 USD/Tonne the hybrid scrubber investment option appears to be second best 
with payback period 1.05-year higher than open-loop and 0.32-year lower than 
the closed-loop. The hybrid and closed-loop from price spread of 250 to 500 
USD/Tonne both the scrubber’s investment assessment show almost similar 
results with the marginal difference between  and payback periods and 

























5.2.5. Container 8100 TEU vessel “Q”  
The comparative financial investment assessment between hybrid, open and closed-
loop marine scrubbers, is stipulated in Graph 16. The discounted cash flow 
modelling and comparative financial calculations with discounting factor, return on 
investment, payback period,  and  are done considering amortisation 
period for 9-years concerning remaining economic life of the vessel, keeping all 
other variables same. The calculations attached in Appendix L for reference.  
 
Graph 16. Container 8100 TEU vessel “Q” scrubber’s economic comparison on 
fuel premium spread 150 to 500USD/Tonne 
 
 
Note: The graph stipulates an economic comparison between closed-loop, open-loop, and hybrid 
scrubbers. At the fuel price spread of 150 USD/Tonne, only open-loop scrubber investment options 
for vessel “Q” show positive NPV with MIRR value higher than WACC. However, if the fuel price 
spread is 200 USD/Tonne and above in all scenarios, it shows better results for all the three scrubbers 
with positive NPV and higher MIRR values than WACC. The open-loop scrubber shows the highest 
NPV and MIRR values for the same price spreads with the shortest payback period of  2.11-year at 
price spread of 200 USD/Tonne gradually reducing to 0.43-year at a price spread of 500 USD/Tonne, 
appears to be better investment option. The closed-loop and hybrid scrubber investment option appear 
to be second best, from price spread of 250 to 500 USD/Tonne both the scrubbers show almost similar 
results with the marginal difference between MIRR and payback periods. 
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The base input financial evaluation values calculated for project investment on 
Container 8100 TEU vessel “Q” calculated are:  
 Weighted average cost of capital  = 5.50% 
 Return on investment or cost of equity  = 7.61% 
 Cost of debt COD (LIBOR + Spread) = 4.60%  
 Weighted average market return   = 4.52% 
 Risk factor  = 0.7933 
 Risk factor 	 = 2.644 
 
The observations from the financial assessment: 
 For capital investment in the scrubber project, base input financial assessment is 
similar to Container 6350 TEU vessel “R”. However, there is a difference 
concerning propulsion plant output, the remaining commercial age of the vessel, 
the vessel operation speed and fuel consumption, which is directly related to 
scrubber project investment and future, expected cash flows even though 
discounted at same rate	 .  The levered ratio should be prudently selected 
with the amortisation period considering the remaining commercial life of vessel 
9-years.  
 The Container vessel “Q” has an operating speed of 16.7 Knots with net annual 
fuel consumption of 21,587 MT as compared to Container vessel “R” with an 
operating speed of 16.95 Knots and corresponding higher annual fuel 
consumption of 31,373.50 MT.  
 Regarding fuel price spread between MGO and HSFO. The assessment shows if 
the fuel price spread reduces to 150 USD/Tonne, only open-loop scrubber 
investment option for vessel “Q” shows positive  with 	  value higher 
than . However, if the fuel price spread is 200 USD/Tonne and above in 
all scenarios, it shows better results for all the three scrubbers with positive  
and higher  values. It is signifying that fuel consumption is directly 
proportional to the opportunity cost of switch respect to price spread between 
MGO to HSFO. 
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 Regarding the economic comparison between hybrid, open, and closed-loop, 
marine scrubbers, the open-loop scrubber shows the highest , and  
values for the same price spreads with shortest payback period of  2.11-year at 
price spread of 200 USD/Tonne gradually reducing to 0.43-year at a price spread 
of 500 USD/Tonne, appears to be better investment option. The closed-loop and 
hybrid scrubber investment option appear to be second best, from price spread of 
250 to 500 USD/Tonne both the scrubbers show almost similar results with the 
marginal difference between  and payback periods, which provides 




















5.2.6. Container 9800 TEU vessel “L”  
The comparative financial investment assessment between hybrid, open and closed-
loop marine scrubbers, is stipulated in Graph 17. The discounted cash flow 
modelling and comparative financial calculations with discounting factor, return on 
investment, payback period,  and  attached in Appendix M for reference.  
 
Graph 17. Container 9800 TEU vessel “L” scrubber’s economic comparison on 
fuel premium spread 150 to 500USD/Tonne 
 
 
Note: The graph stipulates an economic comparison between closed-loop, open-loop, and hybrid 
scrubbers. The entire fuel price spread scenarios from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne all the scrubber 
investment options for vessel “L” show positive NPV with MIRR greater than WACC. The open-loop 
scrubber shows the highest NPV and MIRR values for the same price spreads with the shortest 
payback period of  2.16-year at price spread of 150 USD/Tonne gradually reducing to 0.28-year at a 
price spread of 500 USD/Tonne, appears to be better investment option. The closed-loop and hybrid 
scrubber investment option appear to be second best, from price spread of 150 to 500 USD/Tonne 




The base input financial evaluation values calculated for project investment on 
Container 9800 TEU vessel “L” calculated are:  
 The weighted average cost of capital  = 5.50% 
 Return on investment or cost of equity  = 7.61% 
 Cost of debt COD (LIBOR + Spread) = 4.60%  
 Weighted average market return   = 4.52% 
 Risk factor  = 0.7933  
 Risk factor 	 = 2.644 
The observations from the financial assessment: 
 The base input financial evaluation values calculated for project investment on 
Container 9800 TEU vessel “L” are similar with Container 6350 TEU vessel “R” 
and Container 8100 TEU vessel “Q”. The main reason being similar vessel 
market volatility in same freight route index and CCFI, similar weighted average 
market returns  and return on investment or cost of equity	 . However, 
there is a difference concerning propulsion plant output, the remaining 
commercial age of the vessel, the vessel operation speed and fuel consumption, 
which is directly related to scrubber project investment and future, expected cash 
flows even though discounted at same rate	 .   
 The Container vessel “L” has an operating speed of 16.25 Knots with net annual 
fuel consumption of 31,015 MT as compared to Container vessel “Q” with an 
operating speed of 16.7 Knots with lower net annual fuel consumption of 21,587 
MT and Container vessel “R” with operating speed of 16.95 Knots and 
corresponding higher annual fuel consumption of 31,373.50 MT.  
 Regarding fuel price spread between MGO and HSFO. The assessment shows in 
the entire fuel price spread scenarios from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne all the 
scrubber investment options for vessel “L” show positive  with  
higher than	 . 
 Regarding the economic comparison between hybrid, open, and closed-loop, 
marine scrubbers, the Open-loop scrubber shows the highest  and  
values for the same price spreads with shortest payback period of  2.16-year at 
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price spread of 150 USD/Tonne gradually reducing to 0.28-year at a price spread 
of 500 USD/Tonne, appears to be better investment option. The closed-loop and 
hybrid scrubber investment option appear to be second best, from price spread of 
150 to 500 USD/Tonne both the scrubbers show almost similar results with the 
marginal difference between  and payback periods, which provides 
























5.3. Bulk Carriers 
In research work, eight Bulk carriers; two Handysize vessel “A” and vessel “C”, two 
Supramax vessels “D” and vessel “E”,  two Panamax vessel “F” and vessel “G” and 
two VLOC vessels “H” and vessel “I” are assessed to examine scrubber project 
investment and selection analysis. The vessel-specific data, referred to as stipulated 
in Table 19 below. 




A C D E F G H I 
Vessel type 























Year built 2011 2014 2015 2009 2011 2008 2016 2013 
Expected lifetime 
Years 20 years 20 years 20 years 20 years 20 years 20 years 20 years 20 years 
Remaining 
lifetime Years 12 years 15 years 16 years 10 years 12 years 9 years 17 years 14 years 



























































C9.5- T II 
M/E KW rating 7368 KW 
6820 
KW 
























per year 210 200 260 255 230 255 260 292 
M/E Fuel 
consumptions 
distillates at eco 
speed (Mt/day) 
16.86 18.62 19.95 25.74 30.21 26.64 51.77 75.43 
M/E Fuel 
consumptions 
HSFO eco speed 
(Mt/day) 
17.75 19.6 21.0 27.1 31.8 28.05 54.5 79.4 




1563.7 1194.15 1435.45 1206.5 1097.25 950.0 1578.9 1781.25 




1646.0 1257.0 1511.0 1270.0 1155.0 1000.0 1662.0 1875.0 
Source: Bernhard Schulte Ship Management, Hong Kong 
 
Note: The M/E denotes Main propulsion engine, A/E denotes Auxiliary engines, Eco speed denotes 
economical speed for vessel operation, and MT denotes Metric tonnes, BLR denotes boiler, DWT 




The bulk carrier vessel-specific scrubber project investment and selection valuation 
is carried out by referring the discounted cash flow model (DCF) approach with 
future cash inflows discounted at a vessel-specific weighted average cost of capital 
( ) with	 ,  and payback period (PBP) as economic indicators. The 
cash inflows considered is the opportunity cost premium spread between MGO and 
HSFO. The scenario analysis from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne is carried out to cover the 
investment risk concerning sceptical future fuel prices.  
 
The return on investment or cost of equity ( ) is calculated using capital asset 
pricing model (CAPM) considering the market risk  from vessel-specific market 
volatility by carrying out ordinary least square (OLS) regression between vessel-
specific freight earning index with composite market freight index. Baltic Handysize 
Index (BHSI), Baltic Supramax Index (BSI), Baltic Panamax index (BPI) and Baltic 
Capesize Index (BCI) to dry market composite Baltic Dry Index (BDI) on a daily 
time-frequency data for last three years 24/12/2015 to 24/12/2018. The time-series 
data accessed from (Clarkson's research, 2019) calculation for regression attached in 
Appendix A.  
 
The weighted average market return  calculated for the same frequency period 
of last three years for harmonisation, from annual market returns of five trending 
Bulk carrier company stocks in NYSE and NASDAQ attached in Table 14. The cost 
of debt (COD) calculated at 70/30 debt to equity ratio with 10-year amortisation 
period using London Inter-bank offered Rate (LIBOR) at 2.6 % trending as of 15th 
March 2019 source (Clarkson's research, 2019). The spread charges vary from bank 








5.3.1. Handysize Bulk carrier vessel “A” 
The comparative financial investment assessment between hybrid, open and closed-
loop marine scrubbers, is stipulated in Graph 18. The discounted cash flow 
modelling and comparative financial calculations with discounting factor, return on 
investment, payback period,  and  attached in Appendix N for reference.  
 
Graph 18. Handysize Bulk carrier vessel “A” scrubber’s economic comparison 
on fuel premium spread 150 to 500USD/Tonne 
 
 
Note: The graph stipulates an economic comparison between closed-loop, open-loop, and hybrid 
scrubbers. At the fuel price spread of 150 USD/Tonne, all scrubber investment options shows negative 
NPV with MIRR values lower than WACC, signifying it’s not economical to invest at this price 
spread in any of the three scrubber options. However, if the fuel price spread is 200 USD/Tonne and 
above in all scenarios, it shows better results for all the three scrubbers with positive NPV and higher 
MIRR than WACC. The open-loop scrubber shows the highest NPV and MIRR values for the same 
price spreads with the shortest payback period of 2.99-year at price spread of 200 USD/Tonne 
gradually reducing to 0.50-year at a price spread of 500 USD/Tonne, appears to be better investment 
option. At a price spread of 200 USD/Tonne, the hybrid scrubber investment option appears to be 




The base input financial evaluation values calculated for project investment on 
Handysize Bulk carrier vessel “A” calculated are:  
 The weighted average cost of capital  = 5.48% 
 Return on investment or cost of equity  = 7.53% 
 Cost of debt COD (LIBOR + Spread) = 4.60%  
 Weighted average market return  = 15.55% 
 Risk factor  = 0.1136   
 Risk factor 	 = 0.3788    
 
The observations from the financial assessment: 
 Regarding capital investment in Handysize Bulk carrier vessel “A”, the return on 
investment or cost of equity  is higher as compared to the cost of debt COD. 
It is better to invest more with debt and less in equity since debt is more cheaper. 
However, the Handysize vessel “A” financial assessment  between 
the Baltic Handysize Index (BHSI) and dry market composite, Baltic Dry Index 
(BDI) show low market volatility of 0.1136. Even when levered with 70/30 debt 
ratio the 	increase to 0.3788 that is still in a lower range and provides an 
opportunity for an investor with a higher debt ratio. 
 Regarding fuel price spread between MGO and HSFO. The assessment shows if 
the fuel price spread reduces to 150 USD/Tonne, all the three scrubber 
investment options shows negative  with  value lower than	 . 
However, if the fuel price spread is 200 USD/Tonne and above in all scenarios, it 
shows better results for all the three scrubbers with positive  and higher 
 values.  
 Regarding the economic comparison between hybrid, open, and closed-loop, 
marine scrubbers, the open-loop scrubber shows the highest  and  
values for the same price spreads with the shortest payback period of 2.99-year at 
price spread of 200 USD/Tonne gradually reducing to 0.50-year at a price spread 
of 500 USD/Tonne, appears to be better investment option. At a price spread of 
200 USD/Tonne, the hybrid scrubber investment option appears to be second-
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best with payback period 2.17-year higher than open-loop and 1.98-year lower 































5.3.2. Handysize Bulk carrier vessel “C” 
The comparative financial investment assessment between hybrid, open and closed-
loop marine scrubbers, is stipulated in Graph 19. The discounted cash flow 
modelling and comparative financial calculations with discounting factor, return on 
investment, payback period,  and  attached in Appendix O for reference.  
 
Graph 19. Handysize Bulk carrier vessel “C” scrubber’s economic comparison 
on fuel premium spread 150 to 500USD/Tonne 
 
 
Note: The graph stipulates an economic comparison between closed-loop, open-loop, and hybrid 
scrubbers. At the fuel price spread of 150 USD/Tonne, only open-loop scrubber investment option for 
vessel “C” shows positive NPV with MIRR values higher than WACC. However, if the fuel price 
spread is 200 USD/Tonne and above in all scenarios, it shows better results for all the three scrubbers 
with positive NPV and higher MIRR than WACC. The Open-loop scrubber shows the highest NPV 
and MIRR values for the same price spreads with the shortest payback period of 2.25-year at price 
spread of 200 USD/Tonne gradually reducing to 0.43-year at a price spread of 500 USD/Tonne, 
appears to be better investment option. At a price spread of 200 USD/Tonne the hybrid scrubber 
investment option appears to be second best with payback period 1.34-year higher than open-loop and 




The base input financial evaluation values calculated for project investment on 
Handysize Bulk carrier vessel “C” calculated are:  
 The weighted average cost of capital  = 5.48% 
 Return on investment or cost of equity  = 7.53% 
 Cost of debt COD (LIBOR + Spread) = 4.60%  
 Weighted average market return  = 15.55% 
 Risk factor  = 0.1136 
 Risk factor 	 = 0.3788   
 
The observations from the financial assessment: 
 The base input financial evaluation values calculated for project investment on 
Handysize vessel “C” are similar to the Handysize vessel “A”. The main reason 
being similar vessel market volatility in same vessel-specific freight index to 
BDI, similar weighted average market returns  and return on investment or 
cost of equity	 . However, there is a difference concerning propulsion plant 
output, the remaining commercial age of the vessel, the vessel operation speed 
and fuel consumption, which is directly related to scrubber project investment 
and future, expected cash flows even though discounted at same rate	 .   
 The Handysize vessel “C” has an operating speed of 12.7 Knots with net annual 
fuel consumption of 5,177 MT as compared to Handysize vessel “A” with an 
operating speed of 11.16 Knots with comparatively higher net annual fuel 
consumption of 5,373.50 MT the reason being 10 days higher propelling days per 
year in comparison to vessel “C”.  
 Regarding fuel price spread between MGO and HSFO. The assessment shows if 
the fuel price spread reduces to 150 USD/Tonne, only open-loop scrubber 
investment options for vessel “C” shows positive  with  value higher 
than . However, if the fuel price spread is 200 USD/Tonne and above in 
all scenarios, it shows better results for all the three scrubbers with positive  
and higher  than	 .  
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 Regarding the economic comparison between hybrid, open, and closed-loop, 
marine scrubbers, the open-loop scrubber shows the highest , and  
values for the same price spreads with the shortest payback period of 2.25-year at 
price spread of 200 USD/Tonne gradually reducing to 0.43-year at a price spread 
of 500 USD/Tonne, appears to be better investment option. At a price spread of 
200 USD/Tonne the hybrid scrubber investment option appears to be second best 























5.3.3. Supramax Bulk carrier vessel “D” 
The comparative financial investment assessment between hybrid, open and closed-
loop marine scrubbers, is stipulated in Graph 20. The discounted cash flow 
modelling and comparative financial calculations with discounting factor, return on 
investment, payback period,  and  attached in Appendix P for reference.  
 
Graph 20. Supramax Bulk carrier vessel “D” scrubber’s economic comparison 
on fuel premium spread 150 to 500USD/Tonne 
 
 
Note: The graph stipulates an economic comparison between closed-loop, open-loop, and hybrid 
scrubbers. At the fuel price spread of 150 USD/Tonne, both open-loop and hybrid scrubber 
investment shows positive NPV with MIRR values higher than WACC. However, if the fuel price 
spread is 200 USD/Tonne and above in all scenarios, it shows better results for all the three scrubbers 
with positive NPV and higher MIRR than WACC. The open-loop scrubber shows the highest NPV 
and MIRR values for the same price spreads with the shortest payback period of 3.20-year at price 
spread of 150 USD/Tonne gradually reducing to 0.34-year at a price spread of 500 USD/Tonne, 
appears to be better investment option. At a price spread of 200 USD/Tonne the hybrid scrubber 
investment option appears to be second best with payback period 0.69-year higher than open-loop and 
0.43-year lower than the closed-loop. 
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The base input financial evaluation values calculated for project investment on 
Supramax Bulk carrier vessel “D” calculated are:  
 The weighted average cost of capital  = 6.11% 
 Return on investment or cost of equity  = 9.63% 
 Cost of debt COD (LIBOR + Spread) = 4.60%  
 Weighted average market return  = 15.55% 
 Risk factor  = 0.1624 
 Risk factor 	 = 0.5414   
 
The observations from the financial assessment: 
 Regarding capital investment in Supramax Bulk carrier vessel “D”, the return on 
investment or cost of equity  is higher as compared to the cost of debt COD. 
It is better to invest more with debt and less in equity since debt is more cheaper. 
However, the Supramax vessel “D” financial assessment  between 
Baltic Supramax Index (BSI) and dry market composite Baltic Dry Index (BDI) 
show low market volatility of 0.1624. Even when levered with 70/30 debt ratio 
the 	 increases to 0.5414 that is still in a lower range and provides an 
opportunity for an investor with a higher debt ratio. 
 Regarding fuel price spread between MGO and HSFO. The assessment shows 
that if the fuel price spread reduces to 150 USD/Tonne, only open-loop and 
hybrid scrubber investment shows positive  with  higher than	 . 
However, if the fuel price spread is 200 USD/Tonne and above in all scenarios, it 
shows better results for all the three scrubbers with positive  and higher 
 than .  
 Regarding  the economic comparison between hybrid, open, and closed-loop, 
marine scrubbers, the Open-loop scrubber shows the highest , and  
values for the same price spreads with the shortest payback period of 3.20-year at 
price spread of 150 USD/Tonne gradually reducing to 0.34-year at a price spread 
of 500 USD/Tonne, appears to be better investment option. At a price spread of 
200 USD/Tonne the hybrid scrubber investment option appears to be second best 
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5.3.4. Supramax Bulk carrier vessel “E” 
The comparative financial investment assessment between hybrid, open and closed-
loop marine scrubbers, is stipulated in Graph 21. The discounted cash flow 
modelling and comparative financial calculations with discounting factor, return on 
investment, payback period,  and  attached in Appendix Q for reference.  
 
Graph 21. Supramax Bulk carrier vessel “E” scrubber’s economic comparison 
on fuel premium spread 150 to 500USD/Tonne 
 
 
Note: The graph stipulates an economic comparison between closed-loop, open-loop, and hybrid 
scrubbers. At the fuel price spread of 150 USD/Tonne, and above in all scenarios, it shows better 
results for all the scrubbers with positive NPV and higher MIRR than WACC. The open-loop 
scrubber shows the highest NPV and MIRR values for the same price spreads with the shortest 
payback period of 2.39-year at price spread of 150 USD/Tonne gradually reducing to 0.31-year at a 
price spread of 500 USD/Tonne, appears to be better investment option. At a price spread of 150 
USD/Tonne, the hybrid scrubber investment option appears to be second-best with payback period 
1.59-year higher than open-loop and 1.38-year lower than the closed-loop. 
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The base input financial evaluation values calculated for project investment on 
Supramax Bulk carrier vessel “E” calculated are:  
 The weighted average cost of capital  = 6.11% 
 Return on investment or cost of equity  = 9.63% 
 Cost of debt COD (LIBOR + Spread) = 4.60%  
 Weighted average market return  = 15.55% 
 Risk factor  = 0.1624 
 Risk factor 	 = 0.5414   
 
The observations from the financial assessment: 
 The base input financial evaluation values calculated for project investment on 
Supramax vessel “E” are similar to the Supramax vessel “D”. The reason being 
similar vessel market volatility in same vessel-specific freight index to BDI, 
similar weighted average market returns  and return on investment or cost of 
equity . However, there is a difference concerning propulsion plant output, 
the remaining commercial age of the vessel, the vessel operation speed and fuel 
consumption, which is directly related to scrubber project investment and future, 
expected cash flows even though discounted at same rate	 .   
 The Supramax vessel “E” has an operating speed of 12.75 Knots with net annual 
fuel consumption of 8,180.50 MT as compared to Supramax vessel “D” with an 
operating speed of 11.50 Knots with lower net annual fuel consumption of 
6971.0 MT. 
 Regarding fuel price spread between MGO and HSFO. The assessment shows in 
the entire fuel price spread of 150 USD/Tonne and above, all the three scrubbers 
investment option shows acceptable optimal results with positive  and 
higher  than	 .  
 Regarding  the economic comparison between hybrid, open, and closed-loop, 
marine scrubbers, the open-loop scrubber shows the highest , and  
values for the same price spreads with the shortest payback period of 2.39-year at 
price spread of 150 USD/Tonne gradually reducing to 0.31-year at a price spread 
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of 500 USD/Tonne, appears to be better investment option. At a price spread of 
150 USD/Tonne, the hybrid scrubber investment option appears to be second best 


























5.3.5. Panamax Bulk carrier vessel “F” 
The comparative financial investment assessment between hybrid, open and closed-
loop marine scrubbers, is stipulated in Graph 22. The discounted cash flow 
modelling and comparative financial calculations with discounting factor, return on 
investment, payback period,  and  attached in Appendix R for reference.  
 
Graph 22. Panamax Bulk carrier vessel “F” scrubber’s economic comparison 
on fuel premium spread 150 to 500USD/Tonne 
 
 
Note: The graph stipulates an economic comparison between closed-loop, open-loop, and hybrid 
scrubbers. At the fuel price spread of 150 USD/Tonne, only open-loop scrubber investment shows 
positive NPV with MIRR higher than WACC. However, if the fuel price spread is 200 USD/Tonne 
and above in all the scenarios, it shows better results for all the three scrubbers with positive NPV and 
higher MIRR than WACC. The open-loop scrubber shows the highest NPV and MIRR values for the 
same price spreads with the shortest payback period of 3.81-year at price spread of 150 USD/Tonne 
gradually reducing to 0.38-year at a price spread of 500 USD/Tonne, appears to be better investment 
option. At a price spread of 200 USD/Tonne the hybrid scrubber investment option appears to be 




The base input financial evaluation values calculated for project investment on 
Panamax Bulk carrier vessel “F” calculated are:  
 Weighted average cost of capital  = 10.20% 
 Return on investment or cost of equity  = 23.27% 
 Cost of debt COD (LIBOR + Spread) = 4.60%  
 Weighted average market return  = 15.55% 
 Risk factor  = 0.4794 
 Risk factor 	 = 1.5980  
 
The observations from the financial assessment: 
 Regarding capital investment in Panamax Bulk carrier vessel “F”, the return on 
investment or cost of equity  is higher as compared to the cost of debt COD. 
It is better to invest more with debt and less in equity since debt is more cheaper. 
However, the Panamax vessel “F” financial assessment  between 
Baltic Panamax Index (BPI) and dry market composite Baltic Dry Index (BDI) 
show market volatility of 0.4794 and increases to 1.5980 implying 159% high 
volatility when levered with 70/30 debt ratio, considerably increasing the 
investment returns risk. The levered ratio with the amortisation period shall be 
selected prudently by keeping 	 a value close to unity. 
 Regarding fuel price spread between MGO and HSFO, the assessment shows if 
the fuel price spread reduces to 150 USD/Tonne, only open-loop scrubber 
investment shows positive  with  vale higher than	 . However, if 
the fuel price spread is 200 USD/Tonne and above in all scenarios, it shows 
better results for all the three scrubbers with positive  and higher  than 
.  
 In regard to the economic comparison between hybrid, open, and closed-loop, 
marine scrubbers, the open-loop scrubber shows the highest , and  
values for the same price spreads with shortest payback period of 3.81-year at 
price spread of 150 USD/Tonne gradually reducing to 0.38-year at a price spread 
of 500 USD/Tonne, appears to be better investment option. At a price spread of 
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200 USD/Tonne, the hybrid scrubber investment option appears to be second-
best with payback period 1.64-year higher than open-loop and 0.62-year lower 






























5.3.6. Panamax Bulk carrier vessel “G” 
The comparative financial investment assessment between hybrid, open and closed-
loop marine scrubbers, is stipulated in Graph 23. The discounted cash flow 
modelling and comparative financial calculations with discounting factor, return on 
investment, payback period,  and  are done considering amortisation 
period for 9 years concerning remaining economic life of the vessel, keeping all 
other variables same. The calculations are attached in Appendix S for reference.  
 
Graph 23. Panamax Bulk carrier vessel “G” scrubber’s economic comparison 
on fuel premium spread 150 to 500USD/Tonne 
 
 
Note: The graph stipulates an economic comparison between closed-loop, open-loop, and hybrid 
scrubbers. At the fuel price spread of 150 USD/Tonne, only open-loop scrubber investment shows 
positive NPV with MIRR higher than WACC. However, if the fuel price spread is 200 USD/Tonne 
and above in all scenarios, it shows better results for all the three scrubbers with positive NPV and 
higher MIRR than WACC. The open-loop scrubber shows the highest NPV and MIRR values for the 
same price spreads with the shortest payback period of 3.49-year at price spread of 150 USD/Tonne 
gradually reducing to 0.35-year at a price spread of 500 USD/Tonne, appears to be better investment 
option. At a price spread of 200 USD/Tonne the hybrid scrubber investment option appears to be 




The base input financial evaluation values calculated for project investment on 
Panamax Bulk carrier vessel “G” calculated are:  
 The weighted average cost of capital  = 10.20% 
 Return on investment or cost of equity  = 23.27% 
 Cost of debt COD (LIBOR + Spread) = 4.60%  
 Weighted average market return  = 15.55% 
 Risk factor  = 0.4794 
 Risk factor 	 = 1.5980  
 
The observations from the financial assessment: 
 The base input financial evaluation values calculated for project investment on 
Panamax vessel “G” are similar with the Panamax vessel “F”. The reason being 
similar vessel market volatility in same vessel-specific freight index to BDI, 
similar weighted average market return  and return on investment or cost of 
equity . However, there is a difference concerning propulsion plant output, 
the remaining commercial age of the vessel, the vessel operation speed and fuel 
consumption, which is directly related to scrubber project investment and future, 
expected cash flows even though discounted at same rate	 . The levered 
ratio should be prudently selected with the amortisation period considering the 
remaining commercial life of vessel 9-years. 
 The Panamax vessel “G” has an operating speed of 12.0 Knots with net annual 
fuel consumption of 8,152.75 MT as compared to Panamax vessel “F” with an 
operating speed of 11.50 Knots with slightly higher net annual fuel consumption 
of 8469.0 MT. 
 Regard to fuel price spread between MGO and HSFO; the assessment shows if 
the fuel price, spread reduces to 150 USD/Tonne only open-loop scrubber 
investment shows positive  with  higher than	 . However, if the 
fuel price spread is 200 USD/Tonne and above in all scenarios, it shows better 




 Regarding the economic comparison between hybrid, open, and closed-loop, 
marine scrubbers, the open-loop scrubber shows the highest , and  
values for the same price spreads with the shortest payback period of 3.49-year. 
At price spread of 150 USD/Tonne, gradually reducing to 0.35-year at a price 
spread of 500 USD/Tonne, appears to be a better investment option. At a price 
spread of 200 USD/Tonne the hybrid scrubber investment option appears to be 
second best with payback period 0.93-year higher than open-loop and 0.56-year 

























5.3.7. VLOC Bulk carrier vessel “H” 
The comparative financial investment assessment between hybrid, open and closed-
loop marine scrubbers, is stipulated in Graph 24. The discounted cash flow 
modelling and comparative financial calculations with discounting factor, return on 
investment, payback period,  and  attached in Appendix T for reference.  
 
Graph 24. VLOC Bulk carrier vessel “H” scrubber’s economic comparison on 
fuel premium spread 150 to 500USD/Tonne 
 
 
Note: The graph stipulates economic comparison between closed-loop, open-loop and hybrid 
scrubbers. At the fuel price, the spread of 150 USD/Tonne only open-loop scrubber investment shows 
positive NPV but MIRR values lower than WACC. At fuel price spread from 200 to 250 USD/Tonne, 
all the three scrubbers show positive NPV but MIRR value still less than WACC. At fuel price spread 
of 300 USD/Tonne, only open-loop shows higher MIRR values. However, if the fuel price spread 
increases to 400 USD/Tonne only than all the three scrubber options show higher MIRR values than 
WACC. The open-loop scrubber shows the highest NPV and MIRR values for the same price spreads 
with the shortest payback period of 2.36-year at price spread of 150 USD/Tonne gradually reducing to 
0.30-year at a price spread of 500 USD/Tonne, appears to be better investment option. At a price 
spread of 200 USD/Tonne the hybrid scrubber investment option appears to be second best with 
payback period 0.51-year higher than open-loop and 0.39-year lower than the closed-loop. 
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The base input financial evaluation values calculated for project investment on 
VLOC Bulk carrier vessel “H” calculated are:  
 The weighted average cost of capital  = 33.87% 
 Return on investment or cost of equity  = 102.15% 
 Cost of debt COD (LIBOR + Spread) = 4.60%  
 Weighted average market return  = 15.55% 
 Risk factor  = 2.3128 
 Risk factor 	 = 7.7093  
 
The observations from the financial assessment: 
 Concerning capital investment in VLOC Bulk carrier vessel “H”, the return on 
investment or cost of equity  is very high as compared to the cost of debt 
COD. It is better to invest more with debt and less in equity since debt is more 
cheaper. However, the VLOC vessel “H” financial assessment  
between Baltic Capesize Index (BCI) and dry market composite Baltic Dry Index 
(BDI) show very high market volatility of 2.3128 and increases to 7.7093 when 
levered with 70/30 debt ratio. It is signifying VLOC vessel market volatility to 
composite dry freight market index BDI is 231% that is on the higher range and 
increases investment returns risk factor. The levered ratio with the amortisation 
period shall be selected prudently by keeping 	 a value close to unity. 
 The weighted average cost of capital  is also high 33.87%, signifying the 
project should be able to generate returns higher than 33.87% for investment to 
be economical. Considering the high , it is better to invest in a scrubber 
with lower capital cost and lesser OPEX costs by ascertaining the project returns 
in comparison. The tax shield advantage can also be considered depending upon 
vessel registry, in financial assessment tax shield is taken as zero considering 
open registry advantage of no corporate tax only annual tonnage fees. 
 Regarding fuel price spread between MGO and HSFO, the assessment shows at 
the fuel price spread of 150 USD/Tonne, only open-loop scrubber investment 
shows positive  but  values lower than . At the fuel price spread 
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from 200 to 250 USD/Tonne, all the three scrubbers show positive  but 
 value still less than . At fuel price spread of 300 USD/Tonne, only 
open-loop shows higher  values. However, if the fuel price spread 
increases to 400 USD/Tonne, only then all the three scrubber options show 
higher  values than .  
 In regard to economic comparison between hybrid, open and closed-loop, marine 
scrubbers, the open-loop scrubber shows the highest , and  values for 
the same price spreads with shortest payback period of 2.36-year at price spread 
of 150 USD/Tonne gradually reducing to 0.30-year at a price spread of 500 
USD/Tonne, appears to be better investment option. At a price spread of 200 
USD/Tonne the hybrid scrubber investment option appears to be second best with 



















5.3.8. VLOC Bulk carrier vessel “I” 
The comparative financial investment assessment between hybrid, open and closed-
loop marine scrubbers, is stipulated in Graph 25. The discounted cash flow 
modelling and comparative financial calculations with discounting factor, return on 
investment, payback period,  and  attached in Appendix U for reference. 
 
Graph 25. VLOC Bulk carrier vessel “I” scrubbers economic comparison on 
fuel premium spread 150 to 500USD/Tonne 
 
 
Note: The graph stipulates economic comparison between closed-loop, open-loop and hybrid 
scrubbers. At the fuel price spread of 150 USD/Tonne, all the three scrubber investment option show 
positive NPV but MIRR values lesser than WACC. Even at the fuel price spread of 200 USD/Tonne, 
only open-loop scrubber MIRR value is higher than WACC. Only from the fuel price spread of 250 
USD/Tonne, and above all the three scrubber options show MIRR values higher than WACC. The 
open-loop scrubber shows the highest NPV and MIRR values for the same price spreads with the 
shortest payback period of 0.79-year at price spread of 150 USD/Tonne gradually reducing to 0.14-
year at a price spread of 500 USD/Tonne, appears to be better investment option. At a price spread of 
150 USD/Tonne the hybrid scrubber investment option appears to be second best with payback period 
0.42-year higher than open-loop and 0.12-year lower than the closed-loop. The closed-loop and hybrid 
scrubber investment option from a price spread of 200 to 500 USD/Tonne, show almost similar results 
with the marginal difference between MIRR and payback periods. 
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The base input financial evaluation values calculated for project investment on 
VLOC Bulk carrier vessel “I” calculated are:  
 The weighted average cost of capital  = 33.87% 
 Return on investment or cost of equity  = 102.15% 
 Cost of debt COD (LIBOR + Spread) = 4.60%  
 Weighted average market return  = 15.55% 
 Risk factor  = 2.3128 
 Risk factor 	 = 7.7093  
 
The observations from the financial assessment: 
 The base input financial evaluation values calculated for project investment on 
VLOC vessel “I” are similar to the VLOC vessel “H”. The reason being similar 
vessel market volatility in same vessel-specific freight index to BDI, similar 
weighted average market return  and return on investment or cost of equity 
. However, there is a difference concerning propulsion plant output, the 
remaining commercial age of the vessel, the vessel operation speed and fuel 
consumption, which is directly related to scrubber project investment and future, 
expected cash flows even though discounted at same rate	 . 
 The VLOC vessel “I” has an operating speed of 12.45 Knots with net annual fuel 
consumption of 25,059.8 MT as compared to VLOC vessel “H” with an 
operating speed of 13.20 Knots with lower net annual fuel consumption of 
15,832.0 MT. The reason being 32 days lesser propulsion days annually as 
compared to VLOC vessel “I”. 
 Regarding fuel price spread between MGO and HSFO, the assessment shows at 
the fuel price spread of 150 USD/Tonne, all the three scrubber investment option 
show positive  but  values lesser than . Even at the fuel price 
spread of 200 USD/Tonne, only open-loop scrubber  value is higher than 
. Only from the fuel price spread of 250 USD/Tonne, and above all the 
three scrubber options show  values higher than . It is signifying 
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that fuel consumption is directly proportional to the opportunity cost of switch 
respect to price spread between MGO to HSFO. 
 In regard to the economic comparison between hybrid, open and closed-loop, 
marine scrubbers, the open-loop scrubber shows the highest , and  
values for the same price spreads with shortest payback period of 0.79-year at 
price spread of 150 USD/Tonne gradually reducing to 0.14-year at a price spread 
of 500 USD/Tonne, appears to be better investment option. At a price spread of 
150 USD/Tonne the hybrid scrubber investment option appears to be second best 
with payback period 0.42-year higher than open-loop and 0.12-year lower than 
the closed-loop. The closed-loop and hybrid scrubber investment option from 
price spread of 200 to 500 USD/Tonne, show almost similar results with the 
marginal difference between  and payback periods, which provides 
flexibility in the choice of selection. 
 
5.4. Discussion 
The empirical outcome of findings from vessel-specific scrubber investment 
financial evaluation and selection laid prominence on the relationship between 
variables, which are vessel specific and play an essential role in economic, financial 
modelling. 
 
The discussion lies on the emphasize of findings that entail the effect of vessel-
specific volatility  in financial calculations for scrubber project investment and its 
relationship with the weighted average cost of capital for specific-vessels and cost of 
equity COE or return on investment, assumed in most of the case studies referred 
(Acciaro, 2013; Mollenbach, Schack, Eefsen, & Kat, 2012; Reynolds, Caughlam, & 
Strong, 2011).  
 
The other important point stipulated from vessel-specific findings reveals the 
relationship between net fuel consumption and comparison for economic feasibility 
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in scrubber type selection, respect to opportunity cost with different scenarios of fuel 
premium spread between MGO and HSFO from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne. 
 
5.4.1. Significance of vessel-specific volatility risk  in project investment 
The importance of project investment entailing the significance of the vessel-specific 
volatility risk β and its implication in the weighted average cost of capital WACC 
with the cost of equity COE or return on investment from the analysis of 19 case 
study vessel-specific findings are stipulated in Table 20 below. 
 
Table 20. Significance of vessel-specific risk  in project investment 
 
vessel type vessel name Beta COE WACC 
Handysize Bulk Carrier A 0.113 7.53% 5.48% 
Handysize Bulk Carrier C 0.113 7.53% 5.48% 
Supramax Bulk Carrier D 0.162 9.63% 6.11% 
Supramax Bulk Carrier E 0.162 9.63% 6.11% 
Panamax Bulk Carrier F 0.479 23.27% 10.20% 
Panamax Bulk Carrier G 0.479 23.27% 10.20% 
VLOC H 2.312 102.15% 33.87% 
VLOC I 2.312 102.15% 33.87% 
5400 TEU Container K 0.333 4.73% 4.64% 
5600 TEU Container J 0.333 4.73% 4.64% 
5900 TEU Container O 0.333 4.73% 4.64% 
6350 TEU container R 0.793 7.61% 5.50% 
8100 TEU container Q 0.793 7.61% 5.50% 
9800 TEU container L 0.793 7.61% 5.50% 
47K Product Tanker X 0.002 2.66% 4.02% 
74K Product Tanker W 0.016 2.81% 4.06% 
Suezmax Tanker Y 2.294 26.09% 11.05% 
Suezmax Tanker ZA 2.294 26.09% 11.05% 
Aframax Tanker Z 3.304 36.42% 14.15% 
Note: COE denotes the cost of equity or return on investment, WACC denotes the weighted average 




The commercial shipping industry is diverse with each type of vessel having its 
specific project investment risks. The shipping portfolios are diversified; investment 
of a project in bulk carrier and investment in container or tanker have different 
volatilities or market risks and return on investments. 
 
 In commercial shipping debt financing for the project, investments are the most 
common approach, but the main concern is a liability in risk management. The banks 
set debt to equity ratio considering the creditability of shipping company and risk 
factor in its market stock values. However, the vessel, which is asset security and its 
earnings, which are susceptible to market volatility risk β are over sighted in most of 
the investment appraisals. In project investment for specific-vessel, ship owners and 
investment banks for calculating optimum levered ratio with ideal amortisation 
period considering vessel volatility and risk in returns can refer observations. 
 
5.4.2. Higher fuel consumption incentive in scrubber investment 
The findings from 19 vessel-specific financial evaluation and selection for 
investment in scrubber project reveal the incentive with higher fuel consumption. 
The observations from vessel-specific bulk carriers, containers and tankers are 
stipulated in Table 21, Table 22, and Table 23 below. 
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Table 21. Bulk carriers fuel consumption incentive in scrubber investment 
Vessel names A C D E F G H I 
Vessel type Handysize Bulk carrier Supramax Bulk Carrier 
Panamax 
Bulk carrier 
(VLOC) very large 
ore carrier 

















Net Annual HSFO 
Consumption (MT) 
5373.5 5177 6971 8180.5 8469 8152.75 15832 25059.8 
Fuel premium 
incentive in 
scrubber project at 




















scrubber project at 




















scrubber project at 


















Note: The table stipulates observations from research work concerning the relationship between fuel 
consumption and incentive in scrubber project investment. The vessels with higher fuel consumption 
even at lower fuel premium spread of 150 USD/Tonne have an incentive for more scrubber options as 
compared to vessels with lower fuel consumption. However, the individual vessel main engine power 
rating and corresponding CAPEX for scrubbers shall be taken into consideration. ALL THREE 
denotes all the three scrubber options hybrid, closed and open-loop. 
 
Table 22. Container vessels fuel consumption incentive in scrubber investment 














M/E KW rating 28260 KW 44900 KW 57200 KW 62920 KW 66100 KW 52290 KW 
Net Annual HSFO 
Consumption (MT) 
13,304.00 13,949.40 21,938.60 31,373.50 21,587.00 31,015.00 
Fuel premium incentive in 
scrubber project at a spread 












Fuel premium incentive in 
scrubber project at a spread 












Fuel premium incentive in 
scrubber project at a spread 












Note: The table stipulates observations from research work concerning the relationship between fuel 
consumption and incentive in scrubber project investment. The vessels with higher fuel consumption 
even at lower fuel premium spread of 150 USD/Tonne have an incentive for more scrubber options as 
compared to vessels with lower fuel consumption. However, the individual vessel main engine power 
rating and corresponding CAPEX for scrubbers shall be taken into consideration. ALL THREE 




Table 23. Tanker vessels fuel consumption incentive in scrubber investment 












Engine KW rating 9267 KW 11300 KW 11770 KW 16330 KW 13560 KW 
Net Annual HSFO 
Consumption (MT) 
6637.6 7292.0 7915.0 10460.0 13671.0 
Fuel premium incentive 
in scrubber project at a 
spread of 150 
USD/Tonne 
OPEN LOOP OPEN LOOP NIL NIL ALL THREE  
Fuel premium incentive 
in scrubber project at a 
spread of 200 
USD/Tonne 




Fuel premium incentive 
in scrubber project at a 
spread of 250 
USD/Tonne 
ALL THREE ALL THREE ALL THREE ALL THREE ALL THREE 
Note: The table stipulates observations from research work concerning the relationship between fuel 
consumption and incentive in scrubber project investment. The vessels with higher fuel consumption 
even at lower fuel premium spread of 150 USD/Tonne have an incentive for more scrubber options as 
compared to vessels with lower fuel consumption. However, the individual vessel main engine power 
rating and corresponding CAPEX for scrubbers shall be taken into consideration. ALL THREE 
denotes all the three scrubber options hybrid, closed and open-loop. 
 
The returns or cash inflow in scrubber project investment is the opportunity cost of 
fuel price premium spread between MGO and HSFO. The financial assessment 
shows the vessels with high fuel consumption have higher returns and are 
economically more feasible in scrubber selection as compared to vessels with low 
fuel consumption. The vessel with high fuel consumptions even at a lower fuel price 
spread of 150 USD/Tonne show attractive results and options in scrubber investment 
with higher  and  values with shorter payback periods. However, the 
individual vessel main engine power rating and corresponding CAPEX for scrubbers 
shall be taken into consideration. 
 
The research work vessel-specific findings concerning the relationship between high 
fuel consumption incentives in scrubber project investment are following similar 























 Chapter 6.0. Conclusion  
In this dissertation, research work is carried out to provide ship owners and 
shipping investment banks with vessel-specific scrubber investment financial 
evaluation and selection approach covering bulk carriers, containers, and tankers 
concerning forthcoming IMO less than 0.5% sulphur m/m fuel regulation coming in 
effect from 1st January 2020. 
The research work approach and conclusion of the study are as follows: 
 Selection of regulatory compliant abatement technology: in comparison to 
prevalent four regulatory complaint abatement technology options; switching 
over to MGO, VLSFO, vessel conversion to use LNG or retrofitting scrubbers 
and continue operation using HSFO. The scrubber retrofitting is selected as an 
optimal investment option for alternative compliance in comparison to other 
alternatives after assessing individual technology options pros and cons 
considering the cost of capital, operational expenses and feasibility, referring 
published research journals and case studies in the chapter-2 literature review 
section. There are primarily three types of scrubber retrofitting technological 
options suitable for marine applications open-loop, closed-loop and hybrid. 
Each one of them has there pros and cons with associated operational costs, 
capital investment and regulatory implications, discussed in the chapter-3 
marine scrubber technology overview. 
 Selection of financial valuation methodology: in comparison to prevalent 
financial valuation methodologies, the real options approach (ROA) and 
Montecarlo simulation. The discounted cash flow (DCF) approach with the 
weighted average cost of capital ( ) and the capital asset pricing model 
(CAPM) assessed to be the optimal approach and analysed in the scope of 
research work in calculating scrubber project investment and selection. With the 
net present value ( ), modified internal rate of return ( ) and payback 
period as economic indicators. The cash inflows considered is the opportunity 
cost premium spread between fuel price of switching between MGO and HSFO. 
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The scenario analysis from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne carried out to cover the 
investment risk regarding sceptical future fuel prices. The (DCF) financial 
approach selected as an optimal approach for analysing vessel-specific financial 
investment assessment in comparison to other two approaches after assessing 
individual methodology merits and de-merits considering feasibility in vessel-
specific investment analysis, which discussed in the chapter-4 data and 
methodology section. 
 Calculation of vessel-specific volatility risk	 : Each vessel has its market 
volatility or risk factor concerning freight earnings in comparison to trending 
composite market freight index. In research work, vessel-specific volatility risk 
analysis carried out by using an ordinary least squares regression model (OLS) 
on time series using Eviews software for calculating risk factor in scrubber 
project investment for 19 specific-vessels. The calculations for (OLS) 
regression attached in Appendix A and results for vessel-specific market 
volatility risk presented in the chapter-4 data and methodology Table 13. 
 Significance of vessel-specific volatility risk	  in project investment: The 
key outcome and contribution of this research work are to put forth a vessel-
specific project investment assessment entailing significance of the vessel-
specific volatility risk β and its implication in deducing the project investment 
efficiency in considering capital investment levered ratio and the weighted 
average cost of capital WACC. In commercial shipping, mostly for the project 
investment appraisals, a risk evaluation is assessed based on the creditability of 
shipping company and market performance of its stock values. However, the 
vessel, which is asset security and its earnings are susceptible to market 
volatility risk β are over sighted in most of the investment appraisals. The 
importance of project investment entailing the significance of the vessel-specific 
volatility risk β and its implication in the weighted average cost of capital 
WACC and cost of equity COE or return on investment, the results from 
research work stipulating 19 vessel-specific observations presented in the 
chapter-5 discussion section Table 20. 
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 The significance of vessel-specific operational factors in project investment 
efficiency: The prominence of vessel-specific operational variables; commercial 
life, speed of operation, and fuel consumption assessed in the financial 
assessment. The returns or cash inflow considering scrubber project investment 
is the opportunity cost of fuel price premium spread between MGO and HSFO. 
The financial assessment presents a comparative fuel consumption incentive-
assessment concerning scrubber project investment efficiency. The vessels with 
high fuel consumption have higher returns and are economically more feasible 
in scrubber selection as compared to vessels with low fuel consumption. The 
outcome from vessel-specific findings highlights the incentive for scrubber 
investment with net higher fuel consumption, which one way is commercially 
beneficial for ship owners allowing them to operate vessels on higher speed, but 
has an added disadvantage of higher CO2 emissions. The results are stipulated in 
chapter-5 discussion section Table 21, Table 22, and Table 23. 
 The outcome of research work: In all 19 vessel-specific financial investment 
assessments, the open-loop scrubber turns out to be a best economical option 
with highest  and  values with shortest payback period. The hybrid 
scrubber investment option is second best with comparatively lower  and 
 values as compared to open-loop but higher values than a closed-loop 
scrubber. However, as of January 2019, 12 countries have so far expressed 
concern and banned wastewater discharges from open-loop scrubbers in their 
regional territories considering environmental drawbacks. The open-loop 
scrubbers that work on direct effluent discharge to sea are not allowed operation 
in these areas, which makes it a less attractive choice for investment. In 
comparison, closed-loop and hybrid systems comply with all emission 
regulations. The hybrid scrubber system with second-best financial results has 
an advantage with the flexibility of operation in both open and closed-loop 
system with marginally higher capital and operational costs with a slightly 
higher payback period gradually reducing with an increase in fuel price 
premium spread appears to be an ideal option. The final choice of selection 
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depends upon the shipping companies concerning trading profile of their fleet 
and capital investment consideration. The detailed analysis of investment 
analysis and selection covering investment risk in the worst 150 to best 500 
USD/Tonne, fuel price premium scenarios stipulated in chapter-5 findings and 
discussion. 
6.1. Recommendations  
 The research work provides a complete view covering vessel-specific financial 
evaluation for bulk carriers, containers and tankers for financial evaluation and 
selection assessment for alternative complaint abatement technologies 
considering forthcoming IMO global SOx regulations 1st January 2020. 
 The research work provides shipping companies with vessel-specific (bulk 
carrier, container and tanker) project investment and selection approach 
encompassing the significance of vessel-specific volatility risk β in investment 
appraisals. The shipping companies can refer the vessel-specific calculations 
deliberating relationship of vessel volatility β and its relationship with the cost 
of equity or return on investment in deducing for specific-vessel project 
investment is it viable to invest more with equity or debt. 
 The research work provides shipping investment banks with an asset evaluation 
approach entailing the significance of vessel-specific volatility risk β. The banks 
can complement risk evaluation approach in vessel project funding by not only 
considering the creditability profile of mortgagor shipping company but also 
taking into account vessel-specific volatility risk in calculating the optimal 
levered ratio for funding. With the optimal amortisation period and debt 
premium encompassing risk in return on investments considering specific-
vessel market volatility risk β.   
 The research work contributes to academics by bridging the gap perceived in 
case studies and research journals referred by presenting quantitative analysis 
with discounted cash flow (DCF) methodological approach in calculating vessel 





6.2. Limitation and motivation for future research 
Regard to limitations: 
 The limitation of research work is in concern with the time-frequency of data 
referred for a financial assessment. The shipping market is highly cyclical, in 
research work concerning the availability of data containers and tankers freight 
index is evaluated for last six years from 21/12/2012 to 21/12/2018 and for bulk 
carriers for last three years 24/12/2015 to 24/12/2018 respect to composite 
market freight index. The precision in financial assessment is limited in respect 
to data period selection. 
 
Future scope of the study: 
 The motivation for future research is to assess the EEDI profiles of vessels to 
find out the optimum speed of operation and fuel consumption in various 
scenarios of loaded and ballast passage. To co-integrate the attained values as 
limiting factor in incentive for fuel consumptions in scrubber investment projects 
to provide ship owners with optimal operation speed with quick returns for 
scrubber investment projects keeping in compliance with SOx and CO2 emission 
regulatory guidelines. The scope of work requires close coordination with 
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Appendix A  
 
Table 24. Handysize Bulk carrier versus Baltic Dry Index OLS regression  
 
Dependent Variable: D_LOG_BHSI  
Method: Least Squares   
Date: 08/10/19   Time: 10:41   
Sample (adjusted): 1/04/2016  to 12/24/2018  
Included observations: 749 after adjustments  
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
C 0.000909 0.000348 2.609384 0.0093 
D_LOG_BDI 0.113689 0.015105 7.526699 0.0000 
  
R-squared 0.070492    Mean dependent var 0.001057 
Adjusted R-squared 0.069248    S.D. dependent var 0.009863 
S.E. of regression 0.009516    Akaike info criterion -6.469088 
Sum squared resid 0.067639    Schwarz criterion -6.456755 
Log likelihood 2424.673    Hannan-Quinn criter. -6.464336 
F-statistic 56.65121    Durbin-Watson stat 0.359041 
Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000    
     
Source: Eviews 
 
Table 25. Supramax Bulk carrier versus Baltic Dry Index OLS regression  
Dependent Variable: D_LOG_BSI   
Method: Least Squares   
Date: 08/10/19   Time: 10:37   
Sample (adjusted): 1/04/2016  to 12/24/2018  
Included observations: 749 after adjustments  
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
C 0.000820 0.000421 1.946969 0.0519 
D_LOG_BDI 0.162456 0.018271 8.891355 0.0000 
R-squared 0.095703    Mean dependent var 0.001032 
Adjusted R-squared 0.094493    S.D. dependent var 0.012096 
S.E. of regression 0.011511    Akaike info criterion -6.088446 
Sum squared resid 0.098971    Schwarz criterion -6.076113 
Log likelihood 2282.123    Hannan-Quinn criter. -6.083694 
F-statistic 79.05620    Durbin-Watson stat 0.304558 





Table 26. Panamax Bulk carrier versus Baltic Dry Index OLS regression  
 
Dependent Variable: D_LOG_BPI   
Method: Least Squares   
Date: 08/10/19   Time: 10:54   
Sample (adjusted): 1/04/2016  to 12/24/2018  
Included observations: 749 after adjustments  
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
C 0.000874 0.000719 1.215985 0.2244 
D_LOG_BDI 0.479415 0.031178 15.37646 0.0000 
R-squared 0.240418    Mean dependent var 0.001500 
Adjusted R-squared 0.239401    S.D. dependent var 0.022522 
S.E. of regression 0.019642    Akaike info criterion -5.019647 
Sum squared resid 0.288193    Schwarz criterion -5.007314 
Log likelihood 1881.858    Hannan-Quinn criter. -5.014894 
F-statistic 236.4355    Durbin-Watson stat 0.358943 
Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000    
Source: Eviews 
 
Table 27. Capesize Bulk carrier versus Baltic Dry Index OLS regression  
 
Dependent Variable: D_LOG_BCI   
Method: Least Squares   
Date: 08/10/19   Time: 11:08   
Sample (adjusted): 1/04/2016  to 12/24/2018  
Included observations: 749 after adjustments  
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
C -0.001151 0.001018 -1.130963 0.2584 
D_LOG_BDI 2.312823 0.044152 52.38274 0.0000 
R-squared 0.786018    Mean dependent var 0.001868 
Adjusted R-squared 0.785732    S.D. dependent var 0.060090 
S.E. of regression 0.027815    Akaike info criterion -4.323809 
Sum squared resid 0.577939    Schwarz criterion -4.311476 
Log likelihood 1621.266    Hannan-Quinn criter. -4.319056 
F-statistic 2743.952    Durbin-Watson stat 0.756422 





Table 28. 47K Product Tanker 5Y TCE versus Baltic Clean Tanker Index OLS 
regression  
 
Dependent Variable: D_LOG_47K_PTANKER_5Y_TCE  
Method: Least Squares   
Date: 08/18/19   Time: 11:54   
Sample (adjusted): 12/28/2012  to 12/21/2018  
Included observations: 313 after adjustments  
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
C -8.44E-05 0.000312 -0.270453 0.7870 
D_LOG_BCTI 0.001988 0.005881 0.338064 0.7355 
R-squared 0.000367    Mean dependent var -8.37E-05 
Adjusted R-squared -0.002847    S.D. dependent var 0.005512 
S.E. of regression 0.005519    Akaike info criterion -7.554702 
Sum squared resid 0.009474    Schwarz criterion -7.530765 
Log likelihood 1184.311    Hannan-Quinn criter. -7.545136 
F-statistic 0.114287    Durbin-Watson stat 1.893021 
Prob(F-statistic) 0.735543    
Source: Eviews 
 
Table 29. 74K Product Tanker 5Y TCE versus Baltic Clean Tanker Index OLS 
regression  
 
Dependent Variable: D_LOG_74K_PTANKER_5Y_TCE  
Method: Least Squares   
Date: 08/18/19   Time: 12:00   
Sample (adjusted): 12/28/2012 12/28/2018  
Included observations: 314 after adjustments  
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
C -0.000188 0.000465 -0.404526 0.6861 
D_LOG_BCTI 0.016702 0.008857 1.885797 0.0603 
R-squared 0.011270    Mean dependent var -0.000185 
Adjusted R-squared 0.008101    S.D. dependent var 0.008277 
S.E. of regression 0.008243    Akaike info criterion -6.752516 
Sum squared resid 0.021200    Schwarz criterion -6.728635 
Log likelihood 1062.145    Hannan-Quinn criter. -6.742973 
F-statistic 3.556229    Durbin-Watson stat 1.821207 





Table 30. Aframax 5Y TCE versus Baltic Dirty Tanker Index OLS regression  
 
Dependent Variable: D_LOG_AFRAMAX_5Y_TCE  
Method: Least Squares   
Date: 08/10/19   Time: 11:45   
Sample (adjusted): 1/02/2013 to 12/24/2018  
Included observations: 1499 after adjustments  
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
C -0.000349 0.002310 -0.151054 0.8800 
D_LOG_BDTI 3.304352 0.138615 23.83826 0.0000 
R-squared 0.275153    Mean dependent var 0.000740 
Adjusted R-squared 0.274669    S.D. dependent var 0.104989 
S.E. of regression 0.089415    Akaike info criterion -1.989719 
Sum squared resid 11.96862    Schwarz criterion -1.982631 
Log likelihood 1493.295    Hannan-Quinn criter. -1.987079 
F-statistic 568.2628    Durbin-Watson stat 1.412267 




Table 31. Suezmax 5Y TCE versus Baltic Dirty Tanker Index OLS regression  
 
Dependent Variable: D_LOG_SUEZMAX_5Y_TCE  
Method: Least Squares   
Date: 08/18/19   Time: 12:05   
Sample (adjusted): 1/02/2013 to 12/24/2018  
Included observations: 1484 after adjustments  
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
C -0.001502 0.004518 -0.332550 0.7395 
D_LOG_BDTI 2.294247 0.270004 8.497080 0.0000 
R-squared 0.046455    Mean dependent var -0.000704 
Adjusted R-squared 0.045812    S.D. dependent var 0.178133 
S.E. of regression 0.174005    Akaike info criterion -0.658124 
Sum squared resid 44.87136    Schwarz criterion -0.650978 
Log likelihood 490.3281    Hannan-Quinn criter. -0.655460 
F-statistic 72.20038    Durbin-Watson stat 0.895675 





Table 32. Route E.Asia to SE.Asia versus CCFI OLS regression  
 
Dependent Variable: D_LOG_EASIA_SE_ASIA  
Method: Least Squares   
Date: 08/10/19   Time: 12:47   
Sample (adjusted): 12/28/2012 to 12/21/2018  
Included observations: 305 after adjustments  
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
C -0.000491 0.001408 -0.348572 0.7277 
D_LOG_CCFI 0.333446 0.083928 3.972986 0.0001 
R-squared 0.049515    Mean dependent var -0.000791 
Adjusted R-squared 0.046378    S.D. dependent var 0.025146 
S.E. of regression 0.024556    Akaike info criterion -4.569163 
Sum squared resid 0.182712    Schwarz criterion -4.544767 
Log likelihood 698.7973    Hannan-Quinn criter. -4.559405 
F-statistic 15.78462    Durbin-Watson stat 2.876694 
Prob(F-statistic) 0.000089    
Source: Eviews 
 
Table 33. Route E. Asia to WC. Africa versus CCFI OLS regression  
 
Dependent Variable: D_LOG_EAST_ASIA_WC_AFRICA  
Method: Least Squares   
Date: 08/10/19   Time: 12:58   
Sample (adjusted): 12/28/2012 to 12/21/2018  
Included observations: 305 after adjustments  
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
C 0.000216 0.002785 0.077524 0.9383 
D_LOG_CCFI 0.843149 0.165982 5.079760 0.0000 
R-squared 0.078478    Mean dependent var -0.000543 
Adjusted R-squared 0.075437    S.D. dependent var 0.050506 
S.E. of regression 0.048564    Akaike info criterion -3.205330 
Sum squared resid 0.714616    Schwarz criterion -3.180934 
Log likelihood 490.8128    Hannan-Quinn criter. -3.195572 
F-statistic 25.80396    Durbin-Watson stat 2.221230 






Table 34. Route E. Asia to WC. North America versus CCFI OLS regression  
 
Dependent Variable: D_LOG_EASIA_WC_N_AMERICA  
Method: Least Squares   
Date: 08/10/19   Time: 13:06   
Sample (adjusted): 12/28/2012 to 12/21/2018  
Included observations: 305 after adjustments  
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
C -0.000315 0.001278 -0.246454 0.8055 
D_LOG_CCFI 0.793600 0.076165 10.41948 0.0000 
R-squared 0.263787    Mean dependent var -0.001029 
Adjusted R-squared 0.261357    S.D. dependent var 0.025929 
S.E. of regression 0.022285    Akaike info criterion -4.763283 
Sum squared resid 0.150474    Schwarz criterion -4.738887 
Log likelihood 728.4006    Hannan-Quinn criter. -4.753525 
F-statistic 108.5655    Durbin-Watson stat 2.098530 
Prob(F-statistic) 0.000000    
Source: Eviews 
 
Table 35. Route E.Asia to Mediterranean-EU-Black Sea versus CCFI OLS 
regression  
 
Dependent Variable: D_LOG_EASIA_EU_MEDITERANNEAN 
Method: Least Squares   
Date: 08/10/19   Time: 13:19   
Sample (adjusted): 12/28/2012 to 12/21/2018  
Included observations: 305 after adjustments  
Variable Coefficient Std. Error t-Statistic Prob.   
C 0.001617 0.001972 0.819849 0.4129 
D_LOG_CCFI 2.411027 0.117561 20.50870 0.0000 
R-squared 0.581264    Mean dependent var -0.000553 
Adjusted R-squared 0.579882    S.D. dependent var 0.053068 
S.E. of regression 0.034397    Akaike info criterion -3.895170 
Sum squared resid 0.358492    Schwarz criterion -3.870775 
Log likelihood 596.0135    Hannan-Quinn criter. -3.885413 
F-statistic 420.6069    Durbin-Watson stat 1.742987 






Scatter plot graphs of variables with the best-fit line. 
 













Graph 28. Baltic Panamax Index versus Baltic Dry Index scatter graph  
 
 
 Source: Eviews 
   



























































Table 36. 47K Product tanker vessel “X” input datasheet 
 










Year built 2005 Year built 2005 Year built 2005 
Expected lifetime years 25 Expected lifetime 25 Expected lifetime 25 
Remaining lifetime 
years 
11 Remaining lifetime 11 Remaining lifetime 11 
DWT / GT 
45 896 / 28 
059 
DWT / GT 
45 896 / 28 
059 
DWT / GT 
45 896 / 28 
059 
Engine KW rating 9267 Engine KW rating 9267 Engine KW rating 9267 
Eco speed Knots 11.5 Knots Eco speed 11.5 Knots Eco speed Knots 11.5 Knots 
Steaming days per year 220 Steaming days per year 220 Steaming days per year 220 
Fuel consumptions 




















HSFO eco speed 
(Mt/day) 
26 
























CASHFLOW PROJECTION CASHFLOW PROJECTION CASHFLOW PROJECTION 
Project Cost $3,486,968 Project Cost $2,701,590 Project Cost $3,199,691 
Loan Amount $2,440,877.78 Loan Amount $1,891,113.00 Loan Amount $2,239,783.88 
Debt 70% Debt 70% Debt 70% 
Equity $1,046,090 Equity $810,477 Equity $959,907 
Repayment per Year $244,087.78 Repayment per Year $189,111.30 Repayment per Year $223,978.39 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
10 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
10 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
10 
LIBOR % 2.60% LIBOR % 2.60% LIBOR % 2.60% 
SPREAD % 2% SPREAD % 2% SPREAD % 2% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) Cod % 
4.60% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Deposit rate equity 4.00% Deposit rate equity 4.00% Deposit rate equity 4.00% 
Rm Market return 
Weighted avg portfolio 
% 
5.71% 
Rm Market return 
Weighted avg portfolio 
% 
5.71% 
Rm Market return 
Weighted avg portfolio 
% 
5.71% 
Rf Risk-free rate % US 
T bonds 
2.64% 
Rf Risk-free rate % US 
T bonds 
2.64% 
Rf Risk-free rate % US 
T bonds 
2.64% 
Beta OLS 47K 
P.Tanker 5Y TCE vs 
BCTI UN-Levered 
0.001988 
Beta OLS 47K 
P.Tanker 5Y TCE vs 
BCTI UN-Levered 
0.001988 
Beta OLS 47K 
P.Tanker 5Y TCE vs 
BCTI UN-Levered 
0.001988 
Beta Levered 0.006626667 Beta Levered 0.006626667 Beta Levered 0.006626667 
166 
 
CoE Cost of Equity % 2.66% CoE Cost of Equity % 2.66% CoE Cost of Equity % 2.66% 
WACC 4.02% WACC 4.02% WACC 4.02% 
CAPEX CLOSED-





Equipment cost USD $1,992,405.00 Equipment cost USD $1,668,060.00 Equipment cost USD $1,714,395.00 









5 Year T/C 47K PR 
Tanker 
$14,250.00 
5 Year T/C 47K PR 
Tanker 
$14,250.00 
5 Year T/C 47K PR 
Tanker 
$14,250.00 
Freight loss 14 days $199,500.00 Freight loss 14 days $199,500.00 Freight loss 14 days $199,500.00 





OPEX COST OPEN- 
LOOP SCRUBBER  
OPEX COST HYBRID 
SCRUBBER  
Chemical consumption 
3% HFO cost 
$80,248.58 
Chemical consumption 
0% HFO cost 
$0.00 
Chemical consumption 
1.5% HFO cost 
$40,124.29 
Add load cost scrubber 
oper 1.0% HFO cost 
$26,749.53 
Add load cost scrubber 
oper 2% HFO cost 
$53,499.06 
Add load cost scrubber 
oper 1.5% HFO cost 
$40,124.29 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$79,696.20 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$66,722.40 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$68,575.80 
OPEX inflation rate 3% OPEX inflation rate 3% Equip inflation rate 3% 













HFO ECO daily 
consumption (MT/Day)
26 
HFO ECO daily 
consumption (MT/Day)
26 












HFO Annual cost $2,674,952.80 HFO Annual cost $2,674,952.80 HFO Annual cost $2,674,952.80 
MGO ECO daily 
consumption (MT/Day)
24.7 
MGO ECO daily 
consumption (MT/Day)
24.7 












HFO 380 Rotterdam 
price (USD/Tonne) 
$403.00 
HFO 380 Rotterdam 
price (USD/Tonne) 
$403.00 


















SPREAD MGO HFO 150 SPREAD MGO HFO 150 SPREAD MGO HFO 150 
Note: 47K Product tanker calculations; Input data figures at fuel price spread of 150 USD/Tonne 



























($929,727.83) ($894,686.70) ($856,409.86) ($815,279.52)
150 MIRR -100% -92% -73% -55% -42% -31% -24% -18% -14% -11% 
 
PBP 18.31 





($518,389.05) ($254,676.75) $8,590.71 $271,166.46 $532,817.07 $793,321.95 $1,052,472.92 $1,310,073.69 $1,565,939.40
200 MIRR -74% -27% -6% 4% 8% 11% 12% 13% 13% 13% 
 
PBP 3.72 










$2,507,972.99 $2,987,349.96 $3,459,469.83 $3,924,295.63
250 MIRR -48% 3% 18% 23% 24% 24% 23% 23% 22% 21% 
 
PBP 1.92 










$4,222,624.04 $4,922,227.01 $5,608,865.98 $6,282,651.86
300 MIRR -22% 26% 35% 36% 34% 32% 30% 29% 27% 26% 
 
PBP 1.28 
         
 





$5,937,275.08 $6,857,104.06 $7,758,262.12 $8,641,008.09
350 MIRR 4% 46% 49% 46% 42% 39% 36% 33% 31% 29% 
 
PBP 0.96 










$7,651,926.13 $8,791,981.10 $9,907,658.27 
$10,999,364.3
2 
400 MIRR 30% 63% 60% 54% 48% 44% 40% 37% 34% 32% 
 
PBP 0.77 

















450 MIRR 56% 79% 70% 61% 54% 48% 44% 40% 37% 35% 
 
PBP 0.64 


















500 MIRR 82% 93% 79% 67% 59% 52% 47% 43% 39% 37% 
 
PBP 0.55 
         
 Note; closed-loop scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread 
from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 10-year amortisation period. NPV denotes 
















($547,305.22) ($414,772.37) ($281,998.59) ($149,248.45) ($16,765.53) $115,226.35 $246,521.97 $376,933.57 $506,289.82 
150 MIRR -83% -41% -18% -7% 0% 4% 6% 8% 9% 9% 
 
PBP 5.39 








$1,406,684.31 $1,744,894.54 $2,074,442.53 $2,395,448.25 $2,708,036.19
200 MIRR -50% 2% 17% 22% 23% 23% 23% 22% 21% 20% 
 
PBP 1.97 












$2,997,991.01 $3,594,868.00 $4,181,167.98 $4,756,988.14 $5,322,428.06
250 MIRR -16% 31% 39% 38% 36% 34% 32% 30% 28% 27% 
 
PBP 1.19 













$4,486,557.33 $5,309,519.04 $6,116,045.03 $6,906,384.29 $7,680,784.29
300 MIRR 17% 55% 55% 50% 45% 42% 38% 35% 33% 31% 
 
PBP 0.85 













$5,975,123.64 $7,024,170.09 $8,050,922.08 $9,055,780.43 
$10,039,140.5
2 
350 MIRR 51% 76% 68% 60% 53% 47% 43% 40% 37% 34% 
 
PBP 0.66 


















400 MIRR 84% 94% 80% 68% 59% 52% 47% 43% 40% 37% 
 
PBP 0.54 






















450 MIRR 118% 111% 90% 75% 64% 57% 51% 46% 42% 39% 
 
PBP 0.46 























500 MIRR 151% 127% 99% 81% 69% 60% 54% 49% 45% 41% 
 
PBP 0.40 
         
 Note; open-loop scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread 
from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 10-year amortisation period. NPV denotes 

















($834,477.05) ($765,543.63) ($693,099.18) ($617,579.96) ($539,392.59) ($458,915.78) ($376,501.84) ($292,478.17) ($207,148.69)
150 MIRR -93% -62% -39% -24% -15% -9% -5% -2% 0% 2% 
 
PBP 10.10 





($309,487.60) $13,337.53 $334,304.01 $653,225.05 $969,925.11 $1,284,239.51 $1,596,013.94 $1,905,104.07 $2,211,375.13
200 MIRR -65% -15% 4% 11% 15% 16% 17% 17% 17% 17% 
 
PBP 2.81 












$2,998,890.56 $3,530,890.99 $4,054,500.21 $4,569,731.36
250 MIRR -37% 14% 26% 29% 29% 28% 27% 26% 24% 23% 
 
PBP 1.58 














$4,713,541.60 $5,465,768.03 $6,203,896.36 $6,928,087.59
300 MIRR -9% 37% 43% 41% 38% 36% 33% 31% 29% 28% 
 
PBP 1.09 















$6,428,192.65 $7,400,645.08 $8,353,292.51 $9,286,443.82
350 MIRR 20% 57% 56% 51% 46% 42% 39% 36% 33% 31% 
 
PBP 0.83 




















400 MIRR 48% 74% 67% 59% 52% 47% 43% 39% 36% 34% 
 
PBP 0.68 






















450 MIRR 76% 90% 77% 66% 58% 51% 46% 42% 39% 36% 
 
PBP 0.57 























500 MIRR 105% 105% 86% 72% 62% 55% 49% 45% 41% 38% 
 
PBP 0.49 
         
 Note; hybrid scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread from 
150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 10-year amortisation period. NPV denotes net 







Table 40. 74K Product tanker vessel “W” input datasheet 
 










Year built 2009 Year built 2009 Year built 2009 
Expected lifetime 
years 
25 Expected lifetime 25 Expected lifetime 25 
Remaining lifetime 
years 
15 Remaining lifetime 15 Remaining lifetime 15 
DWT / GT 
73 410 / 42 
010 
DWT / GT 
73 410 / 42 
010 
DWT / GT 
73 410 / 42 
010 
Engine Make and Type NA Engine Make and Type NA Engine Make and Type NA 
Engine KW rating  11300 KW Engine KW rating 11300 KW Engine KW rating 11300 KW 
Eco speed Knots 12.25 Eco speed Knots 12.25 Eco speed Knots 12.25 
Steaming days per year 220 Steaming days per year 220 Steaming days per year 220 
Fuel consumptions 




















HSFO eco speed 
(Mt/day) 
28.5 
























CASHFLOW PROJECTION CASHFLOW PROJECTION CASHFLOW PROJECTION 
Project Cost $4,085,624 Project Cost $3,026,250 Project Cost $3,859,625 
Loan Amount $2,859,936.73 Loan Amount $2,118,374.65 Loan Amount $2,701,737.50 
Debt 70% Debt 70% Debt 70% 
Equity $1,225,687 Equity $907,875 Equity $1,157,888 
Repayment per Year $285,993.67 Repayment per Year $211,837.47 Repayment per Year $270,173.75 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
10 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
10 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
10 
LIBOR % 2.60% LIBOR % 2.60% LIBOR % 2.60% 
SPREAD % 2% SPREAD % 2% SPREAD % 2% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Deposit rate equity 4.00% Deposit rate equity 4.00% Deposit rate equity 4.00% 
Rm Market return 
Weighted avg portfolio 
% 
5.71% 
Rm Market return 
Weighted avg portfolio 
% 
5.71% 
Rm Market return 
Weighted avg portfolio 
% 
5.71% 
Rf Risk-free rate % US 
T bonds 
2.64% 
Rf Risk-free rate % US 
T bonds 
2.64% 
Rf Risk-free rate % US 
T bonds 
2.64% 
Beta OLS 74K 
P.Tanker 5Y TCE vs 
BCTI UN-Levered 
0.016702 
Beta OLS 74K 
P.Tanker 5Y TCE vs 
BCTI UN-Levered 
0.016702 
Beta OLS 74K 
P.Tanker 5Y TCE vs 
BCTI UN-Levered 
0.016702 
Beta Levered 0.055673333 Beta Levered 0.055673333 Beta Levered 0.055673333 
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CoE Cost of Equity % 2.81% CoE Cost of Equity % 2.81% CoE Cost of Equity % 2.81% 
WACC 4.06% WACC 4.06% WACC 4.06% 
CAPEX CLOSED-















5 Year T/C 74K PR 
Tanker 
$14,375.00 
5 Year T/C 74K PR 
Tanker 
$14,375.00 
5 Year T/C 74K PR 
Tanker 
$14,375.00 
Freight loss 14 days $201,250.00 Freight loss 14 days $201,250.00 Freight loss 14 days $201,250.00 





OPEX COST OPEN 
LOOP SCRUBBER  
OPEX COST 
HYBRID SCRUBBER  
Chemical consumption 
3% HFO cost 
$88,160.28 
Chemical consumption 
0% HFO cost 
$0.00 
Chemical consumption 
1.5% HFO cost 
$44,080.14 
Add load cost scrubber 
oper 1.0% HFO cost 
$29,386.76 
Add load cost scrubber 
oper 2% HFO cost 
$58,773.52 
Add load cost scrubber 
oper 1.5% HFO cost 
$44,080.14 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$94,166.64 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$75,333.32 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$83,620.00 
OPEX inflation rate 3% OPEX inflation rate 3% OPEX inflation rate 3% 





































HFO Annual cost $2,938,676.00 HFO Annual cost $2,938,676.00 HFO Annual cost $2,938,676.00 
























HFO 380 Rotterdam 
price (USD/Tonne) 
$403.00 
HFO 380 Rotterdam 
price (USD/Tonne) 
$403.00 


















SPREAD MGO HFO 150 SPREAD MGO HFO 150 SPREAD MGO HFO 150 
Note: 74K Product tanker calculations: Input data figures at fuel price spread of 150 USD/Tonne 



































150 MIRR -100% -100% -87% -68% -51% -39% -30% -23% -18% -14% 
 
PBP 20.00 





($684,670.74) ($418,255.38) ($154,961.27) $104,953.04 $361,255.60 $613,739.36 $862,220.57 $1,106,537.24 $1,346,547.72
200 MIRR -77% -31% -9% 1% 6% 9% 10% 11% 12% 12% 
 
PBP 4.13 





($123,556.72) $407,092.89 $924,304.02 $1,428,220.97 $1,918,998.92 $2,396,802.80 $2,861,806.34 $3,314,191.07 $3,754,145.44
250 MIRR -53% -1% 14% 20% 21% 22% 21% 21% 20% 20% 
 
PBP 2.09 





$437,557.31 $1,232,441.16 $2,003,569.31 $2,751,488.91 $3,476,742.24 $4,179,866.24 $4,861,392.11 $5,521,844.90 $6,161,743.15
300 MIRR -28% 21% 31% 33% 32% 30% 29% 27% 26% 25% 
 
PBP 1.39 





$998,671.33 $2,057,789.43 $3,082,834.60 $4,074,756.85 $5,034,485.56 $5,962,929.68 $6,860,977.88 $7,729,498.73 $8,569,340.87
350 MIRR -4% 40% 44% 42% 39% 37% 34% 32% 30% 28% 
 
PBP 1.04 





$1,559,785.36 $2,883,137.69 $4,162,099.89 $5,398,024.78 $6,592,228.88 $7,745,993.12 $8,860,563.66 $9,937,152.55 
$10,976,938.5
8 
400 MIRR 20% 57% 56% 51% 46% 42% 38% 35% 33% 31% 
 
PBP 0.83 












450 MIRR 45% 72% 66% 58% 51% 46% 42% 38% 36% 33% 
 
PBP 0.69 














500 MIRR 69% 86% 74% 64% 56% 50% 45% 41% 38% 35% 
 
PBP 0.59 
         
 Note; closed-loop scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread 
from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 10-year amortisation period. NPV denotes 

















($603,137.02) ($450,076.11) ($296,982.03) ($144,144.15) $8,171.76 $159,722.08 $310,284.05 $459,654.46 $607,648.50 
150 MIRR -83% -40% -17% -6% 1% 4% 6% 8% 9% 10% 
 
PBP 5.24 








$1,565,915.08 $1,942,785.52 $2,309,869.82 $2,667,308.29 $3,015,246.22
200 MIRR -50% 2% 17% 22% 23% 23% 23% 22% 21% 20% 
 
PBP 1.98 












$3,123,658.40 $3,725,848.96 $4,309,455.59 $4,874,962.12 $5,422,843.93
250 MIRR -17% 30% 38% 37% 36% 33% 31% 29% 28% 26% 
 
PBP 1.20 













$4,681,401.72 $5,508,912.40 $6,309,041.36 $7,082,615.94 $7,830,441.65
300 MIRR 16% 54% 54% 49% 45% 41% 38% 35% 32% 30% 
 
PBP 0.86 













$6,239,145.04 $7,291,975.84 $8,308,627.13 $9,290,269.77 
$10,238,039.3
6 
350 MIRR 49% 74% 67% 59% 52% 47% 42% 39% 36% 34% 
 
PBP 0.67 




















400 MIRR 81% 93% 78% 67% 58% 52% 47% 42% 39% 36% 
 
PBP 0.55 






















450 MIRR 114% 109% 89% 74% 64% 56% 50% 45% 42% 39% 
 
PBP 0.47 























500 MIRR 147% 125% 98% 80% 68% 60% 53% 48% 44% 41% 
 
PBP 0.40 
         
 Note; open-loop scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread 
from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 10-year amortisation period. NPV denotes 

























($808,103.75) ($733,282.27) ($655,115.19) ($574,041.31) ($490,469.00)
150 MIRR -96% -70% -47% -32% -22% -15% -10% -6% -4% -2% 
 
PBP 12.21 





($502,873.55) ($182,262.78) $133,473.83 $444,159.38 $749,639.57 $1,049,781.17 $1,344,470.58 $1,633,612.51 $1,917,128.71
200 MIRR -70% -22% -2% 7% 11% 13% 14% 15% 15% 15% 
 
PBP 3.27 










$2,307,382.89 $2,832,844.61 $3,344,056.35 $3,841,266.34 $4,324,726.43
250 MIRR -45% 7% 21% 24% 25% 25% 24% 23% 22% 22% 
 
PBP 1.80 










$3,865,126.21 $4,615,908.05 $5,343,642.12 $6,048,920.17 $6,732,324.14
300 MIRR -19% 29% 37% 37% 35% 33% 31% 29% 27% 26% 
 
PBP 1.23 
         
 





$5,422,869.54 $6,398,971.49 $7,343,227.89 $8,256,574.00 $9,139,921.86
350 MIRR 7% 48% 50% 46% 42% 39% 36% 33% 31% 29% 
 
PBP 0.94 















400 MIRR 33% 65% 61% 54% 49% 44% 40% 37% 34% 32% 
 
PBP 0.75 

















450 MIRR 58% 80% 71% 61% 54% 48% 44% 40% 37% 35% 
 
PBP 0.63 




















500 MIRR 84% 94% 79% 67% 59% 52% 47% 43% 39% 37% 
 
PBP 0.54 
         
 Note; hybrid scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread from 
150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 10-year amortisation period. NPV denotes net 








Table 44. Aframax tanker vessel “Z” input datasheet 
 










Year built years 2002 Year built 2002 Year built 2002 
Expected lifetime years 25 Expected lifetime 25 Expected lifetime 25 
Remaining lifetime 8 Remaining lifetime 8 Remaining lifetime 8 
DWT / GT 104403/59082 DWT / GT 104403/59082 DWT / GT 104403/59082 
Engine KW rating  11770 KW Engine KW rating  11770 KW Engine KW rating  11770 KW 
Eco speed Knots 12 Eco speed Knots 12 Eco speed Knots 12 
Steaming days per year 220 Steaming days per year 220 Steaming days per year 220 
Fuel consumptions 




















HSFO eco speed 
(Mt/day) 
31 






























Project Cost $4,325,937 Project Cost $3,222,499 Project Cost $4,090,538 
Loan Amount $3,028,155.87 Loan Amount $2,255,749.30 Loan Amount $2,863,376.25 
Debt 70% Debt 70% Debt 70% 
Equity $1,297,781 Equity $966,750 Equity $1,227,161 
Repayment per Year $378,519.48 Repayment per Year $281,968.66 Repayment per Year $357,922.03 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
8 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
8 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
8 
LIBOR % 2.60% LIBOR % 2.60% LIBOR % 2.60% 
SPREAD % 2% SPREAD % 2% SPREAD % 2% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Interest rate (Libor + 




Deposit rate equity 4.00% Deposit rate equity 4.00% Deposit rate equity 4.00% 
Rm Market return 
Weighted avg portfolio 
% 
5.71% 
Rm Market return 
Weighted avg portfolio 
% 
5.71% 
Rm Market return 
Weighted avg portfolio 
% 
5.71% 
Rf Risk-free rate % US 
T bonds 
2.64% 
Rf Risk-free rate % US 
T bonds 
2.64% 
Rf Risk-free rate % US 
T bonds 
2.64% 
Beta OLS AFRAMAX 
5Y TCE to BDTI UN-
Levered 
3.3043 
Beta OLS AFRAMAX 
5Y TCE to BDTI UN-
Levered 
3.3043 
Beta OLS AFRAMAX 
5Y TCE to BDTI UN-
Levered 
3.3043 
Beta Levered 11.01433333 Beta Levered 11.01433333 Beta Levered 11.01433333 
CoE Cost of Equity % 36.42% CoE Cost of Equity % 36.42% CoE Cost of Equity % 36.42% 
WACC 14.15% WACC 14.15% WACC 14.15% 
CAPEX CLOSED-















5 Year T/C Aframax 
Tanker 
$20,000.00 
5 Year T/C Aframax 
Tanker 
$20,000.00 
5 Year T/C Aframax 
Tanker 
$20,000.00 
Freight loss 14 days $280,000.00 Freight loss 14 days $280,000.00 Freight loss 14 days $280,000.00 





OPEX COST OPEN 
LOOP SCRUBBER  
OPEX COST 
HYBRID SCRUBBER  
Chemical consumption 
3% HFO cost 
$95,692.35 
Chemical consumption 
0% HFO cost 
$0.00 
Chemical consumption 
1.5% HFO cost 
$47,846.18 
Add load cost scrubber 
oper 1.0% HFO cost 
$31,897.45 
Add load cost scrubber 
oper 2% HFO cost 
$63,794.90 
Add load cost scrubber 
oper 1.5% HFO cost 
$47,846.18 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$98,083.32 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$78,466.64 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$87,098.00 
OPEX inflation rate 3% OPEX inflation rate 3% Equip inflation rate 3% 





































HFO Annual cost $3,189,745.00 HFO Annual cost $3,189,745.00 HFO Annual cost $3,189,745.00 


























HFO 380 Rotterdam 
price (USD/Tonne) 
$403.00 
HFO 380 Rotterdam 
price (USD/Tonne) 
$403.00 


















SPREAD MGO HFO 150 SPREAD MGO HFO 150 SPREAD MGO HFO 150 
Note: 74K Product tanker calculations: Input data figures at fuel price spread of 150 USD/Tonne 
similar calculations performed with the base sheet for spreads from 200 to 500 USD/Tonne. 
Considering the remaining commercial life of vessel amortisation period and project financial 
investment values calculated for 8-years keeping all other variables same. 
 






























150 MIRR -100% -100% -100% -100% -100% -100% -100% -100% -100% -100% 
 
PBP 33.46 





($991,902.94) ($853,739.85) ($725,350.89) ($606,500.32) ($496,853.93) ($396,007.82) ($303,511.44) ($218,885.86) ($141,638.26)
200 MIRR -86% -46% -23% -10% -3% 1% 4% 6% 7% 8% 
 
PBP 6.11 





($460,373.93) ($104,763.22) $214,124.79 $499,865.66 $755,719.41 $984,653.22 $1,189,363.25 $1,372,295.71 $1,535,666.89
250 MIRR -61% -10% 7% 14% 17% 18% 19% 18% 18% 18% 
 
PBP 2.53 





$71,155.09 $644,213.41 $1,153,600.48 $1,606,231.63 $2,008,292.75 $2,365,314.27 $2,682,237.95 $2,963,477.27 $3,212,972.03
300 MIRR -36% 14% 26% 29% 29% 28% 27% 26% 24% 23% 
 
PBP 1.56 





$602,684.11 $1,393,190.03 $2,093,076.17 $2,712,597.60 $3,260,866.09 $3,745,975.32 $4,175,112.64 $4,554,658.84 $4,890,277.18
350 MIRR -11% 35% 41% 40% 37% 35% 33% 31% 29% 27% 
 
PBP 1.13 





$1,134,213.13 $2,142,166.66 $3,032,551.86 $3,818,963.57 $4,513,439.43 $5,126,636.37 $5,667,987.33 $6,145,840.40 $6,567,582.33
400 MIRR 14% 53% 53% 49% 44% 40% 37% 35% 32% 30% 
 
PBP 0.88 





$1,665,742.15 $2,891,143.29 $3,972,027.55 $4,925,329.54 $5,766,012.77 $6,507,297.42 $7,160,862.03 $7,737,021.97 $8,244,887.47
178 
 
450 MIRR 38% 68% 63% 56% 50% 45% 41% 38% 35% 33% 
 
PBP 0.72 





$2,197,271.17 $3,640,119.92 $4,911,503.24 $6,031,695.52 $7,018,586.11 $7,887,958.47 $8,653,736.72 $9,328,203.53 $9,922,192.62
500 MIRR 63% 83% 72% 63% 55% 49% 44% 41% 38% 35% 
 
PBP 0.61 
         
 Note; closed-loop scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread 
from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 8-year amortisation period. NPV denotes net 
present value, MIRR modified internal rate of return, PBP denotes payback period in years. 
 












($771,185.32) ($683,333.74) ($601,939.04) ($526,785.68) ($457,608.59) ($394,109.15) ($335,967.96) ($282,854.87) ($234,436.85)
150 MIRR -88% -50% -27% -14% -6% -1% 2% 4% 5% 6% 
 
PBP 7.00 





($239,656.30) $65,642.89 $337,536.65 $579,580.29 $794,964.75 $986,551.90 $1,156,906.73 $1,308,326.69 $1,442,868.30
200 MIRR -55% -3% 13% 19% 20% 21% 21% 20% 20% 19% 
 
PBP 2.18 





$291,872.72 $814,619.51 $1,277,012.34 $1,685,946.26 $2,047,538.09 $2,367,212.95 $2,649,781.43 $2,899,508.26 $3,120,173.45
250 MIRR -21% 27% 35% 36% 34% 32% 30% 29% 27% 26% 
 
PBP 1.27 





$823,401.73 $1,563,596.14 $2,216,488.03 $2,792,312.23 $3,300,111.43 $3,747,874.00 $4,142,656.12 $4,490,689.82 $4,797,478.59
300 MIRR 12% 52% 52% 48% 44% 40% 37% 34% 32% 30% 
 
PBP 0.89 





$1,354,930.75 $2,312,572.77 $3,155,963.72 $3,898,678.21 $4,552,684.77 $5,128,535.05 $5,635,530.81 $6,081,871.39 $6,474,783.74
350 MIRR 46% 73% 66% 58% 51% 46% 42% 39% 36% 33% 
 
PBP 0.69 





$1,886,459.77 $3,061,549.40 $4,095,439.41 $5,005,044.18 $5,805,258.11 $6,509,196.10 $7,128,405.51 $7,673,052.95 $8,152,088.89
400 MIRR 79% 91% 78% 66% 58% 51% 46% 42% 39% 36% 
 
PBP 0.56 





$2,417,988.79 $3,810,526.02 $5,034,915.09 $6,111,410.15 $7,057,831.45 $7,889,857.14 $8,621,280.20 $9,264,234.52 $9,829,394.03
450 MIRR 113% 108% 88% 74% 63% 56% 50% 45% 42% 38% 
 
PBP 0.47 







$2,949,517.81 $4,559,502.65 $5,974,390.78 $7,217,776.12 $8,310,404.78 $9,270,518.19 $10,114,154.90 $10,855,416.08 $11,506,699.18
500 MIRR 146% 124% 98% 80% 68% 59% 53% 48% 44% 40% 
 
PBP 0.41 
         
 Note; open-loop scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread 
from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 8-year amortisation period. NPV denotes net 
present value, MIRR modified internal rate of return, PBP denotes payback period in years. 
 




































($693,834.12) ($465,760.39) ($260,369.36) ($75,588.05) $90,496.01 $239,642.16 $373,464.78 $493,441.77 $600,923.21 






($162,305.10) $283,216.24 $679,106.33 $1,030,777.92 $1,343,069.35 $1,620,303.21 $1,866,339.48 $2,084,623.34 $2,278,228.35






$369,223.92 $1,032,192.86 $1,618,582.02 $2,137,143.90 $2,595,642.68 $3,000,964.26 $3,359,214.17 $3,675,804.90 $3,955,533.50






$900,752.94 $1,781,169.49 $2,558,057.71 $3,243,509.87 $3,848,216.02 $4,381,625.31 $4,852,088.86 $5,266,986.47 $5,632,838.65






$1,432,281.95 $2,530,146.12 $3,497,533.40 $4,349,875.84 $5,100,789.36 $5,762,286.35 $6,344,963.56 $6,858,168.03 $7,310,143.80
400 MIRR 31% 64% 60% 54% 48% 44% 40% 37% 34% 32% 
 
PBP 0.76 





$1,963,810.97 $3,279,122.75 $4,437,009.09 $5,456,241.81 $6,353,362.70 $7,142,947.40 $7,837,838.25 $8,449,349.60 $8,987,448.94
450 MIRR 58% 80% 70% 61% 54% 48% 44% 40% 37% 34% 
 
PBP 0.63 












500 MIRR 84% 94% 79% 67% 59% 52% 47% 43% 39% 37% 
PBP 0.54 
 Note; hybrid scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread from 
150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 8-year amortisation period. NPV denotes net 































Table 48. Suezmax tanker vessel “Y” input datasheet 
 










Year built 2019 Year built 2019 Year built 2019 
Expected lifetime 
years 
25 Expected lifetime 25 Expected lifetime 25 
Remaining lifetime 
years 
25 Remaining lifetime 25 Remaining lifetime 25 
DWT / GT 149999/ 82305 DWT / GT 149999/ 82305 DWT / GT 149999/ 82305
Engine KW rating  16330 KW Engine KW rating  16330 KW Engine KW rating  16330 KW 
Eco speed Knots 10.5 Knots Eco speed Knots 10.5 Knots Eco speed Knots 10.5 Knots 
Steaming days per year 240 Steaming days per year 240 Steaming days per year 240 
ME Fuel consumptions 
distillates at eco speed 
(Mt/day) 
37 
ME Fuel consumptions 
distillates at eco speed 
(Mt/day) 
37 
ME Fuel consumptions 
distillates at eco speed 
(Mt/day) 
37 
ME Fuel consumptions 
IFO 380 eco speed 
(Mt/day) 
39 
ME Fuel consumptions 
IFO 380 eco speed 
(Mt/day) 
39 
ME Fuel consumptions 
IFO 380 eco speed 
(Mt/day) 
39 






























Project Cost $6,384,513 Project Cost $4,761,718 Project Cost $5,894,613 
Loan Amount $4,469,158.75 Loan Amount $3,333,202.60 Loan Amount $4,126,228.75 
Debt 70% Debt 70% Debt 70% 
Equity $1,915,354 Equity $1,428,515 Equity $1,768,384 
Repayment per Year $446,915.88 Repayment per Year $333,320.26 Repayment per Year $412,622.88 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
10 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
10 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
10 
LIBOR % 2.60% LIBOR % 2.60% LIBOR % 2.60% 
SPREAD % 2% SPREAD % 2% SPREAD % 2% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Deposit rate equity 4.00% Deposit rate equity 4.00% Deposit rate equity 4.00% 
Rm Market return 
Weighted avg portfolio 
% 
5.71% 
Rm Market return 
Weighted avg portfolio 
% 
5.71% 
Rm Market return 
Weighted avg portfolio 
% 
5.71% 
Rf Risk-free rate % US 
T bonds 
2.64% 
Rf Risk-free rate % US 
T bonds 
2.64% 
Rf Risk-free rate % US 
T bonds 
2.64% 
Beta OLS SUEZMAX 
5Y TCE to BDTI UN-
Levered 
2.2942 
Beta OLS SUEZMAX 
5Y TCE to BDTI UN-
Levered 
2.2942 
Beta OLS SUEZMAX 





Beta Levered 7.647333333 Beta Levered 7.647333333 Beta Levered 7.647333333 
CoE Cost of Equity % 26.09% CoE Cost of Equity % 26.09% CoE Cost of Equity % 26.09% 
WACC 11.05% WACC 11.05% WACC 11.05% 
CAPEX CLOSED-















5 Year T/C Suezmax 
Tanker 
$23,000.00 
5 Year T/C Suezmax 
Tanker 
$23,000.00 
5 Year T/C Suezmax 
Tanker 
$23,000.00 
Freight loss 14 days $322,000.00 Freight loss 14 days $322,000.00 Freight loss 14 days $322,000.00 





OPEX COST OPEN 
LOOP SCRUBBER  
OPEX COST 
HYBRID SCRUBBER  
Chemical consumption 
3% HFO cost 
$126,461.40 
Chemical consumption 
0% HFO cost 
$0.00 
Chemical consumption 
1.5% HFO cost 
$63,230.70 
Add load cost scrubber 
oper 1.0% HFO cost 
$42,153.80 
Add load cost scrubber 
oper 2% HFO cost 
$84,307.60 
Add load cost scrubber 
oper 1.5% HFO cost 
$63,230.70 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$146,970.00 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$118,392.48 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$127,374.00 
OPEX inflation rate 3% OPEX inflation rate 3% OPEX inflation rate 3% 





































HFO Annual cost $4,215,380.00 HFO Annual cost $4,215,380.00 HFO Annual cost $4,215,380.00 
























HFO 380 Rotterdam 
price (USD/Tonne) 
$403.00 
HFO 380 Rotterdam 
price (USD/Tonne) 
$403.00 


















SPREAD MGO HFO 150 SPREAD MGO HFO 150 SPREAD MGO HFO 150 
Note: Suezmax tanker vessel “Y” calculations: Input data figures at fuel price spread of 150 




































150 MIRR -100% -100% -100% -100% -100% -100% -55% -42% -32% -25% 
 
PBP 24.82 























200 MIRR -81% -37% -15% -4% 2% 6% 8% 9% 10% 10% 
 
PBP 4.84 











($426,798.83) $1,264,788.21 $3,218,104.11 $5,370,003.49 $7,666,678.48 
$10,062,494.8
5 
250 MIRR -58% -7% 10% 17% 19% 20% 20% 19% 19% 18% 
 
PBP 2.33 
















300 MIRR -34% 16% 27% 30% 29% 28% 27% 26% 25% 23% 
 
PBP 1.52 
















350 MIRR -11% 35% 41% 40% 37% 35% 33% 30% 29% 27% 
 
PBP 1.12 


















400 MIRR 12% 51% 52% 48% 44% 40% 37% 34% 32% 30% 
 
PBP 0.89 




















450 MIRR 35% 66% 62% 55% 49% 44% 41% 37% 35% 32% 
 
PBP 0.74 




















500 MIRR 58% 80% 71% 61% 54% 48% 44% 40% 37% 34% 
 
PBP 0.63 
         
 Note; closed-loop scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread 
from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 10-year amortisation period. NPV denotes 























($672,273.78) ($543,701.88) ($422,608.88) ($308,822.62) ($202,127.60) ($102,275.60)
150 MIRR -87% -48% -25% -12% -5% 0% 3% 5% 6% 7% 
 
PBP 6.60 





($343,780.38) $131,850.06 $567,625.45 $966,712.17 $1,332,045.64 $1,666,344.56 $1,972,124.66 $2,251,711.85 $2,507,254.81
200 MIRR -56% -5% 12% 18% 20% 20% 20% 20% 19% 19% 
 
PBP 2.25 










$2,605,698.13 $3,207,793.17 $3,755,298.00 $4,253,071.95 $4,705,551.31 $5,116,785.23
250 MIRR -25% 24% 33% 34% 33% 31% 30% 28% 26% 25% 
 
PBP 1.33 










$4,244,684.08 $5,083,540.69 $5,844,251.45 $6,534,019.23 $7,159,390.77 $7,726,315.64
300 MIRR 6% 47% 49% 46% 42% 39% 36% 33% 31% 29% 
 
PBP 0.94 










$5,883,670.03 $6,959,288.21 $7,933,204.89 $8,814,966.51 $9,613,230.23 
$10,335,846.0
5 
350 MIRR 37% 68% 63% 56% 50% 45% 41% 38% 35% 33% 
 
PBP 0.73 



















400 MIRR 68% 86% 74% 64% 56% 50% 45% 41% 38% 35% 
 
PBP 0.59 





















450 MIRR 99% 102% 84% 71% 61% 54% 49% 44% 41% 38% 
 
PBP 0.50 






















500 MIRR 130% 117% 93% 77% 66% 58% 52% 47% 43% 40% 
 
PBP 0.43 
         
 Note; open-loop scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread 
from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 10-year amortisation period. NPV denotes 


































150 MIRR -98% -79% -57% -41% -29% -21% -15% -11% -7% -5% 
 
PBP 14.42 





($943,893.45) ($576,361.07) ($236,213.57) $78,289.11 $368,817.65 $636,969.50 $884,266.45 $1,112,153.50 $1,321,998.72
200 MIRR -73% -25% -5% 4% 9% 11% 13% 13% 14% 14% 
 
PBP 3.58 





($184,020.59) $507,737.24 $1,139,852.66 $1,717,275.06 $2,244,565.18 $2,725,922.94 $3,165,213.73 $3,565,992.96 $3,931,529.13
250 MIRR -48% 3% 18% 23% 24% 24% 23% 22% 22% 21% 
 
PBP 1.91 





$575,852.27 $1,591,835.54 $2,515,918.88 $3,356,261.01 $4,120,312.70 $4,814,876.39 $5,446,161.02 $6,019,832.42 $6,541,059.54
300 MIRR -23% 26% 34% 35% 34% 32% 30% 28% 27% 25% 
 
PBP 1.29 





$1,335,725.13 $2,675,933.85 $3,891,985.10 $4,995,246.96 $5,996,060.22 $6,903,829.83 $7,727,108.30 $8,473,671.88 $9,150,589.96
350 MIRR 2% 45% 48% 45% 41% 38% 35% 33% 31% 29% 
 
PBP 0.98 












400 MIRR 27% 61% 59% 53% 47% 43% 39% 36% 34% 32% 
 
PBP 0.79 














450 MIRR 52% 77% 68% 60% 53% 47% 43% 39% 36% 34% 
 
PBP 0.66 
















500 MIRR 78% 91% 77% 66% 58% 51% 46% 42% 39% 36% 
 
PBP 0.56 
         
 Note; hybrid scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread from 
150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 10-year amortisation period. NPV denotes net 








Table 52. Suezmax tanker vessel “ZA” input datasheet 
 





























DWT / GT 164533/84853 DWT / GT 164533/84853 DWT / GT 164533/84853 
Engine KW rating  13560 KW Engine KW rating 13560 KW Engine KW rating 13560 KW 
Eco speed Knots 12.0 Knots Eco speed Knots 12.0 Knots Eco speed Knots 12.0 Knots 
Steaming days per year 220 Steaming days per year 220 Steaming days per year 220 
Fuel consumptions 




















HSFO eco speed 
(Mt/day) 
57 






























Project Cost $4,983,250 Project Cost $3,712,000 Project Cost $4,949,350 
Loan Amount $3,488,275.00 Loan Amount $2,598,400.00 Loan Amount $3,464,545.00 
Debt 70% Debt 70% Debt 70% 
Equity $1,494,975 Equity $1,113,600 Equity $1,484,805 
Repayment per Year $387,586.11 Repayment per Year $288,711.11 Repayment per Year $384,949.44 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
9 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
9 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
9 
LIBOR % 2.60% LIBOR % 2.60% LIBOR % 2.60% 
SPREAD % 2% SPREAD % 2% SPREAD % 2% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Deposit rate equity 4.00% Deposit rate equity 4.00% Deposit rate equity 4.00% 
Rm Market return 
Weighted avg portfolio 
% 
5.71% 
Rm Market return 
Weighted avg portfolio 
% 
5.71% 
Rm Market return 
Weighted avg portfolio 
% 
5.71% 
Rf Risk-free rate % US 
T bonds 
2.64% 
Rf Risk-free rate % US 
T bonds 
2.64% 
Rf Risk-free rate % US 
T bonds 
2.64% 
Beta OLS SUEZMAX 
5Y TCE to BDTI UN-
Levered 
2.2942 
Beta OLS SUEZMAX 
5Y TCE to BDTI UN-
Levered 
2.2942 
Beta OLS SUEZMAX 
5Y TCE to BDTI UN-
Levered 
2.2942 
Beta Levered 7.647333333 Beta Levered 7.647333333 Beta Levered 7.647333333 
CoE Cost of Equity % 26.09% CoE Cost of Equity % 26.09% CoE Cost of Equity % 26.09% 



















5 Year T/C Suezmax 
Tanker 
$23,000.00 
5 Year T/C Suezmax 
Tanker 
$23,000.00 
5 Year T/C Suezmax 
Tanker 
$23,000.00 
Freight loss 14 days $322,000.00 Freight loss 14 days $322,000.00 Freight loss 14 days $322,000.00 
CAPEX $4,983,250.00 CAPEX $3,712,000.00 CAPEX $4,949,350.00 
OPEX CLOSED-






3% HFO cost 
$165,282.39 
Chemical consumption 
0% HFO cost 
$0.00 
Chemical consumption 
1.5% HFO cost 
$82,641.20 
Add load cost scrubber 
oper 1.0% HFO cost 
$55,094.13 
Add load cost scrubber 
oper 2% HFO cost 
$110,188.26 
Add load cost scrubber 
oper 1.5% HFO cost 
$82,641.20 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$113,000.00 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$90,400.00 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$105,768.00 
OPEX inflation rate 3% OPEX inflation rate 3% OPEX inflation rate 3% 





































HFO Annual cost $5,509,413.00 HFO Annual cost $5,509,413.00 HFO Annual cost $5,509,413.00 
























HFO 380 Rotterdam 
price (USD/Tonne) 
$403.00 
HFO 380 Rotterdam 
price (USD/Tonne) 
$403.00 


















SPREAD MGO HFO 150 SPREAD MGO HFO 150 SPREAD MGO HFO 150 
Note: Suezmax tanker vessel “ZA” calculations: Input data figures at fuel price spread of 150 
USD/Tonne similar calculations performed with the base sheet for spreads from 200 to 500 
USD/Tonne. In considering the remaining commercial life of vessel amortisation period and project 























($260,304.95) ($9,114.02) $222,082.54 $434,668.44 $629,958.31 $809,197.10 $973,560.38 
150 MIRR -74% -27% -6% 3% 8% 10% 12% 13% 13% 13% 
 
PBP 3.75 





$189,930.17 $920,092.16 $1,584,057.68 $2,187,643.95 $2,736,175.67 $3,234,524.73 $3,687,146.88 $4,098,115.71 $4,471,153.96
200 MIRR -34% 16% 27% 30% 29% 28% 27% 26% 25% 23% 
 
PBP 1.52 









$3,428,420.31 $4,384,401.92 $5,250,268.81 $6,034,381.02 $6,744,335.46 $7,387,034.32 $7,968,747.53
250 MIRR 5% 47% 49% 46% 42% 39% 36% 33% 31% 29% 
 
PBP 0.95 














300 MIRR 45% 72% 66% 58% 51% 46% 42% 39% 36% 33% 
 
PBP 0.69 




















350 MIRR 85% 94% 80% 68% 59% 52% 47% 43% 39% 37% 
 
PBP 0.54 






















400 MIRR 125% 114% 92% 76% 65% 57% 51% 46% 42% 39% 
 
PBP 0.44 























450 MIRR 165% 132% 102% 83% 70% 61% 55% 49% 45% 41% 
 
PBP 0.38 























500 MIRR 204% 149% 112% 90% 75% 65% 58% 52% 47% 43% 
 
PBP 0.33 
         
 Note; Closed-loop scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread 
from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 9-year amortisation period. NPV denotes net 





Table 54. Suezmax tanker vessel “ZA” open-loop scrubber calculations 
 










($7,694.23) $474,178.26 $913,911.11 $1,315,051.80 $1,680,864.35 $2,014,350.23 $2,318,267.86 $2,595,150.98 $2,847,325.69
150 MIRR -42% 9% 22% 26% 26% 26% 25% 24% 23% 22% 
 
PBP 1.72 





$1,927,211.82 $2,758,273.74 $3,511,809.77 $4,194,957.49 $4,814,206.52 $5,375,456.44 $5,884,069.59 $6,344,919.27
200 MIRR 11% 51% 52% 48% 44% 40% 37% 34% 32% 30% 
 
PBP 0.90 







$3,380,245.38 $4,602,636.38 $5,708,567.74 $6,709,050.62 $7,614,062.81 $8,432,645.01 $9,172,988.20 $9,842,512.85
250 MIRR 65% 83% 73% 63% 55% 49% 45% 41% 38% 35% 
 
PBP 0.61 
















300 MIRR 118% 111% 90% 75% 64% 56% 50% 46% 42% 39% 
 
PBP 0.46 




















350 MIRR 171% 135% 104% 84% 71% 62% 55% 50% 45% 42% 
 
PBP 0.37 






















400 MIRR 225% 158% 117% 93% 78% 67% 59% 53% 48% 44% 
 
PBP 0.31 






















450 MIRR 278% 178% 128% 100% 83% 71% 63% 56% 51% 47% 
 
PBP 0.26 























500 MIRR 332% 197% 138% 107% 88% 75% 66% 59% 53% 49% 
 
PBP 0.23 
         
 Note; Open-loop scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread 
from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 9-year amortisation period. NPV denotes net 






















($39,174.05) $255,194.82 $526,320.88 $775,836.76 $1,005,286.48 $1,216,126.41 $1,409,727.03
150 MIRR -70% -21% -1% 8% 12% 13% 14% 15% 15% 15% 
 
PBP 3.21 








$1,805,188.59 $2,451,952.79 $3,040,414.01 $3,575,693.05 $4,062,475.05 $4,505,045.02 $4,907,320.61
200 MIRR -30% 20% 30% 32% 31% 30% 28% 27% 26% 24% 
 
PBP 1.44 









$3,649,551.22 $4,648,710.77 $5,554,507.14 $6,375,549.34 $7,119,663.63 $7,793,963.63 $8,404,914.18
250 MIRR 10% 50% 51% 48% 43% 40% 37% 34% 32% 30% 
 
PBP 0.91 
















300 MIRR 51% 75% 68% 59% 52% 47% 43% 39% 36% 34% 
 
PBP 0.67 




















350 MIRR 91% 97% 81% 69% 60% 53% 48% 43% 40% 37% 
 
PBP 0.52 






















400 MIRR 131% 117% 93% 77% 66% 58% 52% 47% 43% 40% 
 
PBP 0.43 























450 MIRR 171% 135% 104% 84% 71% 62% 55% 50% 45% 42% 
 
PBP 0.37 























500 MIRR 211% 152% 113% 91% 76% 66% 58% 52% 48% 44% 
 
PBP 0.32 
         
 Note; Hybrid scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread from 
150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 9-year amortisation period. NPV denotes net 








Table 56. Container 5400 TEU vessel “K” input datasheet 
 










Year built 2014 Year built 2014 Year built 2014 
Expected lifetime  20 years Expected lifetime 20 years Expected lifetime 20 years 
Remaining lifetime 15 years Remaining lifetime 15 years Remaining lifetime 15 years 
DWT / GT 5400 DWT / GT 5400 DWT / GT 5400 















Engine KW rating  28260 KW Engine KW rating 28260 KW Engine KW rating 28260 KW 
Eco speed Knots 14.55 Knots Eco speed Knots 14.55 Knots Eco speed Knots 14.55 Knots 
Steaming days per year 232 Steaming days per year 232 Steaming days per year 232 
Fuel consumptions 








distillates at eco speed 
(Mt/day) 
37.525 
Fuel consumptions IFO 
380 eco speed (Mt/day)
39.5 
Fuel consumptions IFO 
380 eco speed (Mt/day)
39.5 
Fuel consumptions IFO 
380 eco speed (Mt/day) 
39.5 
NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 










Project Cost $5,231,293 Project Cost $3,894,830 Project Cost $5,190,080 
Loan Amount $3,661,904.75 Loan Amount $2,726,381.00 Loan Amount $3,633,056.00 
Debt 70% Debt 70% Debt 70% 
Equity $1,569,388 Equity $1,168,449 Equity $1,557,024 
Repayment per Year $366,190.48 Repayment per Year $272,638.10 Repayment per Year $363,305.60 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
10 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
10 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
10 
LIBOR % 2.60% LIBOR % 2.60% LIBOR % 2.60% 
SPREAD % 2% SPREAD % 2% SPREAD % 2% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Deposit rate equity 4.00% Deposit rate equity 4.00% Deposit rate equity 4.00% 
Rm Market return 
Weighted avg portfolio 
% 
4.52% 
Rm Market return 
Weighted avg portfolio 
% 
4.52% 
Rm Market return 
Weighted avg portfolio 
% 
4.52% 
Rf Risk-free rate % US 
T bonds 
2.64% 
Rf Risk-free rate % US 
T bonds 
2.64% 




















Beta Levered 1.110546667 Beta Levered 1.110546667 Beta Levered 1.110546667 
CoE Cost of Equity % 4.73% CoE Cost of Equity % 4.73% CoE Cost of Equity % 4.73% 
WACC 4.64% WACC 4.64% WACC 4.64% 
CAPEX CLOSED 















6-12 month T/C 5400 
TEU 
$17,470.00 
6-12 month T/C 5400 
TEU 
$17,470.00 
6-12 month T/C 5400 
TEU 
$17,470.00 
Freight loss 14 days $244,580.00 Freight loss 14 days $244,580.00 Freight loss 14 days $244,580.00 





OPEX COST OPEN 
LOOP SCRUBBER  
OPEX COST HYBRID 
SCRUBBER  
Chemical consumption 
3.0% HFO cost 
$160,845.36 
Chemical consumption 
0% HFO cost 
$0.00 
Chemical consumption 
1.5% HFO cost 
$80,422.68 
Add load cost scrubber 
oper 1.0% HFO cost 
$53,615.12 
Add load cost scrubber 
oper 2.0% HFO cost 
$107,230.24 
Add load cost scrubber 
oper 1.5% HFO cost 
$80,422.68 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$120,890.00 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$97,340.00 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$113,040.00 
OPEX inflation rate 3% OPEX inflation rate 3% OPEX inflation rate 3% 













HFO ECO daily 
consumption (MT/Day)
39.5 
HFO ECO daily 
consumption (MT/Day)
39.5 












HFO Annual cost $5,361,512.00 HFO Annual cost $5,361,512.00 HFO Annual cost $5,361,512.00 
MGO ECO daily 
consumption (MT/Day)
37.525 
MGO ECO daily 
consumption (MT/Day)
37.525 












HFO 380 Rotterdam 
price (USD/Tonne) 
$403.00 
HFO 380 Rotterdam 
price (USD/Tonne) 
$403.00 


















SPREAD MGO HFO 150 SPREAD MGO HFO 150 SPREAD MGO HFO 150 
Note: Container 5400 TEU vessel “K” calculations: Input data figures at fuel price spread of 150 
































150 MIRR -96% -69% -46% -31% -21% -15% -10% -7% -4% -2% 
 
PBP 13.02 





($617,599.69) ($161,023.42) $282,727.37 $713,723.92 $1,132,059.86 $1,537,848.96 $1,931,223.15 $2,312,330.59 $2,681,333.96
200 MIRR -68% -19% 1% 9% 13% 14% 15% 15% 15% 15% 
 
PBP 3.05 





$195,949.77 $1,032,458.21 $1,839,299.74 $2,617,292.17 $3,367,242.55 $4,089,946.48 $4,786,187.47 $5,456,736.42 $6,102,351.10
250 MIRR -40% 11% 24% 27% 27% 26% 25% 24% 23% 22% 
 
PBP 1.66 





$1,009,499.23 $2,225,939.83 $3,395,872.12 $4,520,860.42 $5,602,425.24 $6,642,043.99 $7,641,151.80 $8,601,142.26 $9,523,368.25
300 MIRR -12% 34% 40% 39% 37% 34% 32% 30% 28% 27% 
 
PBP 1.14 












350 MIRR 15% 54% 54% 49% 45% 41% 37% 35% 32% 30% 
 
PBP 0.87 
















400 MIRR 43% 71% 65% 57% 51% 46% 42% 38% 35% 33% 
 
PBP 0.70 


















450 MIRR 71% 87% 75% 64% 56% 50% 45% 41% 38% 35% 
 
PBP 0.59 


















500 MIRR 99% 101% 84% 71% 61% 54% 48% 44% 40% 37% 
 
PBP 0.50 
         
 Note; Closed-loop scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread 
from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 10-year amortisation period. NPV denotes 





















$20,872.96 $302,414.31 $577,433.93 $845,869.62 $1,107,679.48 $1,362,840.20 $1,611,345.47
150 MIRR -73% -25% -4% 5% 9% 12% 13% 13% 14% 14% 
 
PBP 3.53 





$252,135.95 $926,375.84 $1,577,445.34 $2,205,982.56 $2,812,616.62 $3,397,967.14 $3,962,643.80 $4,507,246.03 $5,032,362.61
200 MIRR -35% 15% 27% 29% 29% 28% 27% 26% 24% 23% 
 
PBP 1.54 









$3,134,017.71 $4,109,550.81 $5,047,799.31 $5,950,064.65 $6,817,608.13 $7,651,651.86 $8,453,379.76
250 MIRR 2% 44% 47% 45% 41% 38% 35% 33% 31% 29% 
 
PBP 0.98 














300 MIRR 39% 69% 63% 56% 50% 45% 41% 38% 35% 33% 
 
PBP 0.72 


















350 MIRR 76% 90% 77% 66% 57% 51% 46% 42% 39% 36% 
 
PBP 0.57 




















400 MIRR 114% 109% 88% 74% 63% 56% 50% 45% 42% 39% 
 
PBP 0.47 






















450 MIRR 151% 126% 99% 81% 69% 60% 53% 48% 44% 41% 
 
PBP 0.40 























500 MIRR 188% 143% 108% 87% 73% 64% 56% 51% 46% 43% 
 
PBP 0.35 
         
 Note; Open-loop scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread 
from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 10-year amortisation period. NPV denotes 






















($877,855.61) ($734,605.53) ($590,266.25) ($445,330.28) ($300,246.01) ($155,420.68)
150 MIRR -91% -57% -34% -20% -12% -6% -2% 0% 2% 3% 
 
PBP 8.83 





($481,866.16) $34,603.34 $537,095.68 $1,025,712.64 $1,500,577.16 $1,961,831.27 $2,409,634.05 $2,844,159.83 $3,265,596.46
200 MIRR -63% -13% 5% 12% 15% 17% 17% 17% 17% 17% 
 
PBP 2.69 





$331,683.29 $1,228,084.96 $2,093,668.06 $2,929,280.88 $3,735,759.85 $4,513,928.79 $5,264,598.38 $5,988,565.66 $6,686,613.60
250 MIRR -35% 15% 27% 29% 29% 28% 27% 26% 24% 23% 
 
PBP 1.54 





$1,145,232.75 $2,421,566.59 $3,650,240.43 $4,832,849.13 $5,970,942.54 $7,066,026.30 $8,119,562.70 $9,132,971.49 
$10,107,630.7
5 
300 MIRR -7% 38% 43% 41% 38% 36% 33% 31% 29% 28% 
 
PBP 1.08 












350 MIRR 20% 57% 56% 51% 46% 42% 38% 35% 33% 31% 
 
PBP 0.83 
















400 MIRR 48% 74% 67% 59% 52% 47% 42% 39% 36% 34% 
 
PBP 0.67 


















450 MIRR 76% 90% 77% 66% 57% 51% 46% 42% 39% 36% 
 
PBP 0.57 


















500 MIRR 104% 104% 86% 72% 62% 55% 49% 45% 41% 38% 
 
PBP 0.49 
         
 Note; Hybrid scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread from 
150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 10-year amortisation period. NPV denotes net 








Table 60. Container 5600 TEU vessel “J” input datasheet 
 










Year built 2011 Year built 2011 Year built 2011 
Expected lifetime 20 years Expected lifetime 20 years Expected lifetime 20 years 
Remaining lifetime 12 years Remaining lifetime 12 years Remaining lifetime 12 years 
DWT / GT 5600 DWT / GT 5600 DWT / GT 5600 















Engine KW rating  44900 Engine KW rating 44900 KW Engine KW rating 44900 
Eco speed Knots 16.51 Knots Eco speed Knots 16.51 Knots Eco speed Knots 16.51 Knots 
Steaming days per year 247 Steaming days per year 247 Steaming days per year 247 
Fuel consumptions 




















HSFO eco speed 
(Mt/day) 
40.2 
NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 










Project Cost $8,176,616 Project Cost $6,053,220 Project Cost $8,111,138 
Loan Amount $5,723,631.38 Loan Amount $4,237,254.00 Loan Amount $5,677,796.60 
Debt 70% Debt 70% Debt 70% 
Equity $2,452,985 Equity $1,815,966 Equity $2,433,341 
Repayment per Year $572,363.14 Repayment per Year $423,725.40 Repayment per Year $567,779.66 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
10 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
10 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
10 
LIBOR % 2.60% LIBOR % 2.60% LIBOR % 2.60% 
SPREAD % 2% SPREAD % 2% SPREAD % 2% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Deposit rate equity 4.00% Deposit rate equity 4.00% Deposit rate equity 4.00% 
Rm Market return 
Weighted avg portfolio 
% 
4.52% 
Rm Market return 
Weighted avg portfolio 
% 
4.52% 
Rm Market return 
Weighted avg portfolio 
% 
4.52% 
Rf Risk-free rate % US 
T bonds 
2.64% 
Rf Risk-free rate % US 
T bonds 
2.64% 
Rf Risk-free rate % US 
T bonds 
2.64% 















Beta Levered 1.110546667 Beta Levered 1.110546667 Beta Levered 1.110546667 
197 
 
CoE Cost of Equity % 4.73% CoE Cost of Equity % 4.73% CoE Cost of Equity % 4.73% 
WACC 4.64% WACC 4.64% WACC 4.64% 
CAPEX CLOSED 
LOOP SCRUBBER  














6-12 month T/C 5600 
TEU 
$18,117.00 
6-12 month T/C 5600 
TEU 
$18,117.00 
6-12 month T/C 5600 
TEU 
$18,117.00 
Freight loss 14 days $253,638.00 Freight loss 14 days $253,638.00 Freight loss 14 days $253,638.00 





OPEX COST OPEN 
LOOP SCRUBBER  
OPEX COST HYBRID 
SCRUBBER  
Chemical consumption 
3% HFO cost 
$168,648.25 
Chemical consumption 
0% HFO cost 
$0.00 
Chemical consumption 
1.5% HFO cost 
$84,324.12 
Add load cost scrubber 
oper 1.0% HFO cost 
$56,216.08 
Add load cost scrubber 
oper 2% HFO cost 
$112,432.16 
Add load cost scrubber 
oper 1.5% HFO cost 
$84,324.12 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$192,072.20 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$154,655.52 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$179,600.00 
OPEX inflation rate 3% OPEX inflation rate 3% OPEX inflation rate 3% 













HFO ECO daily 
consumption (MT/Day)
40.2 
HFO ECO daily 
consumption (MT/Day)
40.2 












HFO Annual cost $5,621,608.20 HFO Annual cost $5,621,608.20 HFO Annual cost $5,621,608.20 
MGO ECO daily 
consumption (MT/Day)
38.19 
MGO ECO daily 
consumption (MT/Day)
38.19 












HFO 380 Rotterdam 
price (USD/Tonne) 
$403.00 
HFO 380 Rotterdam 
price (USD/Tonne) 
$403.00 


















SPREAD MGO HFO 150 SPREAD MGO HFO 150 SPREAD MGO HFO 150 
Note: Container 5600 TEU vessel “J” calculations: Input data figures at fuel price spread of 150 







































150 MIRR -100% -100% -100% -100% -100% -100% -100% -100% -100% -100% 
 
PBP 36.42 













($811,137.34) ($533,383.87) ($256,559.87) $18,705.45 $291,844.35 
200 MIRR -89% -51% -28% -15% -7% -2% 1% 3% 4% 6% 
 
PBP 7.35 







($349,498.58) $320,000.26 $973,433.93 $1,610,733.35 $2,231,871.16 $2,836,858.16 $3,425,739.85 $3,998,593.33
250 MIRR -69% -21% -1% 8% 12% 14% 14% 15% 15% 15% 
 
PBP 3.19 





($153,448.69) $943,665.59 $2,006,581.42 $3,035,992.92 $4,032,604.04 $4,997,126.19 $5,930,276.18 $6,832,774.26 $7,705,342.30
300 MIRR -50% 1% 16% 21% 23% 23% 22% 22% 21% 20% 
 
PBP 1.99 










350 MIRR -31% 19% 30% 31% 31% 29% 28% 27% 25% 24% 
 
PBP 1.44 














400 MIRR -12% 34% 41% 40% 37% 35% 32% 30% 29% 27% 
 
PBP 1.13 
















450 MIRR 7% 48% 50% 47% 43% 39% 36% 34% 31% 29% 
 
PBP 0.93 


















500 MIRR 27% 61% 58% 53% 47% 43% 39% 36% 34% 32% 
 
PBP 0.79 
         
 Note; Closed-loop scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread 
from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 10-year amortisation period. NPV denotes 
























($882,386.92) ($713,094.15) ($541,842.86) ($369,232.37) ($195,810.38)
150 MIRR -92% -58% -35% -21% -12% -7% -3% 0% 2% 3% 
 
PBP 8.91 





($644,466.02) ($78,502.58) $474,162.33 $1,013,492.54 $1,539,483.77 $2,052,160.88 $2,551,575.17 $3,037,802.03 $3,510,938.60
200 MIRR -66% -16% 3% 11% 14% 16% 16% 16% 16% 16% 
 
PBP 2.87 





$237,033.11 $1,214,661.59 $2,160,743.49 $3,076,051.53 $3,961,354.46 $4,817,415.91 $5,644,993.20 $6,444,836.43 $7,217,687.57
250 MIRR -40% 11% 24% 27% 27% 27% 26% 25% 23% 22% 
 
PBP 1.66 





$1,118,532.23 $2,507,825.75 $3,847,324.65 $5,138,610.52 $6,383,225.15 $7,582,670.94 $8,738,411.22 $9,851,870.84 
$10,924,436.5
5 
300 MIRR -14% 33% 39% 39% 37% 34% 32% 30% 28% 27% 
 
PBP 1.16 














350 MIRR 12% 51% 52% 48% 44% 40% 37% 34% 32% 30% 
 
PBP 0.89 
















400 MIRR 38% 68% 63% 56% 50% 45% 41% 38% 35% 33% 
 
PBP 0.72 


















450 MIRR 64% 83% 73% 63% 55% 49% 44% 41% 38% 35% 
 
PBP 0.61 




















500 MIRR 90% 97% 81% 69% 60% 53% 47% 43% 40% 37% 
 
PBP 0.53 
         
 Note; Open-loop scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread 
from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 10-year amortisation period. NPV denotes 



































150 MIRR -100% -100% -100% -100% -100% -100% -100% -48% -36% -28% 
 
PBP 24.78 











($727,587.60) ($385,370.30) ($44,676.50) $293,835.46 $629,571.76 $961,998.61 
200 MIRR -85% -45% -22% -10% -3% 1% 4% 6% 7% 8% 
 
PBP 6.05 





($874,227.92) ($120,443.66) $615,980.39 $1,334,971.39 $2,036,500.39 $2,720,578.53 $3,387,253.49 $4,036,606.17 $4,668,747.58
250 MIRR -66% -16% 3% 10% 14% 15% 16% 16% 16% 16% 
 
PBP 2.89 





$7,271.21 $1,172,720.50 $2,302,561.55 $3,397,530.38 $4,458,371.08 $5,485,833.56 $6,480,671.52 $7,443,640.57 $8,375,496.56
300 MIRR -47% 5% 19% 23% 24% 24% 24% 23% 22% 21% 
 
PBP 1.86 










350 MIRR -27% 22% 32% 33% 32% 31% 29% 27% 26% 25% 
 
PBP 1.37 














400 MIRR -8% 37% 43% 41% 38% 36% 33% 31% 29% 28% 
 
PBP 1.09 
















450 MIRR 11% 51% 52% 48% 44% 40% 37% 34% 32% 30% 
 
PBP 0.90 


















500 MIRR 31% 64% 60% 54% 48% 44% 40% 37% 34% 32% 
 
PBP 0.76 
         
 Note; Hybrid scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread from 
150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 10-year amortisation period. NPV denotes net 








Table 64. Container 5900 TEU vessel “O” input datasheet 
 










Year built 2006 Year built 2006 Year built 2006 
Expected lifetime 20 years Expected lifetime 20 years Expected lifetime 20 years 
Remaining lifetime 7 years Remaining lifetime 7 years Remaining lifetime 7 years 
DWT / GT 5900 DWT / GT 5900 DWT / GT 5900 





10K98MC     
(Mark VI) 





10K98MC     
(Mark VI) 





10K98MC     
(Mark VI) 
Engine KW rating  57200 KW Engine KW rating 57200 KW Engine KW rating 57200 KW 
Eco speed Knots 16.0 Knots Eco speed Knots 16.0 Knots Eco speed Knots 16.0 Knots 
Steaming days per 
year 
246 
Steaming days per 
year 
246 
























IFO 380 eco speed 
(Mt/day) 
76.6 
NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 










Project Cost $10,360,648 Project Cost $7,655,565 Project Cost $10,277,232 
Loan Amount $7,252,453.81 Loan Amount $5,358,895.15 Loan Amount $7,194,062.40 
Debt 70% Debt 70% Debt 70% 
Equity $3,108,194 Equity $2,296,669 Equity $3,083,170 
Repayment per Year $1,036,064.83 Repayment per Year $765,556.45 Repayment per Year $1,027,723.20 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
7 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
7 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
7 
LIBOR % 2.60% LIBOR % 2.60% LIBOR % 2.60% 
SPREAD % 2% SPREAD % 2% SPREAD % 2% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Deposit rate equity 4.00% Deposit rate equity 4.00% Deposit rate equity 4.00% 












Rf Risk-free rate % 
US T bonds 
2.64% 
Rf Risk-free rate % 
US T bonds 
2.64% 
Rf Risk-free rate % 



















Beta Levered 1.110546667 Beta Levered 1.110546667 Beta Levered 1.110546667 
CoE Cost of Equity % 4.73% CoE Cost of Equity % 4.73% CoE Cost of Equity % 4.73% 
WACC 4.64% WACC 4.64% WACC 4.64% 
CAPEX CLOSED 
LOOP SCRUBBER  




Equipment cost USD $6,117,222.00 Equipment cost USD $4,925,555.00 Equipment cost USD $5,720,000.00 
Install+comission 
65% EQP cost 
$3,976,194.30 
Install+comission 
50% EQP cost 
$2,462,777.50 
Install+comission 
75% EQP cost 
$4,290,000.00 
6-12 month T/C 5900 
TEU 
$19,088.00 
6-12 month T/C 5900 
TEU 
$19,088.00 
6-12 month T/C 5900 
TEU 
$19,088.00 
Freight loss 14 days $267,232.00 Freight loss 14 days $267,232.00 Freight loss 14 days $267,232.00 





OPEX COST OPEN 

















Add load cost 
scrubber oper 1.0% 
HFO cost 
$88,412.56 
Add load cost 
scrubber oper 2.0% 
HFO cost 
$176,825.12 
Add load cost 
scrubber oper 1.5% 
HFO cost 
$132,618.84 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$244,688.88 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$197,022.20 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$228,800.00 
OPEX inflation rate 3% OPEX inflation rate 3% OPEX inflation rate 3% 





































HFO Annual cost $8,841,255.80 HFO Annual cost $8,841,255.80 HFO Annual cost $8,841,255.80 
























HFO 380 Rotterdam 
price (USD/Tonne) 
$403.00 
HFO 380 Rotterdam 
price (USD/Tonne) 
$403.00 


















SPREAD MGO HFO 150 SPREAD MGO HFO 150 SPREAD MGO HFO 150 
Note: Container 5900 TEU vessel “O” calculations: Input data figures at fuel price spread of 150 
USD/Tonne similar calculations performed with the base sheet for spreads from 200 to 500 
USD/Tonne. Considering the remaining commercial life of vessel amortisation period and project 











   




















150 MIRR -94% -63% -39% -24% -15% -8% -4% -1% 1% 3% 
 
PBP 9.28 







($28,622.34) $966,236.85 $1,943,811.70 $2,903,401.91 $3,844,409.22 $4,766,329.60 $5,668,746.01 $6,551,321.56
200 MIRR -65% -15% 4% 12% 15% 16% 17% 17% 17% 17% 
 
PBP 2.77 












250 MIRR -36% 15% 27% 29% 29% 28% 27% 26% 25% 23% 
 
PBP 1.56 
















300 MIRR -7% 38% 43% 41% 39% 36% 34% 31% 29% 28% 
 
PBP 1.08 




















350 MIRR 21% 58% 56% 51% 46% 42% 39% 36% 33% 31% 
 
PBP 0.82 




















400 MIRR 50% 75% 68% 59% 53% 47% 43% 39% 36% 34% 
 
PBP 0.67 






















450 MIRR 79% 91% 78% 66% 58% 51% 46% 42% 39% 36% 
 
PBP 0.56 






















500 MIRR 108% 106% 87% 73% 63% 55% 49% 45% 41% 38% 
 
PBP 0.48 
         
 Note; Closed-loop scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread 
from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 7-year amortisation period. NPV denotes net 













   





($880,428.92) ($182,695.34) $506,874.46 $1,187,475.43 $1,858,393.63 $2,518,999.63 $3,168,742.40 $3,807,143.50 $4,433,791.69
150 MIRR -68% -18% 2% 10% 13% 15% 16% 16% 16% 16% 
 
PBP 2.98 










200 MIRR -29% 21% 31% 33% 32% 30% 29% 27% 26% 25% 
 
PBP 1.39 
















250 MIRR 10% 50% 52% 48% 44% 40% 37% 34% 32% 30% 
 
PBP 0.91 




















300 MIRR 49% 75% 67% 59% 52% 47% 43% 39% 36% 34% 
 
PBP 0.67 




















350 MIRR 88% 96% 81% 69% 60% 53% 47% 43% 40% 37% 
 
PBP 0.53 






















400 MIRR 127% 116% 92% 77% 66% 57% 51% 47% 43% 39% 
 
PBP 0.44 






















450 MIRR 166% 133% 103% 84% 71% 62% 55% 49% 45% 42% 
 
PBP 0.38 























500 MIRR 205% 150% 112% 90% 76% 65% 58% 52% 47% 44% 
 
PBP 0.33 
         
 Note; Open-loop scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread 
from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 7-year amortisation period. NPV denotes net 











   















($660,799.47) ($267,512.44) $131,972.29 $536,150.01 
150 MIRR -90% -53% -30% -16% -8% -3% 1% 3% 5% 6% 
 
PBP 7.26 





($798,782.39) $317,141.98 $1,414,369.18 $2,492,158.18 $3,549,875.27 $4,586,985.86 $5,603,046.90 $6,597,699.68 $7,570,663.17
200 MIRR -61% -10% 8% 15% 18% 19% 19% 19% 18% 18% 
 
PBP 2.50 












250 MIRR -32% 18% 29% 31% 31% 29% 28% 27% 25% 24% 
 
PBP 1.46 


















300 MIRR -3% 41% 45% 43% 40% 37% 34% 32% 30% 28% 
 
PBP 1.03 




















350 MIRR 26% 61% 58% 53% 47% 43% 39% 36% 34% 32% 
 
PBP 0.79 






















400 MIRR 55% 78% 70% 61% 54% 48% 43% 40% 37% 34% 
 
PBP 0.64 






















450 MIRR 84% 94% 80% 68% 59% 52% 47% 43% 39% 37% 
 
PBP 0.54 






















500 MIRR 113% 109% 88% 74% 63% 56% 50% 45% 42% 39% 
 
PBP 0.47 
         
 Note; Hybrid scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread from 
150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 7-year amortisation period. NPV denotes net 







Table 68. Container 6350 TEU vessel “R” input datasheet 
 










Year built 2010 Year built 2010 Year built 2010 
Expected lifetime 20 years Expected lifetime 20 years Expected lifetime 20 years 
Remaining lifetime 11 years Remaining lifetime 11 years Remaining lifetime 11 years 
DWT / GT 6350 DWT / GT 6350 DWT / GT 6350 





11K98MC     
(Mark VI) 





11K98MC     
(Mark VI) 





11K98MC     
(Mark VI) 
Engine KW rating  62,920 KW Engine KW rating 62,920 KW Engine KW rating 62,920 KW 
Eco speed Knots 16.95 Knots Eco speed Knots 16.95 Knots Eco speed Knots 16.95 Knots 
Steaming days per 
year 
245 
Steaming days per 
year 
245 





































































Project Cost $11,390,374 Project Cost $8,414,783 Project Cost $11,298,616 
Loan Amount $7,973,261.52 Loan Amount $5,890,347.75 Loan Amount $7,909,031.20 
Debt 70% Debt 70% Debt 70% 
Equity $3,417,112 Equity $2,524,435 Equity $3,389,585 
Repayment per Year $797,326.15 Repayment per Year $589,034.78 Repayment per Year $790,903.12 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
10 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
10 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
10 
LIBOR % 2.60% LIBOR % 2.60% LIBOR % 2.60% 
SPREAD % 2% SPREAD % 2% SPREAD % 2% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Deposit rate equity 4.00% Deposit rate equity 4.00% Deposit rate equity 4.00% 












Rf Risk-free rate % 
US T bonds 
2.64% 
Rf Risk-free rate % 
US T bonds 
2.64% 
Rf Risk-free rate % 



















Beta Levered 2.644563333 Beta Levered 2.644563333 Beta Levered 2.644563333 
CoE Cost of Equity 
% 
7.61% 
CoE Cost of Equity 
% 
7.61% 
CoE Cost of Equity 
% 
7.61% 
WACC 5.50% WACC 5.50% WACC 5.50% 
CAPEX CLOSED 
LOOP SCRUBBER  
CAPEX OPEN 
LOOP SCRUBBER  
CAPEX HYBRID 
SCRUBBER  
Equipment cost USD $6,728,944.00 Equipment cost USD $5,418,111.00 Equipment cost USD $6,292,000.00 
Install+comission 
65% EQP cost 
$4,373,813.60 
Install+comission 
50% EQP cost 
$2,709,055.50 
Install+comission 
75% EQP cost 
$4,719,000.00 
6-12 month T/C 6350 
TEU 
$20,544.00 
6-12 month T/C 6350 
TEU 
$20,544.00 
6-12 month T/C 6350 
TEU 
$20,544.00 
Freight loss 14 days $287,616.00 Freight loss 14 days $287,616.00 Freight loss 14 days $287,616.00 





OPEX COST OPEN 

















Add load cost 
scrubber oper 1.0% 
HFO cost 
$126,435.21 
Add load cost 
scrubber oper 2.0% 
HFO cost 
$252,870.41 
Add load cost 




4% EQP cost 
$269,157.76 
Maintenance opex 
4% EQP cost 
$216,724.44 
Maintenance opex 
4% EQP cost 
$251,680.00 
OPEX inflation rate 3% OPEX inflation rate 3% OPEX inflation rate 3% 


































HFO Annual cost $12,643,520.50 HFO Annual cost $12,643,520.50 HFO Annual cost $12,643,520.50 
























HFO 380 Rotterdam 
price (USD/Tonne) 
$403.00 
HFO 380 Rotterdam 
price (USD/Tonne) 
$403.00 


















SPREAD MGO HFO 150 SPREAD MGO HFO 150 SPREAD MGO HFO 150 
Note: Container 6350 TEU vessel “R” calculations: Input data figures at fuel price spread of 150 

































150 MIRR -92% -58% -35% -21% -13% -7% -3% -1% 1% 2% 
 
PBP 9.44 







($104,062.43) $917,130.44 $1,898,383.18 $2,840,709.71 $3,745,137.39 $4,612,702.64 $5,444,446.90 $6,241,413.03
200 MIRR -65% -15% 4% 11% 15% 16% 17% 17% 17% 16% 
 
PBP 2.78 












250 MIRR -38% 13% 25% 28% 28% 27% 26% 25% 24% 23% 
 
PBP 1.60 
















300 MIRR -11% 35% 41% 40% 37% 35% 33% 30% 29% 27% 
 
PBP 1.12 




















350 MIRR 16% 54% 54% 49% 45% 41% 38% 35% 32% 30% 
 
PBP 0.86 




















400 MIRR 43% 71% 65% 57% 51% 46% 42% 38% 35% 33% 
 
PBP 0.70 






















450 MIRR 70% 87% 75% 64% 56% 50% 45% 41% 38% 35% 
 
PBP 0.59 






















500 MIRR 97% 101% 84% 70% 61% 54% 48% 44% 40% 37% 
 
PBP 0.51 
         
 Note; Closed-loop scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread 
from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 10-year amortisation period. NPV denotes 




















$1,971,073.73 $2,630,234.04 $3,265,031.59 $3,876,029.10 $4,463,802.46
150 MIRR -66% -16% 3% 10% 14% 15% 16% 16% 16% 16% 
 
PBP 2.88 






















200 MIRR -100% -43% 7% 29% 38% 41% 42% 41% 40% 39% 
 
PBP 1.41 






















250 MIRR -93% 11% 52% 63% 64% 62% 59% 56% 53% 50% 
 
PBP 0.93 






















300 MIRR -56% 53% 80% 82% 78% 73% 68% 63% 59% 55% 
 
PBP 0.70 






















350 MIRR -20% 86% 101% 96% 88% 81% 74% 68% 64% 59% 
 
PBP 0.55 






















400 MIRR 17% 114% 118% 108% 97% 87% 79% 73% 67% 63% 
 
PBP 0.46 























450 MIRR 53% 139% 133% 118% 104% 93% 84% 77% 71% 65% 
 
PBP 0.39 























500 MIRR 90% 161% 146% 127% 111% 98% 88% 80% 73% 68% 
 
PBP 0.34 
         
 Note; Open-loop scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread 
from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 10-year amortisation period. NPV denotes 

























($932,660.29) ($540,117.23) ($154,604.98) $223,292.61 $593,079.28 
150 MIRR -87% -48% -25% -12% -5% -1% 2% 4% 6% 7% 
 
PBP 6.73 





($854,113.49) $344,492.02 $1,498,462.53 $2,608,911.81 $3,676,967.25 $4,703,765.22 $5,690,446.82 $6,638,154.10 $7,548,026.64
200 MIRR -60% -9% 8% 15% 18% 19% 19% 19% 18% 18% 
 
PBP 2.46 












250 MIRR -33% 18% 29% 31% 30% 29% 27% 26% 25% 24% 
 
PBP 1.48 


















300 MIRR -5% 39% 44% 42% 39% 36% 34% 31% 30% 28% 
 
PBP 1.06 




















350 MIRR 22% 58% 56% 51% 46% 42% 38% 36% 33% 31% 
 
PBP 0.82 






















400 MIRR 49% 75% 67% 59% 52% 47% 42% 39% 36% 34% 
 
PBP 0.67 






















450 MIRR 76% 90% 77% 66% 57% 51% 46% 42% 39% 36% 
 
PBP 0.57 






















500 MIRR 104% 104% 85% 72% 62% 55% 49% 44% 41% 38% 
 
PBP 0.49 
         
 Note; Hybrid scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread from 
150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 10-year amortisation period. NPV denotes net 
present value, MIRR modified internal rate of return, PBP denotes payback period in years. 






Table 72. Container 8100 TEU vessel “Q” input datasheet 
 










Year built 2008 Year built 2008 Year built 2008 
Expected lifetime 20 years Expected lifetime 20 years Expected lifetime 20 years 
Remaining lifetime 9 years Remaining lifetime 9 years Remaining lifetime 9 years 
DWT / GT 8100 DWT / GT 8100 DWT / GT 8100 




11K 98 MC 
(MARK VII) 




11K 98 MC 
(MARK VII) 




11K 98 MC 
(MARK VII) 
Engine KW rating  66100 KW Engine KW rating 66100 KW Engine KW rating 66100 KW 
Eco speed Knots 16.7 Knots Eco speed Knots 16.7 Knots Eco speed Knots 16.7 Knots 
Steaming days per 
year 
220 
Steaming days per 
year 
220 
























HSFO eco speed 
(Mt/day) 
80.35 
NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 










Project Cost $12,117,495 Project Cost $8,991,516 Project Cost $12,021,100 
Loan Amount $8,482,246.19 Loan Amount $6,294,061.20 Loan Amount $8,414,770.00 
Debt 70% Debt 70% Debt 70% 
Equity $3,635,248 Equity $2,697,455 Equity $3,606,330 
Repayment per Year $942,471.80 Repayment per Year $699,340.13 Repayment per Year $934,974.44 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
9 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
9 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
9 
LIBOR % 2.60% LIBOR % 2.60% LIBOR % 2.60% 
SPREAD % 2% SPREAD % 2% SPREAD % 2% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Deposit rate equity 4.00% Deposit rate equity 4.00% Deposit rate equity 4.00% 












Rf Risk-free rate % 
US T bonds 
2.64% 
Rf Risk-free rate % 
US T bonds 
2.64% 
Rf Risk-free rate % 
US T bonds 
2.64% 















Beta Levered 2.644563333 Beta Levered 2.644563333 Beta Levered 2.644563333 
212 
 
CoE Cost of Equity % 7.61% CoE Cost of Equity % 7.61% CoE Cost of Equity % 7.61% 
WACC 5.50% WACC 5.50% WACC 5.50% 
CAPEX CLOSED 
LOOP SCRUBBER  




Equipment cost USD $7,069,027.00 Equipment cost USD $5,691,944.00 Equipment cost USD $6,610,000.00 
Install+comission 
65% EQP cost 
$4,594,867.55 
Install+comission 
50% EQP cost 
$2,845,972.00 
Install+comission 
75% EQP cost 
$4,957,500.00 
6-12 month T/C 8100 
TEU 
$32,400.00 
6-12 month T/C 8100 
TEU 
$32,400.00 
6-12 month T/C 8100 
TEU 
$32,400.00 
Freight loss 14 days $453,600.00 Freight loss 14 days $453,600.00 Freight loss 14 days $453,600.00 





OPEX COST OPEN 

















Add load cost 
scrubber oper 1.0% 
HFO cost 
$86,995.61 
Add load cost 
scrubber oper 2.0% 
HFO cost 
$173,991.22 
Add load cost 
scrubber oper 1.5% 
HFO cost 
$130,493.42 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$282,761.08 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$227,677.76 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$264,400.00 
OPEX inflation rate 3% OPEX inflation rate 3% OPEX inflation rate 3% 





































HFO Annual cost $8,699,561.00 HFO Annual cost $8,699,561.00 HFO Annual cost $8,699,561.00 
























HFO 380 Rotterdam 
price (USD/Tonne) 
$403.00 
HFO 380 Rotterdam 
price (USD/Tonne) 
$403.00 


















SPREAD MGO HFO 150 SPREAD MGO HFO 150 SPREAD MGO HFO 150 
Note: Container 8100 TEU vessel “Q” calculations: Input data figures at fuel price spread of 150 
USD/Tonne similar calculations performed with the base sheet for spreads from 200 to 500 
USD/Tonne. Considering the remaining commercial life of vessel amortisation period and project 





































150 MIRR -100% -100% -100% -100% -70% -52% -39% -30% -23% -18% 
 
PBP 21.14 









($922,893.91) ($272,791.76) $364,325.16 $987,790.53 $1,597,050.62 $2,191,654.18 $2,771,243.00
200 MIRR -80% -35% -13% -2% 3% 7% 9% 10% 10% 11% 
 
PBP 4.63 





($708,559.88) $679,999.58 $2,019,991.84 $3,312,437.20 $4,558,389.86 $5,758,931.38 $6,915,164.77 $8,028,209.06 $9,099,194.44
250 MIRR -57% -6% 11% 17% 19% 20% 20% 20% 19% 19% 
 
PBP 2.28 














300 MIRR -34% 17% 28% 30% 30% 29% 27% 26% 25% 24% 
 
PBP 1.50 


















350 MIRR -11% 35% 41% 40% 38% 35% 33% 31% 29% 27% 
 
PBP 1.12 




















400 MIRR 12% 52% 52% 48% 44% 40% 37% 34% 32% 30% 
 
PBP 0.89 




















450 MIRR 36% 67% 62% 55% 49% 45% 41% 37% 35% 33% 
 
PBP 0.74 






















500 MIRR 59% 80% 71% 61% 54% 48% 44% 40% 37% 35% 
 
PBP 0.63 
         
 Note; Closed-loop scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread 
from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 9-year amortisation period. NPV denotes net 























($680,163.45) ($283,684.20) $108,230.44 $494,841.65 $875,504.61 $1,249,660.66
150 MIRR -84% -42% -20% -8% -1% 3% 5% 7% 8% 9% 
 
PBP 5.59 





($337,807.20) $781,852.50 $1,862,519.82 $2,905,065.51 $3,910,380.50 $4,879,371.30 $5,812,955.79 $6,712,059.49 $7,577,612.09
200 MIRR -53% -2% 14% 20% 21% 22% 21% 21% 20% 20% 
 
PBP 2.11 












250 MIRR -22% 27% 35% 35% 34% 32% 30% 29% 27% 26% 
 
PBP 1.28 


















300 MIRR 9% 50% 51% 47% 43% 40% 36% 34% 32% 30% 
 
PBP 0.92 




















350 MIRR 40% 69% 64% 57% 50% 45% 41% 38% 35% 33% 
 
PBP 0.71 




















400 MIRR 71% 87% 75% 65% 56% 50% 45% 41% 38% 36% 
 
PBP 0.58 






















450 MIRR 103% 104% 85% 72% 62% 54% 49% 44% 41% 38% 
 
PBP 0.49 






















500 MIRR 134% 119% 94% 78% 66% 58% 52% 47% 43% 40% 
 
PBP 0.43 
         
 Note; Open-loop scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread 
from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 9-year amortisation period. NPV denotes net 




































150 MIRR -100% -89% -68% -50% -36% -27% -20% -14% -10% -7% 
 
PBP 15.35 









($477,395.49) $269,440.47 $1,000,535.30 $1,715,318.82 $2,413,329.19 $3,094,203.05 $3,757,666.25
200 MIRR -77% -30% -9% 1% 6% 9% 11% 12% 12% 13% 
 
PBP 4.03 





($465,204.18) $1,025,907.61 $2,465,490.26 $3,854,669.44 $5,194,600.00 $6,486,459.67 $7,731,443.34 $8,930,757.93 
$10,085,617.6
9 
250 MIRR -53% -2% 14% 20% 21% 22% 21% 21% 20% 20% 
 
PBP 2.12 














300 MIRR -30% 20% 30% 32% 31% 30% 28% 27% 26% 24% 
 
PBP 1.42 


















350 MIRR -7% 38% 43% 42% 39% 36% 34% 31% 29% 28% 
 
PBP 1.07 




















400 MIRR 17% 55% 54% 50% 45% 41% 38% 35% 33% 31% 
 
PBP 0.86 






















450 MIRR 40% 69% 64% 56% 50% 45% 41% 38% 35% 33% 
 
PBP 0.71 






















500 MIRR 63% 83% 72% 63% 55% 49% 44% 41% 38% 35% 
 
PBP 0.61 
         
 Note; Hybrid scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread from 
150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 9-year amortisation period. NPV denotes net 







Table 76. Container 9800 TEU vessel “L” input datasheet 
 










Year built 2013 Year built 2013 Year built 2013 
Expected lifetime 20 years Expected lifetime 20 years Expected lifetime 20 years 
Remaining lifetime 14 years Remaining lifetime 14 years Remaining lifetime 14 years 
DWT / GT 9800 DWT / GT 9800 DWT / GT 9800 


















Engine KW rating  52290 Engine KW rating 52290 KW Engine KW rating 52290 KW 
Eco speed Knots 16.25 Knots Eco speed Knots 16.25 Knots Eco speed Knots 16.25 Knots 
Steaming days per 
year 
221 
Steaming days per 
year 
221 
























HSFO eco speed 
(Mt/day) 
108 
NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 










Project Cost $9,176,650 Project Cost $8,392,300 Project Cost $9,699,550 
Loan Amount $6,423,655.00 Loan Amount $5,874,610.00 Loan Amount $6,789,685.00 
Debt 70% Debt 70% Debt 70% 
Equity $2,752,995 Equity $2,517,690 Equity $2,909,865 
Repayment per Year $642,365.50 Repayment per Year $587,461.00 Repayment per Year $678,968.50 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
10 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
10 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
10 
LIBOR % 2.60% LIBOR % 2.60% LIBOR % 2.60% 
SPREAD % 2% SPREAD % 2% SPREAD % 2% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Deposit rate equity 4.00% Deposit rate equity 4.00% Deposit rate equity 4.00% 












Rf Risk-free rate % 
US T bonds 
2.64% 
Rf Risk-free rate % 
US T bonds 
2.64% 
Rf Risk-free rate % 



















Beta Levered 2.644563333 Beta Levered 2.644563333 Beta Levered 2.644563333 
CoE Cost of Equity % 7.61% CoE Cost of Equity % 7.61% CoE Cost of Equity % 7.61% 
WACC 5.50% WACC 5.50% WACC 5.50% 
CAPEX CLOSED 
LOOP SCRUBBER  




Equipment cost USD $5,229,000.00 Equipment cost USD $5,229,000.00 Equipment cost USD $5,229,000.00 
Install+comission 
65% EQP cost 
$3,398,850.00 
Install+comission 
50% EQP cost 
$2,614,500.00 
Install+comission 
75% EQP cost 
$3,921,750.00 
6-12 month T/C 9800 
TEU 
$39,200.00 
6-12 month T/C 9800 
TEU 
$39,200.00 
6-12 month T/C 9800 
TEU 
$39,200.00 
Freight loss 14 days $548,800.00 Freight loss 14 days $548,800.00 Freight loss 14 days $548,800.00 





OPEX COST OPEN 

















Add load cost 
scrubber oper 1.0% 
HFO cost 
$124,990.45 
Add load cost 
scrubber oper 2% 
HFO cost 
$249,980.90 
Add load cost 
scrubber oper 1.5% 
HFO cost 
$187,485.68 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$209,160.00 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$209,160.00 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$209,160.00 
OPEX inflation rate 3% Equip inflation rate 3% OPEX inflation rate 3% 





































HFO Annual cost $12,499,045.00 HFO Annual cost $12,499,045.00 HFO Annual cost $12,499,045.00
























HFO 380 Rotterdam 
price (USD/Tonne) 
$403.00 
HFO 380 Rotterdam 
price (USD/Tonne) 
$403.00 


















SPREAD MGO HFO 150 SPREAD MGO HFO 150 SPREAD MGO HFO 150 
Note: Container 9800 TEU vessel “L” calculations: Input data figures at fuel price spread of 150 

















($468,870.85) $234,311.11 $909,423.89 $1,557,120.48 $2,178,072.12 $2,772,964.27 $3,342,493.14 $3,887,362.40
150 MIRR -70% -21% -1% 7% 11% 13% 14% 14% 14% 14% 
 
PBP 3.24 










200 MIRR -29% 21% 31% 32% 31% 30% 28% 27% 26% 24% 
 
PBP 1.40 


















250 MIRR 13% 52% 52% 48% 44% 40% 37% 34% 32% 30% 
 
PBP 0.89 




















300 MIRR 54% 77% 69% 60% 53% 47% 43% 39% 36% 34% 
 
PBP 0.65 






















350 MIRR 95% 100% 83% 70% 60% 53% 48% 44% 40% 37% 
 
PBP 0.51 






















400 MIRR 136% 120% 95% 78% 67% 58% 52% 47% 43% 40% 
 
PBP 0.42 























450 MIRR 177% 138% 105% 85% 72% 63% 56% 50% 46% 42% 
 
PBP 0.36 























500 MIRR 219% 155% 115% 92% 77% 66% 59% 53% 48% 44% 
 
PBP 0.31 
         
 Note; Closed-loop scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread 
from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 10-year amortisation period. NPV denotes 

















($369,177.99) $643,821.90 $1,617,512.11 $2,553,035.22 $3,451,527.65 $4,314,116.99 $5,141,919.71 $5,936,039.05 $6,697,563.29
150 MIRR -54% -3% 13% 19% 21% 21% 21% 20% 20% 19% 
 
PBP 2.16 














200 MIRR -9% 36% 42% 41% 38% 35% 33% 31% 29% 27% 
 
PBP 1.10 


















250 MIRR 36% 67% 62% 55% 49% 45% 41% 37% 35% 32% 
 
PBP 0.74 




















300 MIRR 81% 92% 78% 67% 58% 52% 46% 42% 39% 36% 
 
PBP 0.55 






















350 MIRR 126% 115% 92% 76% 65% 57% 51% 46% 42% 39% 
 
PBP 0.44 























400 MIRR 171% 135% 104% 84% 71% 62% 55% 50% 45% 42% 
 
PBP 0.37 























450 MIRR 216% 154% 115% 92% 77% 66% 58% 53% 48% 44% 
 
PBP 0.32 























500 MIRR 261% 172% 124% 98% 81% 70% 62% 55% 50% 46% 
 
PBP 0.28 
         
 Note; Open-loop scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread 
from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 10-year amortisation period. NPV denotes 


















($400,896.23) $379,162.48 $1,131,780.38 $1,857,433.03 $2,556,628.80 $3,229,903.90 $3,877,817.90 $4,500,949.66
150 MIRR -69% -20% 0% 8% 12% 14% 15% 15% 15% 15% 
 
PBP 3.12 












200 MIRR -30% 20% 30% 32% 31% 30% 28% 27% 25% 24% 
 
PBP 1.42 


















250 MIRR 9% 50% 51% 47% 43% 39% 36% 34% 32% 30% 
 
PBP 0.92 




















300 MIRR 48% 74% 67% 59% 52% 47% 42% 39% 36% 34% 
 
PBP 0.67 






















350 MIRR 87% 96% 80% 68% 59% 52% 47% 43% 40% 37% 
 
PBP 0.53 






















400 MIRR 126% 115% 92% 76% 65% 57% 51% 46% 42% 39% 
 
PBP 0.44 























450 MIRR 165% 133% 102% 83% 71% 61% 55% 49% 45% 41% 
 
PBP 0.38 























500 MIRR 204% 149% 112% 90% 75% 65% 58% 52% 47% 43% 
 
PBP 0.33 
         
 Note; Hybrid scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread from 
150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 10-year amortisation period. NPV denotes net 








Table 80. Handysize Bulk carrier vessel “A” input datasheet 
 
VESSEL NAME A VESSEL NAME A VESSEL NAME A 
Vessel type 
Handy size  
Bulk Carrier 
Vessel type 
Handy size  
Bulk Carrier 
Vessel type 
Handy size  
Bulk Carrier 
Year built 2011 Year built 2011 Year built 2011 
Expected lifetime 20 years Expected lifetime 20 years Expected lifetime 20 years 
Remaining lifetime 12 years Remaining lifetime 12 years Remaining lifetime 12 years 
DWT / GT 37,152 / 24,168 DWT / GT 37,152 / 24,168 DWT / GT 37,152 / 24,168 















Engine KW rating  7368 KW Engine KW rating 7368 KW Engine KW rating 7368 KW 
Eco speed Knots 11.16 Knots Eco speed Knots 11.16 Knots Eco speed Knots 11.16 Knots 
Steaming days per 
year 
210 
Steaming days per 
year 
210 





































































Project Cost $2,750,298 Project Cost $2,125,860 Project Cost $2,612,148 
Loan Amount $1,925,208.60 Loan Amount $1,488,102.00 Loan Amount $1,828,503.60 
Debt 70% Debt 70% Debt 70% 
Equity $825,089 Equity $637,758 Equity $783,644 
Repayment per Year $192,520.86 Repayment per Year $148,810.20 Repayment per Year $182,850.36 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
10 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
10 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
10 
LIBOR % 2.60% LIBOR % 2.60% LIBOR % 2.60% 
SPREAD % 2% SPREAD % 2% SPREAD % 2% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Deposit rate equity 4.00% Deposit rate equity 4.00% Deposit rate equity 4.00% 
222 
 












Rf Risk-free rate % 
US T bonds 
2.64% 
Rf Risk-free rate % 
US T bonds 
2.64% 
Rf Risk-free rate % 
US T bonds 
2.64% 
Beta OLS BHSI to 
BDI UN-Levered 
0.113668 
Beta OLS BHSI to 
BDI UN-Levered 
0.113668 
Beta OLS BHSI to 
BDI UN-Levered 
0.113668 
Beta Levered 0.378893333 Beta Levered 0.378893333 Beta Levered 0.378893333 
CoE Cost of Equity 
% 
7.53% 
CoE Cost of Equity 
% 
7.53% 
CoE Cost of Equity 
% 
7.53% 
WACC 5.48% WACC 5.48% WACC 5.48% 
CAPEX CLOSED-
LOOP SCRUBBER  
CAPEX OPEN 
LOOP SCRUBBER  
CAPEX HYBRID 
SCRUBBER  
Equipment cost USD $1,584,120 Equipment cost USD $1,326,240 Equipment cost USD $1,414,656.00 
Install+comission 
65% EQP cost 
$1,029,678.00 
Install+comission 
50% EQP cost 
$663,120.00 
Install+comission 
75% EQP cost 
$1,060,992.00 
5 Year T/C Rate 
Handy size per day 
$9,750.00 
5 Year T/C Rate 
Handy size per day 
$9,750.00 
5 Year T/C Rate 
Handy size per day 
$9,750.00 
Freight loss 14 days $136,500.00 Freight loss 14 days $136,500.00 Freight loss 14 days $136,500.00 





OPEX COST OPEN 

















Add load cost 
scrubber oper 1.0% 
HFO cost 
$23,390.12 
Add load cost 
scrubber oper 2% 
HFO cost 
$46,780.24 
Add load cost 




4% EQP cost 
$63,364.80 
Maintenance opex 
4% EQP cost 
$53,049.60 
Maintenance opex 
4% EQP cost 
$56,586.24 
OPEX inflation rate 3% OPEX inflation rate 3% OPEX inflation rate 3% 





































HFO Annual cost $2,339,012.00 HFO Annual cost $2,339,012.00 HFO Annual cost $2,339,012.00 


























HFO 380 Rotterdam 
price (USD/Tonne) 
$403.00 
HFO 380 Rotterdam 
price (USD/Tonne) 
$403.00 



























Note: Handysize Bulk carrier vessel “A” calculations: Input data figures at fuel price spread of 150 
USD/Tonne similar calculations performed with the base sheet for spreads from 200 to 500 
USD/Tonne. 
 







































-100% -100% -100% -100% -100% -100% -100% -100% -100% 
 
PBP 48.86 


























-88% -50% -27% -14% -6% -2% 1% 3% 5% 6% 
 
PBP 7.14 




















-67% -17% 2% 10% 13% 15% 16% 16% 16% 16% 
 
PBP 2.93 






















-45% 6% 20% 24% 25% 25% 24% 23% 22% 21% 
 
PBP 1.81 


























-24% 25% 34% 35% 33% 31% 30% 28% 27% 25% 
 
PBP 1.31 



























-2% 41% 45% 43% 40% 37% 34% 32% 30% 28% 
 
PBP 1.02 



























19% 56% 55% 50% 46% 41% 38% 35% 33% 31% 
 
PBP 0.84 





























41% 70% 64% 57% 50% 45% 41% 38% 35% 33% 
 
PBP 0.71 
         
Note; Closed-loop scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread 
from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 10-year amortisation period. NPV denotes 
net present value, MIRR modified internal rate of return, PBP denotes payback period in years. 
 



























































































11% 24% 27% 27% 27% 26% 25% 24% 23% 
 
PBP 1.65 



























34% 41% 40% 37% 35% 32% 30% 29% 27% 
 
PBP 1.13 
























350 MIRR 16% 54% 54% 49% 45% 41% 38% 35% 32% 30% 
 
PBP 0.86 
























400 MIRR 44% 71% 65% 57% 51% 46% 42% 38% 36% 33% 
 
PBP 0.70 
























450 MIRR 72% 87% 75% 65% 56% 50% 45% 41% 38% 36% 
 
PBP 0.58 





























         
 Note; Open-loop scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread 
from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 10-year amortisation period. NPV denotes 
net present value, MIRR modified internal rate of return, PBP denotes payback period in years. 
 

































































-39% -17% -5% 1% 4% 7% 8% 9% 10% 
 
PBP 5.16 


























-9% 9% 15% 18% 19% 19% 19% 18% 18% 
 
PBP 2.44 



























14% 26% 28% 28% 28% 26% 25% 24% 23% 
 
PBP 1.58 



























32% 39% 39% 36% 34% 32% 30% 28% 27% 
 
PBP 1.17 
























400 MIRR 8% 49% 50% 47% 43% 39% 36% 34% 31% 30% 
 
PBP 0.92 
























450 MIRR 31% 64% 60% 54% 48% 44% 40% 37% 34% 32% 
 
PBP 0.76 





























         
 Note; Hybrid scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread from 
150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 10-year amortisation period. NPV denotes net 







Table 84. Handysize Bulk carrier vessel “C” input datasheet 
 
VESSEL NAME C VESSEL NAME C VESSEL NAME C 
Vessel type 








Year built 2014 Year built 2014 Year built 2014 
Expected lifetime 20 years Expected lifetime 20 years Expected lifetime 20 years 
Remaining lifetime 15 years Remaining lifetime 15 years Remaining lifetime 15 years 
DWT / GT 
38,147 / 
23,254 
DWT / GT 
38,147 / 
23,254 
DWT / GT 
38,147 / 
23,254 















Engine KW rating  6820 KW Engine KW rating 6820 KW Engine KW rating 6820 KW 
Eco speed Knots 12.7 Knots Eco speed Knots 12.7 Knots Eco speed Knots 12.7 Knots 
Steaming days per year 200 Steaming days per year 200 Steaming days per year 200 
Fuel consumptions 




















HSFO eco speed 
(Mt/day) 
19.6 
NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 










Project Cost $2,555,895 Project Cost $1,977,900 Project Cost $2,428,020 
Loan Amount $1,789,127 Loan Amount $1,384,530 Loan Amount $1,699,614 
Debt 70% Debt 70% Debt 70% 
Equity $766,769 Equity $593,370 Equity $728,406 
Repayment per Year $178,912.65 Repayment per Year $138,453.00 Repayment per Year $169,961.40 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
10 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
10 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
10 
LIBOR % 2.60% LIBOR % 2.60% LIBOR % 2.60% 
SPREAD % 2% SPREAD % 2% SPREAD % 2% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Deposit rate equity 4.00% Deposit rate equity 4.00% Deposit rate equity 4.00% 
Rm Market return 
Weighted avg portfolio 
% 
15.55% 
Rm Market return 
Weighted avg portfolio 
% 
15.55% 
Rm Market return 





Rf Risk-free rate % US 
T bonds 
2.64% 
Rf Risk-free rate % US 
T bonds 
2.64% 
Rf Risk-free rate % US 
T bonds 
2.64% 
Beta OLS BHSI to BDI 
UN-Levered 
0.113668 
Beta OLS BHSI to BDI 
UN-Levered 
0.113668 
Beta OLS BHSI to BDI 
UN-Levered 
0.113668 
Beta Levered 0.378893333 Beta Levered 0.378893333 Beta Levered 0.378893333 
CoE Cost of Equity % 7.53% CoE Cost of Equity % 7.53% CoE Cost of Equity % 7.53% 
WACC 5.48% WACC 5.48% WACC 5.48% 
CAPEX CLOSED-
LOOP SCRUBBER  














5 Year T/C Rate Handy 
size per day 
$9,750.00 
5 Year T/C Rate Handy 
size per day 
$9,750.00 
5 Year T/C Rate Handy 
size per day 
$9,750.00 
Freight loss 14 days $136,500.00 Freight loss 14 days $136,500.00 Freight loss 14 days $136,500.00 





OPEX COST OPEN 
LOOP SCRUBBER  
OPEX COST HYBRID 
SCRUBBER  
Chemical consumption 
3.0% HFO cost 
$62,589.93 
Chemical consumption 
0% HFO cost 
$0.00 
Chemical consumption 
1.5% HFO cost 
$31,294.97 
Add load cost scrubber 
oper 1.0% HFO cost 
$20,863.31 
Add load cost scrubber 
oper 2.0% HFO cost 
$41,726.62 
Add load cost scrubber 
oper 1.5% HFO cost 
$31,294.97 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$58,652.00 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$49,104.00 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$52,377.60 
OPEX inflation rate 3% OPEX inflation rate 3% OPEX inflation rate 3% 













HFO ECO daily 
consumption (MT/Day)
19.6 
HFO ECO daily 
consumption (MT/Day)
19.6 












HFO Annual cost $2,086,331.00 HFO Annual cost $2,086,331.00 HFO Annual cost $2,086,331.00 
MGO ECO daily 
consumption (MT/Day)
18.62 
MGO ECO daily 
consumption (MT/Day)
18.62 












HFO 380 Rotterdam 
price (USD/Tonne) 
$403.00 
HFO 380 Rotterdam 
price (USD/Tonne) 
$403.00 


















SPREAD MGO HFO 150 SPREAD MGO HFO 150 SPREAD MGO HFO 150 
Note: Handysize Bulk carrier vessel “C” calculations: Input data figures at fuel price spread of 150 















SPREAD YEAR 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 
NPV ($794,769.24) ($816,647.37) ($833,030.58) ($844,495.91) ($851,573.34) ($854,749.19) ($854,469.29) ($851,141.89) ($845,140.41) ($836,806.05) 
150 MIRR -100% -100% -100% -100% -100% -100% -66% -47% -36% -28% 
 
PBP 27.10 
         
 
NPV ($618,241.59) ($472,761.98) ($330,481.02) ($191,524.15) ($55,993.22) $76,031.35 $204,488.55 $329,334.96 $450,543.00 $568,099.41 
200 MIRR -80% -35% -13% -2% 3% 7% 8% 10% 10% 11% 
 
PBP 4.62 
         
 
NPV ($441,713.94) ($128,876.59) $172,068.54 $461,447.61 $739,586.91 $1,006,811.90 $1,263,446.40 $1,509,811.81 $1,746,226.42 $1,973,004.88 
250 MIRR -55% -4% 12% 18% 20% 21% 20% 20% 20% 19% 
 
PBP 2.21 
         
 
NPV ($265,186.29) $215,008.80 $674,618.10 $1,114,419.37 $1,535,167.03 $1,937,592.45 $2,322,404.25 $2,690,288.65 $3,041,909.84 $3,377,910.34 
300 MIRR -31% 19% 30% 31% 31% 29% 28% 26% 25% 24% 
 
PBP 1.44 
         
 
NPV ($88,658.64) $558,894.19 $1,177,167.66 $1,767,391.13 $2,330,747.15 $2,868,373.00 $3,381,362.10 $3,870,765.50 $4,337,593.26 $4,782,815.81 
350 MIRR -7% 38% 43% 41% 39% 36% 33% 31% 29% 28% 
 
PBP 1.07 
         
 
NPV $87,869.01 $902,779.58 $1,679,717.22 $2,420,362.89 $3,126,327.27 $3,799,153.54 $4,440,319.95 $5,051,242.35 $5,633,276.67 $6,187,721.27 
400 MIRR 18% 55% 55% 50% 45% 41% 38% 35% 33% 31% 
 
PBP 0.85 
         
 
NPV $264,396.66 $1,246,664.97 $2,182,266.79 $3,073,334.65 $3,921,907.40 $4,729,934.09 $5,499,277.79 $6,231,719.20 $6,928,960.09 $7,592,626.73 
450 MIRR 42% 70% 64% 57% 51% 46% 41% 38% 35% 33% 
 
PBP 0.70 
         
 
NPV $440,924.31 $1,590,550.36 $2,684,816.35 $3,726,306.41 $4,717,487.52 $5,660,714.64 $6,558,235.64 $7,412,196.04 $8,224,643.51 $8,997,532.20 
500 MIRR 66% 84% 73% 63% 55% 49% 45% 41% 38% 35% 
 
PBP 0.60 
         
 Note; Closed-loop scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread 
from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 10-year amortisation period. NPV denotes 













SPREAD YEAR 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 
NPV ($523,332.70) ($452,805.07) ($382,064.32) ($311,359.03) ($240,911.37) ($170,919.20) ($101,558.05) ($32,982.92) $34,670.02 $101,281.88 
150 MIRR -88% -49% -26% -13% -5% -1% 2% 4% 5% 6% 
 
PBP 6.81 
         
 
NPV ($346,805.05) ($108,919.68) $120,485.24 $341,612.73 $554,668.75 $759,861.35 $957,399.80 $1,147,493.93 $1,330,353.44 $1,506,187.34 
200 MIRR -56% -5% 12% 18% 20% 20% 20% 20% 19% 19% 
 
PBP 2.25 
         
 
NPV ($170,277.40) $234,965.71 $623,034.80 $994,584.49 $1,350,248.88 $1,690,641.90 $2,016,357.65 $2,327,970.78 $2,626,036.86 $2,911,092.80 
250 MIRR -25% 24% 33% 34% 33% 31% 30% 28% 26% 25% 
 
PBP 1.33 
         
 
NPV $6,250.25 $578,851.11 $1,125,584.36 $1,647,556.25 $2,145,829.00 $2,621,422.44 $3,075,315.50 $3,508,447.62 $3,921,720.27 $4,315,998.27 
300 MIRR 7% 48% 50% 46% 42% 39% 36% 33% 31% 29% 
 
PBP 0.94 
         
 
NPV $182,777.90 $922,736.50 $1,628,133.93 $2,300,528.01 $2,941,409.12 $3,552,202.99 $4,134,273.35 $4,688,924.47 $5,217,403.69 $5,720,903.73 
350 MIRR 38% 68% 63% 56% 50% 45% 41% 38% 35% 33% 
 
PBP 0.72 
         
 
NPV $359,305.55 $1,266,621.89 $2,130,683.49 $2,953,499.76 $3,736,989.24 $4,482,983.54 $5,193,231.19 $5,869,401.32 $6,513,087.11 $7,125,809.20 
400 MIRR 69% 86% 74% 64% 56% 50% 45% 41% 38% 35% 
 
PBP 0.59 
         
 
NPV $535,833.20 $1,610,507.28 $2,633,233.05 $3,606,471.52 $4,532,569.37 $5,413,764.09 $6,252,189.04 $7,049,878.16 $7,808,770.53 $8,530,714.66 
450 MIRR 101% 103% 85% 71% 61% 54% 49% 44% 41% 38% 
 
PBP 0.50 
         
 
NPV $712,360.85 $1,954,392.67 $3,135,782.61 $4,259,443.28 $5,328,149.49 $6,344,544.63 $7,311,146.89 $8,230,355.01 $9,104,453.94 $9,935,620.13 
500 MIRR 132% 118% 94% 77% 66% 58% 52% 47% 43% 40% 
 
PBP 0.43 
         
 Note; Open-loop scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread 
from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 10-year amortisation period. NPV denotes 













SPREAD YEAR 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 
NPV ($719,743.57) ($706,556.54) ($689,386.80) ($668,730.64) ($645,042.05) ($618,735.85) ($590,190.52) ($559,750.94) ($527,730.89) ($494,415.36) 
150 MIRR -99% -82% -60% -44% -32% -23% -17% -13% -9% -6% 
 
PBP 15.44 
         
 
NPV ($543,215.92) ($362,671.15) ($186,837.24) ($15,758.88) $150,538.07 $312,044.70 $468,767.33 $620,725.91 $767,952.53 $910,490.10 
200 MIRR -73% -26% -5% 4% 9% 11% 13% 13% 14% 14% 
 
PBP 3.59 
         
 
NPV ($366,688.27) ($18,785.76) $315,712.32 $637,212.88 $946,118.19 $1,242,825.25 $1,527,725.18 $1,801,202.75 $2,063,635.95 $2,315,395.57 
250 MIRR -48% 4% 18% 23% 24% 24% 23% 22% 22% 21% 
 
PBP 1.90 
         
 
NPV ($190,160.62) $325,099.63 $818,261.88 $1,290,184.64 $1,741,698.31 $2,173,605.80 $2,586,683.03 $2,981,679.60 $3,359,319.36 $3,720,301.03 
300 MIRR -22% 26% 35% 35% 34% 32% 30% 28% 27% 26% 
 
PBP 1.28 
         
 
NPV ($13,632.97) $668,985.02 $1,320,811.45 $1,943,156.40 $2,537,278.44 $3,104,386.34 $3,645,640.88 $4,162,156.45 $4,655,002.78 $5,125,206.50 
350 MIRR 4% 46% 48% 45% 42% 38% 35% 33% 31% 29% 
 
PBP 0.97 
         
 
NPV $162,894.68 $1,012,870.41 $1,823,361.01 $2,596,128.16 $3,332,858.56 $4,035,166.89 $4,704,598.72 $5,342,633.30 $5,950,686.20 $6,530,111.96 
400 MIRR 29% 62% 59% 53% 48% 43% 40% 37% 34% 32% 
 
PBP 0.77 
         
 
NPV $339,422.33 $1,356,755.80 $2,325,910.57 $3,249,099.92 $4,128,438.68 $4,965,947.44 $5,763,556.57 $6,523,110.14 $7,246,369.62 $7,935,017.43 
450 MIRR 55% 78% 69% 60% 53% 48% 43% 40% 37% 34% 
 
PBP 0.65 
         
 
NPV $515,949.98 $1,700,641.20 $2,828,460.13 $3,902,071.68 $4,924,018.80 $5,896,727.99 $6,822,514.42 $7,703,586.99 $8,542,053.03 $9,339,922.89 
500 MIRR 80% 92% 78% 67% 58% 51% 46% 42% 39% 36% 
 
PBP 0.55 
         
 Note; Hybrid scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread from 
150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 10-year amortisation period. NPV denotes net 








Table 88. Supramax Bulk carrier vessel “D” input datasheet 
 










Year built 2015 Year built 2015 Year built 2015 
Expected lifetime 20 years Expected lifetime 20 years Expected lifetime 20 years 
Remaining lifetime 16 years Remaining lifetime 16 years Remaining lifetime 16 years 
DWT / GT 63,800 / 36,332 DWT / GT 63,800 / 36,332 DWT / GT 63,800 / 36,332 


















Engine KW rating  8050 KW Engine KW rating 8050 KW Engine KW rating 8050 KW 
Eco speed Knots 11.5 Knots Eco speed Knots 11.5 Knots Eco speed Knots 11.5 Knots 
Steaming days per 
year 
260 
Steaming days per 
year 
260 





































































Project Cost $2,990,488 Project Cost $2,308,250 Project Cost $2,839,550 
Loan Amount $2,093,341 Loan Amount $1,615,775 Loan Amount $1,987,685 
Debt 70% Debt 70% Debt 70% 
Equity $897,146 Equity $692,475 Equity $851,865 
Repayment per Year $209,334.13 Repayment per Year $161,577.50 Repayment per Year $198,768.50 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
10 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
10 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
10 
LIBOR % 2.60% LIBOR % 2.60% LIBOR % 2.60% 
SPREAD % 2% SPREAD % 2% SPREAD % 2% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Deposit rate equity 4.00% Deposit rate equity 4.00% Deposit rate equity 4.00% 












Rf Risk-free rate % 
US T bonds 
2.64% 
Rf Risk-free rate % 
US T bonds 
2.64% 
Rf Risk-free rate % 




Beta OLS BSI to BDI 
UN-Levered 
0.162433 
Beta OLS BSI to BDI 
UN-Levered 
0.162433 
Beta OLS BSI to BDI 
UN-Levered 
0.162433 
Beta Levered 0.541443333 Beta Levered 0.541443333 Beta Levered 0.541443333 
CoE Cost of Equity 
% 
9.63% 
CoE Cost of Equity 
% 
9.63% 
CoE Cost of Equity 
% 
9.63% 
WACC 6.11% WACC 6.11% WACC 6.11% 
CAPEX CLOSED-
LOOP SCRUBBER  
CAPEX OPEN 
LOOP SCRUBBER  
CAPEX HYBRID 
SCRUBBER  
Equipment cost USD $1,730,750.00 Equipment cost USD $1,449,000.00 Equipment cost USD $1,545,600.00 
Install+comission 
65% EQP cost 
$1,124,987.50 
Install+comission 
50% EQP cost 
$724,500.00 
Install+comission 
75% EQP cost 
$1,159,200.00 
5 Year T/C Rate 
SUPRAMAX per day 
$9,625.00 
5 Year T/C Rate 
SUPRAMAX per day
$9,625.00 
5 Year T/C Rate 
SUPRAMAX per day 
$9,625.00 
Freight loss 14 days $134,750.00 Freight loss 14 days $134,750.00 Freight loss 14 days $134,750.00 





OPEX COST OPEN 

















Add load cost 
scrubber oper 1% 
HFO cost 
$28,093.13 
Add load cost 
scrubber oper 2% 
HFO cost 
$56,186.26 
Add load cost 




4% EQP cost 
$69,230.00 
Maintenance opex 
4% EQP cost 
$57,960.00 
Maintenance opex 
4% EQP cost 
$61,824.00 
OPEX inflation rate 3% OPEX inflation rate 3% OPEX inflation rate 3% 





































HFO Annual cost $2,809,313.00 HFO Annual cost $2,809,313.00 HFO Annual cost $2,809,313.00 
























HFO 380 Rotterdam 
price (USD/Tonne) 
$403.00 
HFO 380 Rotterdam 
price (USD/Tonne) 
$403.00 


















SPREAD MGO HFO 150 SPREAD MGO HFO 150 SPREAD MGO HFO 150 
Note: Supramax Bulk carrier vessel “D” calculations: Input data figures at fuel price spread of 150 














SPREAD YEAR 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 
NPV ($819,926.83) ($742,164.31) ($664,265.90) ($586,590.65) ($509,453.81) ($433,130.70) ($357,860.39) ($283,849.06) ($211,273.06) ($140,281.78) 
150 MIRR -91% -56% -33% -19% -11% -6% -2% 0% 2% 3% 
 
PBP 8.73 
         
 
NPV ($575,507.63) ($267,397.14) $27,588.09 $309,852.45 $579,800.19 $837,834.07 $1,084,354.04 $1,319,756.18 $1,544,431.69 $1,758,766.12
200 MIRR -62% -12% 6% 13% 16% 17% 18% 18% 17% 17% 
 
PBP 2.59 
         
 
NPV ($331,088.43) $207,370.03 $719,442.08 $1,206,295.55 $1,669,054.19 $2,108,798.84 $2,526,568.47 $2,923,361.41 $3,300,136.45 $3,657,814.02
250 MIRR -33% 17% 28% 30% 30% 29% 27% 26% 25% 24% 
 
PBP 1.49 
         
 
NPV ($86,669.23) $682,137.19 $1,411,296.07 $2,102,738.65 $2,758,308.20 $3,379,763.60 $3,968,782.90 $4,526,966.64 $5,055,841.21 $5,556,861.92
300 MIRR -4% 40% 44% 42% 39% 36% 34% 32% 30% 28% 
 
PBP 1.04 
         
 
NPV $157,749.97 $1,156,904.36 $2,103,150.05 $2,999,181.75 $3,847,562.20 $4,650,728.37 $5,410,997.32 $6,130,571.87 $6,811,545.96 $7,455,909.82
350 MIRR 25% 60% 58% 52% 47% 42% 39% 36% 33% 31% 
 
PBP 0.80 
         
 
NPV $402,169.17 $1,631,671.53 $2,795,004.04 $3,895,624.85 $4,936,816.20 $5,921,693.14 $6,853,211.75 $7,734,177.11 $8,567,250.72 $9,354,957.72
400 MIRR 54% 77% 69% 60% 53% 47% 43% 40% 37% 34% 
 
PBP 0.65 
         
 
NPV $646,588.37 $2,106,438.70 $3,486,858.03 $4,792,067.95 $6,026,070.20 $7,192,657.90 $8,295,426.18 $9,337,782.34 $10,322,955.48 $11,254,005.62
450 MIRR 83% 93% 79% 67% 58% 52% 47% 43% 39% 36% 
 
PBP 0.55 
         
 
NPV $891,007.57 $2,581,205.87 $4,178,712.01 $5,688,511.05 $7,115,324.21 $8,463,622.67 $9,737,640.61 $10,941,387.57 $12,078,660.23 $13,153,053.52
500 MIRR 111% 108% 88% 73% 63% 55% 50% 45% 41% 38% 
 
PBP 0.47 
         
 Note; Closed-loop scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread 
from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 10-year amortisation period. NPV denotes 


















($301,800.58) ($116,726.89) $61,634.79 $233,398.49 $398,689.03 $557,640.35 $710,393.96 $857,097.60 $997,903.99 
150 MIRR -70% -21% -1% 8% 12% 13% 14% 15% 15% 15% 
 
PBP 3.20 










$1,999,854.78 $2,313,999.19 $2,612,802.36 $2,896,951.89
200 MIRR -32% 18% 29% 31% 30% 29% 28% 26% 25% 24% 
 
PBP 1.47 














$3,442,069.21 $3,917,604.43 $4,368,507.11 $4,795,999.79
250 MIRR 5% 47% 49% 46% 42% 39% 36% 33% 31% 29% 
 
PBP 0.95 















$4,884,283.63 $5,521,209.66 $6,124,211.87 $6,695,047.69
300 MIRR 43% 71% 65% 57% 51% 46% 42% 38% 36% 33% 
 
PBP 0.70 















$6,326,498.06 $7,124,814.89 $7,879,916.63 $8,594,095.59
350 MIRR 80% 92% 78% 67% 58% 51% 46% 42% 39% 36% 
 
PBP 0.55 















$7,768,712.49 $8,728,420.12 $9,635,621.38 
$10,493,143.4
9 
400 MIRR 118% 111% 90% 75% 64% 56% 50% 46% 42% 39% 
 
PBP 0.46 






















450 MIRR 155% 128% 100% 82% 69% 60% 54% 49% 44% 41% 
 
PBP 0.39 























500 MIRR 193% 144% 109% 88% 74% 64% 57% 51% 47% 43% 
 
PBP 0.34 
         
 Note; Open-loop scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread 
from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 10-year amortisation period. NPV denotes 

















($606,525.47) ($486,644.59) ($368,957.75) ($253,669.54) ($140,951.53) ($30,945.50) $76,233.65 $180,495.18 $281,770.08 
150 MIRR -85% -43% -21% -9% -2% 2% 5% 6% 7% 8% 
 
PBP 5.85 





($131,758.30) $205,209.40 $527,485.35 $835,584.46
$1,130,013.2
3 
$1,411,268.93 $1,679,838.88 $1,936,199.94 $2,180,817.98
200 MIRR -54% -3% 13% 19% 21% 21% 21% 20% 20% 19% 
 
PBP 2.16 












$2,853,483.35 $3,283,444.11 $3,691,904.69 $4,079,865.88
250 MIRR -24% 25% 34% 35% 33% 32% 30% 28% 27% 25% 
 
PBP 1.31 
         
 









$4,295,697.78 $4,887,049.34 $5,447,609.45 $5,978,913.78
300 MIRR 7% 48% 50% 46% 42% 39% 36% 33% 31% 29% 
 
PBP 0.94 















$5,737,912.21 $6,490,654.58 $7,203,314.21 $7,877,961.68
350 MIRR 37% 67% 63% 56% 50% 45% 41% 38% 35% 33% 
 
PBP 0.73 















$7,180,126.64 $8,094,259.81 $8,959,018.96 $9,777,009.58
400 MIRR 68% 85% 74% 64% 56% 50% 45% 41% 38% 35% 
 
PBP 0.60 




















450 MIRR 98% 101% 84% 71% 61% 54% 48% 44% 40% 37% 
 
PBP 0.50 























500 MIRR 128% 116% 93% 77% 66% 58% 51% 47% 43% 39% 
 
PBP 0.44 
         
 Note; Hybrid scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread from 
150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 10-year amortisation period. NPV denotes net 








Table 92. Supramax Bulk carrier vessel “E” input datasheet 
 










Year built 2009 Year built 2009 Year built 2009 
Expected lifetime 20 years Expected lifetime 20 years Expected lifetime 20 years 
Remaining lifetime 10 years Remaining lifetime 10 years Remaining lifetime 10 years 
DWT / GT 
55,668 / 
31,236 
DWT / GT 
55,668 / 
31,236 
DWT / GT 
55,668 / 
31,236 















Engine KW rating  9480 KW Engine KW rating 9480 KW Engine KW rating 9480 KW 
Eco speed Knots 12.75 Knots Eco speed Knots 12.75 Knots Eco speed Knots 12.75 Knots 
Steaming days per year 255 Steaming days per year 255 Steaming days per year 255 
Fuel consumptions 




















HSFO eco speed 
(Mt/day) 
27.1 
NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 










Project Cost $3,497,780 Project Cost $2,694,350 Project Cost $3,320,030 
Loan Amount $2,448,446 Loan Amount $1,886,045 Loan Amount $2,324,021 
Debt 70% Debt 70% Debt 70% 
Equity $1,049,334 Equity $808,305 Equity $996,009 
Repayment per Year $244,844.60 Repayment per Year $188,604.50 Repayment per Year $232,402.10 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
10 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
10 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
10 
LIBOR % 2.60% LIBOR % 2.60% LIBOR % 2.60% 
SPREAD % 2% SPREAD % 2% SPREAD % 2% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Deposit rate equity 4.00% Deposit rate equity 4.00% Deposit rate equity 4.00% 
Rm Market return 
Weighted avg portfolio 
% 
15.55% 
Rm Market return 
Weighted avg portfolio 
% 
15.55% 
Rm Market return 
Weighted avg portfolio 
% 
15.55% 
Rf Risk-free rate % US 
T bonds 
2.64% 
Rf Risk-free rate % US 
T bonds 
2.64% 
Rf Risk-free rate % US 
T bonds 
2.64% 
Beta OLS BSI to BDI 
UN-Levered 
0.162433 
Beta OLS BSI to BDI 
UN-Levered 
0.162433 
Beta OLS BSI to BDI 
UN-Levered 
0.162433 
Beta Levered 0.541443333 Beta Levered 0.541443333 Beta Levered 0.541443333 
238 
 
CoE Cost of Equity % 9.63% CoE Cost of Equity % 9.63% CoE Cost of Equity % 9.63% 
WACC 6.11% WACC 6.11% WACC 6.11% 
CAPEX CLOSED-
LOOP SCRUBBER  














5 Year T/C Rate 
SUPRAMAX size per 
day 
$9,625.00 
5 Year T/C Rate 
SUPRAMAX size per 
day 
$9,625.00 
5 Year T/C Rate 
SUPRAMAX size per 
day 
$9,625.00 
Freight loss 14 days $134,750.00 Freight loss 14 days $134,750.00 Freight loss 14 days $134,750.00 





OPEX COST OPEN 
LOOP SCRUBBER  
OPEX COST 
HYBRID SCRUBBER  
Chemical consumption 
3.0% HFO cost 
$98,902.25 
Chemical consumption 
0% HFO cost 
$0.00 
Chemical consumption 
1.5% HFO cost 
$49,451.12 
Add load cost scrubber 
oper 1.0% HFO cost 
$32,967.42 
Add load cost scrubber 
oper 2.0% HFO cost 
$65,934.83 
Add load cost scrubber 
oper 1.5% HFO cost 
$49,451.12 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$81,528.00 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$68,256.00 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$72,806.40 
OPEX inflation rate 3% OPEX inflation rate 3% OPEX inflation rate 3% 





































HFO Annual cost $3,296,741.50 HFO Annual cost $3,296,741.50 HFO Annual cost $3,296,741.50 
























HFO 380 Rotterdam 
price (USD/Tonne) 
$403.00 
HFO 380 Rotterdam 
price (USD/Tonne) 
$403.00 


















SPREAD MGO HFO 150 SPREAD MGO HFO 150 SPREAD MGO HFO 150 
Note: Supramax Bulk carrier vessel “E” calculations: Input data figures at fuel price spread of 150 


















($710,625.98) ($547,564.30) ($388,930.59) ($234,852.92) ($85,426.59) $59,282.44 $199,234.37 $334,412.66 $464,821.41 
150 MIRR -83% -40% -18% -6% 0% 4% 6% 7% 8% 9% 
 
PBP 5.36 








$1,523,181.84 $1,884,634.60 $2,228,852.31 $2,556,536.79 $2,868,369.12
200 MIRR -51% 0% 15% 20% 22% 22% 22% 21% 21% 20% 
 
PBP 2.04 












$3,131,790.27 $3,709,986.76 $4,258,470.25 $4,778,660.91 $5,271,916.83
250 MIRR -20% 28% 36% 36% 34% 32% 30% 29% 27% 26% 
 
PBP 1.25 













$4,740,398.70 $5,535,338.93 $6,288,088.19 $7,000,785.04 $7,675,464.54
300 MIRR 11% 51% 52% 48% 44% 40% 37% 34% 32% 30% 
 
PBP 0.90 













$6,349,007.12 $7,360,691.09 $8,317,706.14 $9,222,909.16 
$10,079,012.2
6 
350 MIRR 42% 71% 65% 57% 51% 46% 42% 38% 35% 33% 
 
PBP 0.70 




















400 MIRR 74% 88% 76% 65% 57% 50% 46% 42% 38% 36% 
 
PBP 0.58 






















450 MIRR 105% 105% 86% 72% 62% 55% 49% 45% 41% 38% 
 
PBP 0.49 























500 MIRR 136% 120% 95% 78% 67% 58% 52% 47% 43% 40% 
 
PBP 0.42 
         
 Note; Closed-loop scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread 
from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 10-year amortisation period. NPV denotes 



















$96,601.56 $373,607.34 $638,926.94 $892,936.13 $1,136,008.06 $1,368,512.21 $1,590,813.55 $1,803,271.79
150 MIRR -59% -8% 9% 16% 18% 19% 19% 19% 19% 18% 
 
PBP 2.39 








$2,017,551.44 $2,501,544.56 $2,961,360.22 $3,398,130.15 $3,812,937.68 $4,206,819.50
200 MIRR -18% 30% 37% 37% 35% 33% 31% 29% 28% 26% 
 
PBP 1.22 











$3,396,175.94 $4,110,152.99 $4,786,712.38 $5,427,748.09 $6,035,061.80 $6,610,367.21
250 MIRR 22% 58% 57% 51% 46% 42% 39% 36% 33% 31% 
 
PBP 0.82 











$4,774,800.45 $5,718,761.42 $6,612,064.54 $7,457,366.03 $8,257,185.93 $9,013,914.92
300 MIRR 63% 83% 72% 62% 55% 49% 44% 41% 37% 35% 
 
PBP 0.61 
















350 MIRR 104% 104% 85% 72% 62% 55% 49% 44% 41% 38% 
 
PBP 0.49 




















400 MIRR 144% 123% 97% 80% 68% 59% 53% 48% 44% 40% 
 
PBP 0.41 






















450 MIRR 185% 141% 107% 87% 73% 63% 56% 51% 46% 43% 
 
PBP 0.35 























500 MIRR 226% 158% 117% 93% 78% 67% 59% 53% 48% 44% 
 
PBP 0.31 
         
 Note; Open-loop scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread 
from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 10-year amortisation period. NPV denotes 


















($551,108.05) ($338,709.31) ($133,056.49) $65,852.53 $258,044.58 $443,568.18 $622,490.94 $794,897.08 $960,885.23 
150 MIRR -76% -29% -8% 2% 7% 9% 11% 12% 12% 12% 
 
PBP 3.98 










$1,866,653.01 $2,268,920.34 $2,652,108.88 $3,017,021.21 $3,364,432.95
200 MIRR -43% 8% 22% 25% 26% 25% 25% 24% 23% 22% 
 
PBP 1.74 












$3,475,261.44 $4,094,272.51 $4,681,726.83 $5,239,145.33 $5,767,980.66
250 MIRR -10% 36% 41% 40% 38% 35% 33% 31% 29% 27% 
 
PBP 1.11 













$5,083,869.86 $5,919,624.67 $6,711,344.77 $7,461,269.46 $8,171,528.37
300 MIRR 23% 59% 57% 51% 46% 42% 39% 36% 33% 31% 
 
PBP 0.81 













$6,692,478.29 $7,744,976.83 $8,740,962.71 $9,683,393.58 
$10,575,076.0
8 
350 MIRR 56% 79% 70% 61% 53% 48% 43% 40% 37% 34% 
 
PBP 0.64 




















400 MIRR 89% 96% 81% 69% 59% 53% 47% 43% 40% 37% 
 
PBP 0.53 






















450 MIRR 122% 113% 91% 75% 65% 57% 51% 46% 42% 39% 
 
PBP 0.45 























500 MIRR 155% 128% 100% 82% 69% 60% 54% 49% 44% 41% 
 
PBP 0.39 
         
 Note; Hybrid scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread from 
150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 10-year amortisation period. NPV denotes net 







Table 96. Panamax Bulk carrier vessel “F” input datasheet 
 










Year built 2011 Year built 2011 Year built 2011 
Expected lifetime 20 years Expected lifetime 20 years Expected lifetime 20 years 
Remaining lifetime 12 years Remaining lifetime 12 years Remaining lifetime 12 years 
DWT / GT 
95,790 
/50,617 
DWT / GT 
95,790 
/50,617 
DWT / GT 
95,790 
/50,617 















Engine KW rating  12950 KW Engine KW rating 12950 KW Engine KW rating 12950 KW 
Eco speed Knots 11.5 Knots Eco speed Knots 11.5 Knots Eco speed Knots 11.5 Knots 
Steaming days per year 230 Steaming days per year 230 Steaming days per year 230 
Fuel consumptions 




















HSFO eco speed 
(Mt/day) 
31.8 
NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 










Project Cost $4,626,561 Project Cost $3,412,500 Project Cost $4,367,563 
Loan Amount $3,238,592.98 Loan Amount $2,388,749.65 Loan Amount $3,057,293.75 
Debt 70% Debt 70% Debt 70% 
Equity $1,387,968 Equity $1,023,750 Equity $1,310,269 
Repayment per Year $323,859.30 Repayment per Year $238,874.97 Repayment per Year $305,729.38 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
10 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
10 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
10 
LIBOR % 2.60% LIBOR % 2.60% LIBOR % 2.60% 
SPREAD % 2% SPREAD % 2% SPREAD % 2% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Deposit rate equity 4.00% Deposit rate equity 4.00% Deposit rate equity 4.00% 
Rm Market return 
Weighted avg portfolio 
% 
15.55% 
Rm Market return 
Weighted avg portfolio 
% 
15.55% 
Rm Market return 
Weighted avg portfolio 
% 
15.55% 
Rf Risk-free rate % US 
T bonds 
2.64% 
Rf Risk-free rate % US 
T bonds 
2.64% 





Beta OLS BPI to BDI 
UN-Levered 
0.4794 
Beta OLS BPI to BDI 
UN-Levered 
0.4794 
Beta OLS BPI to BDI 
UN-Levered 
0.4794 
Beta Levered 1.598 Beta Levered 1.598 Beta Levered 1.598 
CoE Cost of Equity % 23.27% CoE Cost of Equity % 23.27% CoE Cost of Equity % 23.27% 
WACC 10.20% WACC 10.20% WACC 10.20% 
CAPEX CLOSED-
LOOP SCRUBBER  














5 Year T/C Rate 
Panamax per day 
$12,500.00 
5 Year T/C Rate 
Panamax per day 
$12,500.00 
5 Year T/C Rate 
Panamax per day 
$12,500.00 
Freight loss 14 days $175,000.00 Freight loss 14 days $175,000.00 Freight loss 14 days $175,000.00 





OPEX COST OPEN 
LOOP SCRUBBER  
OPEX COST HYBRID 
SCRUBBER  
Chemical consumption 
3.0% HFO cost 
$102,390.21 
Chemical consumption 
0% HFO cost 
$0.00 
Chemical consumption 
1.5% HFO cost 
$51,195.11 
Add load cost scrubber 
oper 1.0% HFO cost 
$34,130.07 
Add load cost scrubber 
oper 2.0% HFO cost 
$68,260.14 
Add load cost scrubber 
oper 1.5% HFO cost 
$51,195.11 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$107,916.64 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$86,333.32 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$95,830.00 
OPEX inflation rate 3% OPEX inflation rate 3% OPEX inflation rate 3% 













HFO ECO daily 
consumption (MT/Day)
31.8 
HFO ECO daily 
consumption (MT/Day)
31.8 












HFO Annual cost $3,413,007.00 HFO Annual cost $3,413,007.00 HFO Annual cost $3,413,007.00 
MGO ECO daily 
consumption (MT/Day)
30.21 
MGO ECO daily 
consumption (MT/Day)
30.21 












HFO 380 Rotterdam 
price (USD/Tonne) 
$403.00 
HFO 380 Rotterdam 
price (USD/Tonne) 
$403.00 


















SPREAD MGO HFO 150 SPREAD MGO HFO 150 SPREAD MGO HFO 150 
Note: Panamax Bulk carrier vessel “F” calculations: Input data figures at fuel price spread of 150 


























($985,795.61) ($928,899.37) ($873,597.48) ($820,140.40)
150 MIRR -96% -70% -47% -31% -21% -15% -10% -6% -4% -2% 
 
PBP 12.45 





($677,983.58) ($360,433.91) ($65,821.51) $207,294.71 $460,291.67 $694,481.14 $911,109.70 $1,111,359.13 $1,296,347.43
200 MIRR -71% -22% -2% 6% 11% 13% 14% 14% 14% 14% 
 
PBP 3.33 





($76,647.13) $500,501.33 $1,030,684.11 $1,517,566.38 $1,964,543.24 $2,374,757.89 $2,751,118.77 $3,096,315.74 $3,412,835.26
250 MIRR -46% 6% 20% 24% 25% 24% 24% 23% 22% 21% 
 
PBP 1.83 





$524,689.33 $1,361,436.57 $2,127,189.74 $2,827,838.05 $3,468,794.82 $4,055,034.64 $4,591,127.84 $5,081,272.34 $5,529,323.10
300 MIRR -21% 27% 36% 36% 34% 32% 30% 29% 27% 26% 
 
PBP 1.26 





$1,126,025.79 $2,222,371.81 $3,223,695.36 $4,138,109.72 $4,973,046.39 $5,735,311.38 $6,431,136.91 $7,066,228.95 $7,645,810.93
350 MIRR 4% 46% 49% 45% 42% 38% 36% 33% 31% 29% 
 
PBP 0.96 





$1,727,362.24 $3,083,307.06 $4,320,200.99 $5,448,381.39 $6,477,297.97 $7,415,588.13 $8,271,145.98 $9,051,185.56 $9,762,298.76
400 MIRR 29% 63% 60% 53% 48% 43% 40% 37% 34% 32% 
 
PBP 0.77 











450 MIRR 54% 78% 69% 60% 53% 48% 43% 40% 37% 34% 
 
PBP 0.65 














500 MIRR 79% 91% 78% 66% 58% 51% 46% 42% 39% 36% 
 
PBP 0.56 
         
 Note; Closed-loop scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread 
from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 10-year amortisation period. NPV denotes 
















($571,525.27) ($367,254.91) ($176,575.95) $1,230.37 $166,869.68 $321,030.50 $464,381.15 $597,567.31 $721,210.37 
150 MIRR -75% -28% -7% 3% 8% 10% 12% 12% 13% 13% 
 
PBP 3.81 








$1,671,121.25 $2,001,307.25 $2,304,390.22 $2,582,523.92 $2,837,698.21
200 MIRR -41% 10% 23% 26% 27% 26% 25% 24% 23% 22% 
 
PBP 1.68 












$3,175,372.83 $3,681,584.00 $4,144,399.29 $4,567,480.52 $4,954,186.04
250 MIRR -7% 38% 43% 41% 39% 36% 33% 31% 29% 28% 
 
PBP 1.07 













$4,679,624.40 $5,361,860.74 $5,984,408.36 $6,552,437.13 $7,070,673.87
300 MIRR 27% 61% 59% 53% 47% 43% 39% 36% 34% 32% 
 
PBP 0.79 













$6,183,875.98 $7,042,137.49 $7,824,417.43 $8,537,393.74 $9,187,161.70
350 MIRR 61% 81% 72% 62% 54% 49% 44% 40% 37% 35% 
 
PBP 0.62 


















400 MIRR 95% 100% 83% 70% 60% 53% 48% 44% 40% 37% 
 
PBP 0.51 






















450 MIRR 129% 116% 93% 77% 66% 58% 51% 47% 43% 39% 
 
PBP 0.44 























500 MIRR 163% 132% 102% 83% 70% 61% 54% 49% 45% 41% 
 
PBP 0.38 
         
 Note; Open-loop scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread 
from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 10-year amortisation period. NPV denotes 



























($565,424.44) ($474,788.77) ($388,575.11) ($306,782.66)
150 MIRR -90% -55% -31% -18% -9% -4% -1% 2% 3% 4% 
 
PBP 8.04 








$233,446.58 $550,566.44 $843,818.51 $1,114,852.31 $1,365,220.30 $1,596,381.49 $1,809,705.18
200 MIRR -64% -14% 5% 12% 15% 17% 17% 17% 17% 17% 
 
PBP 2.71 












$2,795,129.05 $3,205,229.37 $3,581,338.10 $3,926,193.01
250 MIRR -37% 14% 26% 28% 28% 27% 26% 25% 24% 23% 
 
PBP 1.59 














$4,475,405.80 $5,045,238.44 $5,566,294.71 $6,042,680.84
300 MIRR -11% 35% 41% 40% 38% 35% 33% 31% 29% 27% 
 
PBP 1.12 
         
 









$6,155,682.55 $6,885,247.51 $7,551,251.31 $8,159,168.68
350 MIRR 16% 54% 54% 49% 45% 41% 38% 35% 32% 30% 
 
PBP 0.86 














$7,835,959.29 $8,725,256.58 $9,536,207.92 
$10,275,656.5
1 
400 MIRR 42% 71% 65% 57% 51% 46% 42% 38% 35% 33% 
 
PBP 0.70 





















450 MIRR 69% 86% 74% 64% 56% 50% 45% 41% 38% 35% 
 
PBP 0.59 






















500 MIRR 95% 100% 83% 70% 61% 53% 48% 44% 40% 37% 
 
PBP 0.51 
         
 Note; Hybrid scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread from 
150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 10-year amortisation period. NPV denotes net 








Table 100. Panamax Bulk carrier vessel “G” input datasheet 
 










Year built 2008 Year built 2008 Year built 2008 
Expected lifetime 20 years Expected lifetime 20 years Expected lifetime 20 years 
Remaining lifetime 9 years Remaining lifetime 9 years Remaining lifetime 9 years 
DWT / GT 
83,610 / 
44,251 
DWT / GT 
83,610 / 
44,251 
DWT / GT 
83,610 / 
44,251 















Engine KW rating  11640 KW Engine KW rating 11640 KW Engine KW rating 11640 KW 
Eco speed Knots 12.0 Knots Eco speed Knots 12.0 Knots Eco speed Knots 12 
Steaming days per year 255 Steaming days per year 255 Steaming days per year 255 
Fuel consumptions 




















HSFO eco speed 
(Mt/day) 
28.05 
NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 










Project Cost $4,176,250 Project Cost $3,085,000 Project Cost $3,943,450 
Loan Amount $2,923,375 Loan Amount $2,159,500 Loan Amount $2,760,415 
Debt 70% Debt 70% Debt 70% 
Equity $1,252,875 Equity $925,500 Equity $1,183,035 
Repayment per Year $324,819.44 Repayment per Year $239,944.44 Repayment per Year $306,712.78 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
9 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
9 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
9 
LIBOR % 2.60% LIBOR % 2.60% LIBOR % 2.60% 
SPREAD % 2% SPREAD % 2% SPREAD % 2% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Deposit rate equity 4.00% Deposit rate equity 4.00% Deposit rate equity 4.00% 
Rm Market return 
Weighted avg portfolio 
% 
15.55% 
Rm Market return 
Weighted avg portfolio 
% 
15.55% 
Rm Market return 
Weighted avg portfolio 
% 
15.55% 
Rf Risk-free rate % US 
T bonds 
2.64% 
Rf Risk-free rate % US 
T bonds 
2.64% 
Rf Risk-free rate % US 
T bonds 
2.64% 
Beta OLS BPI to BDI 
UN-Levered 
0.4794 
Beta OLS BPI to BDI 
UN-Levered 
0.4794 





Beta Levered 1.598 Beta Levered 1.598 Beta Levered 1.598 
CoE Cost of Equity % 23.27% CoE Cost of Equity % 23.27% CoE Cost of Equity % 23.27% 
WACC 10.20% WACC 10.20% WACC 10.20% 
CAPEX CLOSED-
LOOP SCRUBBER  














5 Year T/C Rate 
Panamax per day 
$12,500.00 
5 Year T/C Rate 
Panamax per day 
$12,500.00 
5 Year T/C Rate 
Panamax per day 
$12,500.00 
Freight loss 14 days $175,000.00 Freight loss 14 days $175,000.00 Freight loss 14 days $175,000.00 





OPEX COST OPEN 
LOOP SCRUBBER  
OPEX COST HYBRID 
SCRUBBER  
Chemical consumption 
3.0% HFO cost 
$98,566.75 
Chemical consumption 
0% HFO cost 
$0.00 
Chemical consumption 
1.5% HFO cost 
$49,283.37 
Add load cost scrubber 
oper 1.0% HFO cost 
$32,855.58 
Add load cost scrubber 
oper 2.0% HFO cost 
$65,711.17 
Add load cost scrubber 
oper 1.5% HFO cost 
$49,283.37 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$97,000.00 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$77,600.00 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$86,136.00 
OPEX inflation rate 3% OPEX inflation rate 3% OPEX inflation rate 3% 





































HFO Annual cost $3,285,558.25 HFO Annual cost $3,285,558.25 HFO Annual cost $3,285,558.25 
























HFO 380 Rotterdam 
price (USD/Tonne) 
$403.00 
HFO 380 Rotterdam 
price (USD/Tonne) 
$403.00 


















SPREAD MGO HFO 150 SPREAD MGO HFO 150 SPREAD MGO HFO 150 
Note: Panamax Bulk carrier vessel “G” calculations: Input data figures at fuel price spread of 150 
USD/Tonne similar calculations performed with the base sheet for spreads from 200 to 500 
USD/Tonne. In considering the remaining commercial life of vessel amortisation period and project 



























($825,300.68) ($765,321.62) ($707,075.97) ($650,812.47)
150 MIRR -95% -67% -44% -29% -19% -12% -8% -4% -2% 0% 
 
PBP 11.19 





($548,240.05) ($232,644.32) $60,412.04 $332,316.85 $584,399.91 $817,931.41 $1,034,121.21 $1,234,118.77 $1,419,013.66
200 MIRR -68% -19% 1% 9% 13% 15% 15% 16% 16% 16% 
 
PBP 3.04 










$2,461,163.50 $2,833,564.04 $3,175,313.52 $3,488,839.80
250 MIRR -41% 10% 23% 27% 27% 26% 25% 24% 23% 22% 
 
PBP 1.68 










$4,104,395.59 $4,633,006.87 $5,116,508.27 $5,558,665.93
300 MIRR -14% 33% 40% 39% 37% 34% 32% 30% 28% 27% 
 
PBP 1.16 
         
 





$5,747,627.68 $6,432,449.71 $7,057,703.01 $7,628,492.07
350 MIRR 13% 52% 53% 49% 44% 40% 37% 34% 32% 30% 
 
PBP 0.88 










$7,390,859.77 $8,231,892.54 $8,998,897.76 $9,698,318.20
400 MIRR 41% 70% 64% 57% 50% 45% 41% 38% 35% 33% 
 
PBP 0.71 

















450 MIRR 68% 85% 74% 64% 56% 50% 45% 41% 38% 35% 
 
PBP 0.60 


















500 MIRR 95% 100% 83% 70% 60% 53% 48% 44% 40% 37% 
 
PBP 0.51 
         
 Note; Closed-loop scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread 
from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 9-year amortisation period. NPV denotes net 

















($478,106.31) ($275,656.08) ($86,467.23) $90,135.94 $254,820.96 $408,242.65 $551,039.56 $683,831.14 $807,215.64 
150 MIRR -72% -25% -4% 5% 10% 12% 13% 14% 14% 14% 
 
PBP 3.49 








$1,725,908.66 $2,051,474.74 $2,350,482.39 $2,625,025.89 $2,877,041.78
200 MIRR -36% 15% 27% 29% 29% 28% 27% 26% 24% 23% 
 
PBP 1.55 












$3,196,996.37 $3,694,706.83 $4,149,925.23 $4,566,220.63 $4,946,867.91
250 MIRR 1% 44% 47% 44% 41% 38% 35% 33% 31% 29% 
 
PBP 0.99 













$4,668,084.07 $5,337,938.92 $5,949,368.06 $6,507,415.38 $7,016,694.04
300 MIRR 38% 68% 63% 56% 50% 45% 41% 38% 35% 33% 
 
PBP 0.73 













$6,139,171.77 $6,981,171.01 $7,748,810.89 $8,448,610.12 $9,086,520.18
350 MIRR 74% 89% 76% 65% 57% 51% 46% 42% 39% 36% 
 
PBP 0.57 


















400 MIRR 111% 108% 88% 73% 63% 56% 50% 45% 41% 38% 
 
PBP 0.47 






















450 MIRR 148% 125% 98% 80% 68% 60% 53% 48% 44% 41% 
 
PBP 0.40 























500 MIRR 184% 141% 107% 87% 73% 63% 56% 51% 46% 43% 
 
PBP 0.35 
         
 Note; Open-loop scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread 
from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 9-year amortisation period. NPV denotes net 


















($951,022.92) ($839,015.92) ($730,407.40) ($625,585.94) ($524,834.85) ($428,348.56) ($336,247.01) ($248,587.96) ($165,377.76)
150 MIRR -89% -52% -28% -15% -7% -2% 1% 3% 5% 6% 
 
PBP 7.32 





($362,943.98) $2,938.49 $341,923.83 $655,798.48 $946,252.86 $1,214,883.53 $1,463,195.82 $1,692,606.79 $1,904,448.38
200 MIRR -60% -10% 8% 15% 17% 18% 19% 19% 18% 18% 
 
PBP 2.48 












$2,858,115.62 $3,262,638.65 $3,633,801.53 $3,974,274.51
250 MIRR -32% 18% 29% 31% 31% 29% 28% 27% 25% 24% 
 
PBP 1.46 














$4,501,347.70 $5,062,081.49 $5,574,996.28 $6,044,100.65
300 MIRR -3% 41% 45% 43% 40% 37% 34% 32% 30% 28% 
 
PBP 1.03 















$6,144,579.79 $6,861,524.32 $7,516,191.02 $8,113,926.78
350 MIRR 26% 60% 58% 52% 47% 43% 39% 36% 34% 32% 
 
PBP 0.80 















$7,787,811.88 $8,660,967.15 $9,457,385.77 
$10,183,752.9
1 
400 MIRR 55% 78% 69% 60% 53% 48% 43% 40% 37% 34% 
 
PBP 0.65 






















450 MIRR 83% 94% 79% 67% 59% 52% 47% 43% 39% 36% 
 
PBP 0.55 























500 MIRR 112% 108% 88% 73% 63% 56% 50% 45% 42% 38% 
 
PBP 0.47 
         
 Note; Hybrid scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread from 
150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 9-year amortisation period. NPV denotes net 








Table 104. VLOC Bulk carrier vessel “H” input datasheet 
 
VESSEL NAME H VESSEL NAME H VESSEL NAME H 
Vessel type VLOC Vessel type VLOC Vessel type VLOC 
Year built 2016 Year built 2016 Year built 2016 
Expected lifetime 20 years Expected lifetime 20 years Expected lifetime 20 years 
Remaining lifetime 17 years Remaining lifetime 17 years Remaining lifetime 17 years 
DWT / GT 
260,840 / 
134,840 
DWT / GT 
260,840 / 
134,840 
DWT / GT 
260,840 / 
134,840 


















Engine KW rating  18240 KW Engine KW rating 18240 KW Engine KW rating 18240 KW 
Eco speed Knots 13.2 Knots Eco speed Knots 13.2 Knots Eco speed Knots 13.2 Knots 
Steaming days per year 260 Steaming days per year 260 Steaming days per year 260 
Fuel consumptions 




















HSFO eco speed 
(Mt/day) 
54.5 
NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 










Project Cost $7,103,806 Project Cost $5,291,206 Project Cost $6,556,606 
Loan Amount $4,972,664.20 Loan Amount $3,703,844.20 Loan Amount $4,589,624.20 
Debt 70% Debt 70% Debt 70% 
Equity $2,131,142 Equity $1,587,362 Equity $1,966,982 
Repayment per Year $497,266.42 Repayment per Year $370,384.42 Repayment per Year $458,962.42 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
10 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
10 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
10 
LIBOR % 2.60% LIBOR % 2.60% LIBOR % 2.60% 
SPREAD % 2% SPREAD % 2% SPREAD % 2% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Deposit rate equity 4.00% Deposit rate equity 4.00% Deposit rate equity 4.00% 
Rm Market return 
Weighted avg portfolio 
% 
15.55% 
Rm Market return 
Weighted avg portfolio 
% 
15.55% 
Rm Market return 
Weighted avg portfolio 
% 
15.55% 
Rf Risk-free rate % US 
T bonds 
2.64% 
Rf Risk-free rate % US 
T bonds 
2.64% 





Beta OLS BCI to BDI 
UN-Levered 
2.3128 
Beta OLS BCI to BDI 
UN-Levered 
2.3128 
Beta OLS BCI to BDI 
UN-Levered 
2.3128 
Beta Levered 7.709333333 Beta Levered 7.709333333 Beta Levered 7.709333333 
CoE Cost of Equity % 102.15% CoE Cost of Equity % 102.15% CoE Cost of Equity % 102.15% 
WACC 33.87% WACC 33.87% WACC 33.87% 
CAPEX CLOSED 
LOOP SCRUBBER  














5 Year T/C Rate 
VLOC per day 
$23,729.00 
5 Year T/C Rate 
VLOC per day 
$23,729.00 
5 Year T/C Rate 
VLOC per day 
$23,729.00 
Freight loss 14 days $332,206.00 Freight loss 14 days $332,206.00 Freight loss 14 days $332,206.00 





OPEX COST OPEN 
LOOP SCRUBBER  
OPEX COST 
HYBRID SCRUBBER  
Chemical consumption 
3.0% HFO cost 
$191,408.88 
Chemical consumption 
0% HFO cost 
$0.00 
Chemical consumption 
1.5% HFO cost 
$95,704.44 
Add load cost scrubber 
oper 1.0% HFO cost 
$63,802.96 
Add load cost scrubber 
oper 2.0% HFO cost 
$127,605.92 
Add load cost scrubber 
oper 1.5% HFO cost 
$95,704.44 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$164,160.00 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$132,240.00 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$142,272.00 
OPEX inflation rate 3% OPEX inflation rate 3% OPEX inflation rate 3% 





































HFO Annual cost $6,380,296.00 HFO Annual cost $6,380,296.00 HFO Annual cost $6,380,296.00 
























HFO 380 Rotterdam 
price (USD/Tonne) 
$403.00 
HFO 380 Rotterdam 
price (USD/Tonne) 
$403.00 


















SPREAD MGO HFO 150 SPREAD MGO HFO 150 SPREAD MGO HFO 150 
Note: VLOC Bulk carrier vessel “H” calculations: Input data figures at fuel price spread of 150 

































150 MIRR -84% -42% -20% -8% -1% 3% 5% 7% 8% 8% 
 
PBP 5.71 





($799,605.43) ($365,402.23) ($36,929.52) $211,460.72 $399,220.11 $541,094.31 $648,256.64 $729,169.98 $790,241.59 
200 MIRR -52% -1% 15% 20% 21% 22% 21% 21% 20% 20% 
 
PBP 2.09 





$78,793.34 $793,576.27 $1,331,647.01 $1,736,610.72 $2,041,333.27 $2,270,581.02 $2,443,012.95 $2,572,683.85 $2,670,178.22
250 MIRR -21% 27% 36% 36% 34% 32% 30% 29% 27% 26% 
 
PBP 1.26 





$957,192.12 $1,952,554.76 $2,700,223.55 $3,261,760.71 $3,683,446.43 $4,000,067.74 $4,237,769.27 $4,416,197.72 $4,550,114.85
300 MIRR 11% 51% 51% 48% 43% 40% 37% 34% 32% 30% 
 
PBP 0.90 





$1,835,590.90 $3,111,533.26 $4,068,800.08 $4,786,910.71 $5,325,559.58 $5,729,554.45 $6,032,525.59 $6,259,711.59 $6,430,051.48
350 MIRR 42% 71% 65% 57% 51% 46% 42% 38% 35% 33% 
 
PBP 0.70 





$2,713,989.68 $4,270,511.76 $5,437,376.62 $6,312,060.71 $6,967,672.74 $7,459,041.17 $7,827,281.91 $8,103,225.46 $8,309,988.11
400 MIRR 74% 89% 76% 65% 57% 51% 46% 42% 38% 36% 
 
PBP 0.57 





$3,592,388.46 $5,429,490.26 $6,805,953.15 $7,837,210.70 $8,609,785.89 $9,188,527.88 $9,622,038.22 $9,946,739.33 
$10,189,924.7
4 
450 MIRR 106% 105% 86% 72% 62% 55% 49% 45% 41% 38% 
 
PBP 0.49 
















500 MIRR 137% 120% 95% 78% 67% 58% 52% 47% 43% 40% 
 
PBP 0.42 
         
 Note; Closed-loop scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread 
from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 10-year amortisation period. NPV denotes 























($43,911.39) $81,543.03 $176,699.44 $248,844.15 $303,519.35 $344,938.39 
150 MIRR -58% -7% 10% 16% 19% 19% 19% 19% 19% 18% 
 
PBP 2.36 








$1,481,238.60 $1,723,656.19 $1,906,186.15 $2,043,600.47 $2,147,033.22 $2,224,875.02
200 MIRR -16% 31% 38% 38% 36% 34% 32% 30% 28% 26% 
 
PBP 1.19 











$3,006,388.60 $3,365,769.35 $3,635,672.87 $3,838,356.79 $3,990,547.09 $4,104,811.65
250 MIRR 27% 61% 58% 53% 47% 43% 39% 36% 34% 32% 
 
PBP 0.79 











$4,531,538.60 $5,007,882.50 $5,365,159.58 $5,633,113.11 $5,834,060.96 $5,984,748.28
300 MIRR 69% 86% 74% 64% 56% 50% 45% 41% 38% 35% 
 
PBP 0.59 











$6,056,688.59 $6,649,995.66 $7,094,646.30 $7,427,869.42 $7,677,574.83 $7,864,684.91
350 MIRR 111% 108% 88% 73% 63% 56% 50% 45% 41% 38% 
 
PBP 0.47 











$7,581,838.59 $8,292,108.81 $8,824,133.01 $9,222,625.74 $9,521,088.70 $9,744,621.54
400 MIRR 154% 128% 100% 81% 69% 60% 54% 48% 44% 41% 
 
PBP 0.39 




















450 MIRR 196% 146% 110% 89% 74% 64% 57% 51% 47% 43% 
 
PBP 0.34 























500 MIRR 239% 163% 120% 95% 79% 68% 60% 54% 49% 45% 
 
PBP 0.30 
         
 Note; Open-loop scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread 
from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 10-year amortisation period. NPV denotes 
























($746,695.79) ($674,104.12) ($618,602.49) ($576,204.26) ($543,842.69)
150 MIRR -76% -29% -8% 2% 7% 9% 11% 12% 12% 13% 
 
PBP 3.95 





($458,895.33) $32,087.54 $403,187.80 $683,596.44 $895,417.36 $1,055,382.60 $1,176,153.83 $1,267,309.61 $1,336,093.94
200 MIRR -42% 10% 23% 26% 27% 26% 25% 24% 23% 22% 
 
PBP 1.70 










$2,537,530.52 $2,784,869.31 $2,970,910.14 $3,110,823.48 $3,216,030.57
250 MIRR -7% 38% 43% 41% 38% 36% 33% 31% 29% 28% 
 
PBP 1.08 










$4,179,643.67 $4,514,356.03 $4,765,666.46 $4,954,337.36 $5,095,967.20
300 MIRR 27% 61% 59% 53% 47% 43% 39% 36% 34% 32% 
 
PBP 0.79 










$5,821,756.83 $6,243,842.74 $6,560,422.78 $6,797,851.23 $6,975,903.83
350 MIRR 61% 81% 72% 62% 54% 49% 44% 40% 37% 35% 
 
PBP 0.62 










$7,463,869.99 $7,973,329.46 $8,355,179.10 $8,641,365.10 $8,855,840.46
400 MIRR 95% 100% 83% 70% 61% 53% 48% 44% 40% 37% 
 
PBP 0.51 

















450 MIRR 130% 117% 93% 77% 66% 58% 51% 47% 43% 40% 
 
PBP 0.44 




















500 MIRR 164% 132% 102% 83% 70% 61% 54% 49% 45% 41% 
 
PBP 0.38 
         
 Note; Hybrid scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread from 
150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 10-year amortisation period. NPV denotes net 








Table 108. VLOC Bulk carrier vessel “I” input datasheet 
 
VESSEL NAME I VESSEL NAME I VESSEL NAME I 
Vessel type VLOC Vessel type VLOC Vessel type VLOC 
Year built 2013 Year built 2013 Year built 2013 
Expected lifetime 20 years Expected lifetime 20 years Expected lifetime 20 years 
Remaining lifetime 14 years Remaining lifetime 14 years Remaining lifetime 14 years 
DWT / GT 
403,844 / 
199,595 
DWT / GT 
403,844 / 
199,595 
DWT / GT 
403,844 / 
199,595 





C9.5- T II 





C9.5- T II 





C9.5- T II 
Engine KW rating  29260 KW Engine KW rating 29260 KW Engine KW rating 29260 KW 
Eco speed Knots 12.45 Knots Eco speed Knots 12.45 Knots Eco speed Knots 12.45 Knots 
Steaming days per 
year 
292 
Steaming days per 
year 
292 
























HSFO eco speed 
(Mt/day) 
79.4 
NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 




NET AUX ENGINES 










Project Cost $5,677,502 Project Cost $4,293,749 Project Cost $5,634,832 
Loan Amount $3,974,251.47 Loan Amount $3,005,623.95 Loan Amount $3,944,382.40 
Debt 70% Debt 70% Debt 70% 
Equity $1,703,251 Equity $1,288,125 Equity $1,690,450 
Repayment per Year $397,425.15 Repayment per Year $300,562.40 Repayment per Year $394,438.24 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
10 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
10 
Amortisation (no of 
years) 
10 
LIBOR % 2.60% LIBOR % 2.60% LIBOR % 2.60% 
SPREAD % 2% SPREAD % 2% SPREAD % 2% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Interest rate (Libor + 
spread) CoD % 
4.60% 
Deposit rate equity 4.00% Deposit rate equity 4.00% Deposit rate equity 4.00% 












Rf Risk-free rate % 
US T bonds 
2.64% 
Rf Risk-free rate % 
US T bonds 
2.64% 
Rf Risk-free rate % 




Beta OLS BCI to BDI 
UN-Levered 
2.3128 
Beta OLS BCI to BDI 
UN-Levered 
2.3128 
Beta OLS BCI to BDI 
UN-Levered 
2.3128 
Beta Levered 7.709333333 Beta Levered 7.709333333 Beta Levered 7.709333333 
CoE Cost of Equity % 102.15% CoE Cost of Equity % 102.15% CoE Cost of Equity % 102.15% 
WACC 33.87% WACC 33.87% WACC 33.87% 
CAPEX CLOSED 
LOOP SCRUBBER  
CAPEX OPEN 
LOOP SCRUBBER  
CAPEX HYBRID 
SCRUBBER  
Equipment cost USD $3,129,194.00 Equipment cost USD $2,519,611.00 Equipment cost USD $2,926,000.00 
Install+comission 
65% EQP cost 
$2,033,976.10 
Install+comission 
50% EQP cost 
$1,259,805.50 
Install+comission 
75% EQP cost 
$2,194,500.00 
5 Year T/C Rate 
VLOC per day 
$36,738.00 
5 Year T/C Rate 
VLOC per day 
$36,738.00 
5 Year T/C Rate 
VLOC per day 
$36,738.00 
Freight loss 14 days $514,332.00 Freight loss 14 days $514,332.00 Freight loss 14 days $514,332.00 





OPEX COST OPEN 

















Add load cost 
scrubber oper 1.0% 
HFO cost 
$100,990.99 
Add load cost 
scrubber oper 2.0% 
HFO cost 
$201,981.99 
Add load cost 
scrubber oper 1.5% 
HFO cost 
$151,486.49 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$125,167.76 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$100,784.44 
Maintenance opex 4% 
EQP cost 
$117,040.00 
OPEX inflation rate 3% OPEX inflation rate 3% OPEX inflation rate 3% 





































HFO Annual cost $10,099,099.40 HFO Annual cost $10,099,099.40 HFO Annual cost $10,099,099.40 
























HFO 380 Rotterdam 
price (USD/Tonne) 
$403.00 
HFO 380 Rotterdam 
price (USD/Tonne) 
$403.00 


















SPREAD MGO HFO 150 SPREAD MGO HFO 150 SPREAD MGO HFO 150 
Note: VLOC Bulk carrier vessel “I” calculations: Input data figures at fuel price spread of 150 















($28,500.97) $509,661.94 $913,045.78 $1,215,311.45 $1,441,735.45 $1,611,292.94 $1,738,224.55 $1,833,214.57 $1,904,276.76
150 MIRR -25% 24% 33% 34% 33% 31% 29% 28% 26% 25% 
 
PBP 1.33 





$1,408,725.57 $2,405,969.96 $3,152,295.84 $3,710,745.30 $4,128,543.15 $4,441,060.31 $4,674,785.33 $4,849,551.94 $4,980,208.65
200 MIRR 40% 69% 64% 56% 50% 45% 41% 38% 35% 33% 
 
PBP 0.71 





$2,845,952.10 $4,302,277.98 $5,391,545.89 $6,206,179.15 $6,815,350.85 $7,270,827.68 $7,611,346.11 $7,865,889.30 $8,056,140.53
250 MIRR 105% 104% 86% 72% 62% 55% 49% 44% 41% 38% 
 
PBP 0.49 














300 MIRR 169% 134% 103% 84% 71% 62% 55% 49% 45% 42% 
 
PBP 0.37 


















350 MIRR 234% 161% 118% 94% 78% 68% 60% 54% 49% 45% 
 
PBP 0.30 




















400 MIRR 299% 185% 132% 103% 85% 73% 64% 57% 52% 47% 
 
PBP 0.25 






















450 MIRR 363% 207% 144% 111% 91% 77% 67% 60% 54% 49% 
 
PBP 0.22 























500 MIRR 428% 228% 155% 118% 96% 81% 70% 63% 56% 51% 
 
PBP 0.19 
         
 Note; Closed-loop scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread 
from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 10-year amortisation period. NPV denotes 

















$845,866.11 $1,531,889.80 $2,046,360.57 $2,432,126.06 $2,721,344.81 $2,938,149.76 $3,100,648.80 $3,222,427.27 $3,313,676.11
150 MIRR 27% 61% 58% 53% 47% 43% 39% 36% 34% 31% 
 
PBP 0.79 





$2,283,092.65 $3,428,197.82 $4,285,610.62 $4,927,559.91 $5,408,152.51 $5,767,917.13 $6,037,209.58 $6,238,764.63 $6,389,608.00
200 MIRR 112% 108% 88% 73% 63% 56% 50% 45% 41% 38% 
 
PBP 0.47 





$3,720,319.18 $5,324,505.85 $6,524,860.67 $7,422,993.76 $8,094,960.21 $8,597,684.50 $8,973,770.37 $9,255,101.99 $9,465,539.88
250 MIRR 198% 147% 110% 89% 74% 65% 57% 51% 47% 43% 
 
PBP 0.34 
















300 MIRR 283% 180% 129% 101% 84% 72% 63% 56% 51% 47% 
 
PBP 0.26 




















350 MIRR 369% 209% 145% 111% 91% 77% 68% 60% 54% 50% 
 
PBP 0.21 






















400 MIRR 454% 236% 159% 120% 98% 82% 72% 64% 57% 52% 
 
PBP 0.18 






















450 MIRR 540% 261% 171% 128% 103% 87% 75% 67% 60% 54% 
 
PBP 0.16 

























500 MIRR 625% 285% 183% 136% 108% 91% 78% 69% 62% 56% 
 
PBP 0.14 
         
 Note; Open-loop scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread 
from 150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 10-year amortisation period. NPV denotes 
net present value, MIRR modified internal rate of return, PBP denotes payback period in years. 
 






























150 MIRR -100% -25% 27% 47% 55% 58% 58% 58% 57% 55% 
 
PBP 1.21 























200 MIRR -52% 61% 91% 94% 91% 86% 82% 78% 74% 70% 
 
PBP 0.68 
























250 MIRR 13% 118% 128% 120% 110% 101% 94% 88% 83% 78% 
 
PBP 0.47 























300 MIRR 78% 164% 155% 139% 124% 112% 103% 95% 89% 84% 
 
PBP 0.36 
























350 MIRR 143% 202% 178% 154% 135% 121% 110% 101% 94% 88% 
 
PBP 0.29 
























400 MIRR 208% 236% 198% 167% 144% 128% 115% 106% 98% 91% 
 
PBP 0.24 
























450 MIRR 273% 267% 215% 178% 153% 134% 120% 110% 101% 95% 
 
PBP 0.21 


























500 MIRR 338% 296% 231% 188% 160% 140% 125% 113% 104% 97% 
 
PBP 0.19 
         
Note; Hybrid scrubber financial calculations for individual years at fuel price premium spread from 
150 to 500 USD/Tonne, with final project values at 10-year amortisation period. NPV denotes net 
present value, MIRR modified internal rate of return, PBP denotes payback period in years. 
